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PREFACE
4HELIGHTINGOFAÚRECONNOTESLIGHT WARMTH PASSIONANDSPARKSOFBRILLIANCE%DUCATIONISABOUTTHELIGHTING
OFÚRES/URCHILDRENANDSTUDENTSARENOTMEREVESSELSTOBEÚLLED BUTCURIOUSANDINTELLIGENTYOUNGPEOPLE
ready to acquire the knowledge, skills and values that will allow them to soar in the global sky of opportunities.
/UREDUCATIONSYSTEMMUSTKEEPTHATÚREBURNING NOTONLYTODEVELOPOURSTUDENTSTOTHEIRFULLEST BUTTOENSURE
that every citizen is given the opportunity to participate fully in Singapore’s growth. The Singapore Education
and Training System has seen radical transformations in the past four decades, as it evolves in tandem with the
socio-economic and manpower development needs of the nation.
The Institute of Technical Education (ITE) and its predecessor organisations have been providing Career and
Technical Education opportunities to Singaporean youths and adult learners. Since the formation of ITE as a
post-secondary education institution in 1992, Singapore’s Career and Technical Education System has been
completely transformed. This massive turnaround and achievement have been recognised by the Innovations in
American Government Awards Programme, Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation, Harvard
University’s JF Kennedy School of Government, when it awarded ITE the Global IBM Innovations Award in
Transforming Government in 2007.
This book tells ITE’s story of transformation in the last twenty years: the clarity of vision and goals, through
SUCCESSIVEÚVE YEARSTRATEGICROADMAPSITSDETERMINATIONINTHEEXECUTIONOFPOLICIESANDPROGRAMMESASWELL
as the resilience and compassion of its people. They have enabled ITE to transform the lives of one quarter of
OURSCHOOLCOHORT PERMITTEDMANYDREAMSTOCOMETRUEANDFULÚLLEDMANYASPIRATIONS
4HESERICHLESSONSANDEXPERIENCES ASWELLASTHESUCCESSSTORIESOF)4%STUDENTSANDGRADUATES HAVENOWBEEN
compiled into a book of voices – voices that speak proudly of a past and boldly towards a future.
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HISTORY OF VOCATIONAL AND
TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN SINGAPORE
-UCHLIKETHEHISTORYOF3INGAPORE THEBEGINNINGISALWAYSABOUTASMALLÚSHINGVILLAGEANDAMANNAMED
3IR3TAMFORD2AFÛESWHOTRANSFORMEDTHEVILLAGEINTOATHRIVINGSEAPORTANDPLANNEDTOWN THUSFOUNDING
modern Singapore. And much like Singapore’s success story, the history of vocational and technical
EDUCATION64% ISALSOINEXTRICABLYLINKEDTOTHECOUNTRYmSECONOMICGROWTH DEVELOPMENTANDPROGRESSION
!SANATIONPROGRESSESANDGROWSMORECOMPLEXANDTHEMEANSOFLIVINGALTER SOTOOMUSTTHEEDUCATION
SYSTEM4HEDEVELOPMENTOF64%IN3INGAPOREISAREÛECTIONOFTHEADAPTABILITYOF3INGAPOREINACHANGING
world and the changes that take place alongside a nation’s ever-changing manpower needs.
4ECHNICALEDUCATIONANDTRAININGHAVEEXPERIENCEDMAJORCHANGESOVERTHEPASTFOURDECADESINTANDEM
with rapid changes in the Singapore economy and manpower needs. Vocational training was formalised
and given focus with the formation of the Industrial Training Board (ITB) in 1973, when it took over from
the former Technical Education Department in the Ministry of Education. ITB subsequently merged with
the Adult Education Board in 1979 to become the Vocational and Industrial Training Board (VITB). The
VITB concentrated on building up the academic and skills upgrading of the workforce. As vocational
TRAININGHADTOBEVERYDYNAMIC THE6)4"HADTORESPONDTOMAJORCHANGESINTRAININGNEEDSBYINTRODUCING
many initiatives. Then, there came a point whereby what VITB was doing was inadequate to meet longterm economic and industrial needs. A fundamental change in the way VTE was structured and delivered
was required.

Sewing was one of the vocational skills taught in the 1970’s.
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Another ‘old economy’ skill in the 1970’s was Carpentry.
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MILESTONES IN TECHNICAL EDUCATION
BEFORE THE FORMATION OF
INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION (ITE)
1930’s:

1960’s:

1930: After 111 years of British rule in
3INGAPORE THEÚRSTGOVERNMENTTRADE
school was established in Newton.
Called Government Trade School, it
provided pre-apprenticeship training
to primary school leavers.

1962: %XPANSION IN THE NUMBER OF
students saw a need for more schools
and thus a rapid building of more
vocational secondary schools and
technical secondary schools.

1938: With buildings donated by
the Aw brothers of Tiger Balm,
two Gabrielite religious brothers
from Abyssinia started classes in
Mechanics and Carpentry and the
St Joseph’s Trade School in Bukit
Timah was born.

1940’s:
1940: Government Trade School
needed more space and moved to
Balestier. It was renamed Balestier
Trade School. World War II saw
Japanese troops occupying the
premises, and it was not until
 THAT THE ÚRST CLASSES WERE
conducted there.

1950’s:
1956: 4ANJONG +ATONG 3ECONDARY
Technical School and Queenstown
Secondary Technical School were
opened.

1963: Balestier Trade School was
renamed as Singapore Vocational
Institute (SVI) and focused on
teaching 'craft' courses like
Mechanical Engineering, Motor
Vehicle Mechanics, Woodcraft and
Metal, etc. Graduates of SVI were
highly sought after by industry.
1968: Four more vocational schools
were built. A Technical Education
Department (TED) was established
within the Ministry of Education to
oversee the development of technical
secondary education, industrial
training and technical teacher training.
Secondary vocational schools were
slowly phased out in favour of
vocational institutes.
Singapore Vocational Institute
1969: Singapore Technical Institute
for secondary school leavers was
established.
1969: It was not all grease and dirt.
The Baharuddin Vocational Institute
in Queenstown offered courses
from graphic design to dressmaking,
nurturing many renowned fashion
and graphic designers of today.
Baharuddin Vocational Institute
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Singapore Technical Institute

Aljunied Vocational Institute

1970’s:

1990’s:

1973: Formation of Industrial
Training Board (ITB) with a total
of 10 campuses (9 Vocational
Institutes and Singapore Technical
Institute). The number of graduates
increased to over 4,000 — up from
JUSTIN— including more
girls who had completed courses
such as Precision Engineering.
ITB was created to centralise and
coordinate industrial training.
It implemented the National
4RADE #ERTIÚCATE .4#  IN ORDER
to meet the different levels of
skills and standards required by
industry. Through a standardised
SYSTEM OF PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS 
both students and adult learners
alike could achieve the NTC at
three levels: semi-skilled (NTC3), skilled (NTC-2) and master
craftsman (NTC-1).

1979: The Vocational and Industrial
Training Board (VITB) was created
from an amalgamation of ITB and
Adult Education Board (AEB).
VITB took in 50 per cent primary
school leavers and 50 per cent
secondary school leavers. VITB
continued the appointment of
Trade
Advisory
Committees
WHEREBYPERSONSOFEXPERTISEAND
EXPERIENCEINVARIOUSSPECIALISED
ÚELDS FROM INDUSTRY ADVISED ON
courses, curricula and facilities.
A Centre of Vocational Training
was set up within VITB to
develop professional capability
in areas such as the training of
trainers, curriculum development
and instructional design. VITB
CONTINUED PROMOTING  EXPANDING
and intensifying vocational and
technical education in Singapore
into the 1980's and early 1990's.

1991: By 1991, a total of 150, 000
skilled workers were trained
AND CERTIÚED (OWEVER  WITH THE
introduction of higher value-added
industry sectors in Singapore,
employers preferred VITB graduates
who had at least secondary school
education, paving the way for a
new chapter in VTE in Singapore.

Bukit Merah Vocational Institute

Geylang Serai Vocational Institute

Vocational and Industrial Training
Board (VITB)

Jurong Vocational Institute

McNair Vocational Institute

Pasir Panjang Vocational Institute

1992: The government decided
that VITB had to be restructured
as a fully post-secondary institution.
Institute of Technical Education
(ITE) was born and the rest, as
THEYSAY IS/5234/29

Punggol Vocational Institute

(Information adapted from 'From Economic Debacle to Economic Miracle' by Chiang 1998)
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THE TURNING POINT FOR VTE
The 1990's started with omens of a problem which Singapore’s policymakers were realising — the
ineffectiveness of the then VTE system that could not cope with the rapidly-developing industrial
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES OF THE NATION /N  &EBRUARY   $R 4AY %NG 3OON  THEN 3ENIOR -INISTER OF
State for Education, highlighted the challenge in vocational and technical education: “It has become clear
that trainees with only primary school education have not been successful. It appears that employers prefer
vocational graduates to have at least a secondary education.”
From the VITB Graduate Employment Surveys in the late 1980's, graduates with only primary school
EDUCATIONWERENOTGETTINGJOBSMATCHINGWHATTHEYWERETRAINEDFOR%MPLOYERSHADAPREFERENCEFOR6)4"
graduates who had a secondary school education, as retraining was essential to keep up with economic
CHANGESANDNEWTECHNOLOGIES3INGAPOREmSNEXTPHASEOFDEVELOPMENT ASPUBLISHEDINA%CONOMIC
Plan, was to focus on the building of the manufacturing and services sectors. Companies were encouraged
TODIVERSIFY UPGRADEANDEXPANDINTOSTRONGEXPORT ORIENTEDCOMPANIESANDINVESTINREGIONALECONOMIES
It became clear that to meet the skilled manpower needs of Singapore’s future economic development, a
PRIMARYSCHOOLFOUNDATIONWASNOTSUFÚCIENT2ISINGEXPECTATIONSOFTHEINDUSTRYANDECONOMYINGENERAL
necessitated a revamp of the VTE landscape.

Courses offered then were very basic and conducted at old school buildings.
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CHAPTER TWO:
NEW BEGINNINGS,
NEW HOPE
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THE BIRTH OF ITE
!GOODYEARS4HATWASWHATTHE-INISTRYOF%DUCATION-/% DECIDEDAS
the minimum period of general education every student should go through.
This also meant that VTE would be restructured and reorganised as a postSECONDARYEDUCATIONPATHWAY4HISNEWROLEMEANTTHATAMERERESHUFÛING
OF THE OLD 6)4" WAS INSUFÚCIENT ! METAMORPHOSIS THAT WOULD LEAVE THE
past behind was crucial. A complete overhaul of the system and a radical
transformation meant an entirely new entity — the Institute of Technical
Education (ITE).
There were big plans and grand ambitions for ITE. With the repositioning,
)4%WOULDSTANDALONGSIDETHETHREE YEARPOLYTECHNICSANDTWO YEARJUNIOR
colleges as post-secondary options in the Singapore Education System,
but focus on students with lower academic performance at secondaryLEVEL NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS )N SPITE OF THE NEW STATUS  )4% WAS UNABLE
to shed the negative shadow of VITB. Rather, the negative image of VTE
PERSISTED 3OCIETAL PREJUDICE AGAINST LESS ACADEMICALLY INCLINED STUDENTS 
misconception of the value of VTE and information gaps about the 'new
ITE' were some of the pressing image issues ITE had to deal with.
So, what would differentiate ITE from its predecessors? What are its mission,
vision and values? Who are its people? Who are its stakeholders? How
can VTE in Singapore remake itself through ITE? What are Singapore’s
nation building needs and how can ITE play a part? These were some big
questions the Ministry of Education and the ITE Board and management had
to carefully think through. Dr Tay Eng Soon, then Senior Minister of State
for Education, was the prime architect in creating a new post-secondary
64%SYSTEMIN3INGAPORE&ROMTHEEXCERPTOF$R4AY%NG3OONmSSPEECH
at the inauguration of ITE in 1992, it was apparent that a lot of careful and
thoughtful planning and preparation went into the establishment of ITE. Its
ROLESWEREWELL DEÚNEDANDITSFUNCTIONSCLEARANDEXPLICIT)4%WASBORNTO
do great things.
Left: With the birth of ITE, there was an increased focus on high-tech new
economy courses, like Electronics Communications.
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Dr Tay Eng Soon (left) being briefed on the new ITE Headquarters and ITE Dover development.

A MOMENT IN HISTORY
EXCERPT OF SPEECH BY DR TAY ENG SOON, SENIOR MINISTER OF STATE FOR EDUCATION,
AND CHAIRMAN, VOCATIONAL & INDUSTRIAL TRAINING BOARD, AT THE INAUGURATION
OF THE INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION, ON TUESDAY 31 MARCH 1992
Mission and Functions of ITE
)4%mSMISSIONWILLBETOMAXIMISETHEPOTENTIALOF3INGAPOREANSTHROUGHEXCELLENCEINTECHNICALEDUCATIONANDTRAININGINORDERTODEVELOPTHE
QUALITYOFOURWORKFORCEANDENHANCE3INGAPOREmSGLOBALCOMPETITIVENESS4HISMISSIONSTATEMENTREÛECTS)4%mSROLEANDCOMMITMENTINMEETING
THESKILLEDMANPOWERNEEDSOFOURECONOMY4OFULÚLLTHISMISSION )4%WILLFOCUSONÚVEFUNCTIONS
1. Provision, Promotion and Regulation of Technical Training and Education Courses
&IRSTLY  ON PRE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING !S OUR ECONOMY MOVES UPWARDS  )4% WILL EXPAND HIGHER LEVEL TECHNICAL COURSES FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
leavers. New courses will be developed to meet industry needs. School leavers will have a wider range of full-time and apprenticeship courses
to match their interests and aptitude. ITE trainees will receive a well-rounded education, so that they are not only highly skilled, but also
PHYSICALLYÚTANDSOCIALLYRESPONSIBLE4OPROVIDEATOTALLEARNINGENVIRONMENTCONDUCIVEFORBOTHSKILLSTRAININGANDCHARACTERDEVELOPMENT 
SEVENNEWINSTITUTESWILLBEBUILTANDTHREEEXISTINGONESWILLBEUPGRADEDOVERTHENEXTÚVETOSIXYEARSATANESTIMATEDCAPITALEXPENDITUREOF
$250 million.
2. Upgrading Technical Skills of the Workforce through Continuing Education and Training (CET)
3ECONDLY  ON CONTINUING EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR WORKERS 4HE EXISTING 0ART 4IME -ODULAR 3KILLS 4RAINING OR -/34 PROGRAMME IS VERY
SUCCESSFUL!NNUALLY ITATTRACTSSOME NEWPARTICIPANTSWHOAREWORKERSWITHFEWSKILLSTOTAKEUPSKILLSTRAINING/URWORKEREDUCATION
programmes, Basic Education for Skills Training (BEST) and Worker Improvement through Secondary Education (WISE), have been equally
SUCCESSFUL(OWEVER THEREISSTILLALARGEPOOLOFUNTRAINEDWORKERSWHODONOTPARTICIPATEINTHEEXISTING#%4PROGRAMMESOWINGTOVARIOUS
reasons. The ITE will be focusing on three new initiatives to help this pool of workers to come forward for training:
 p4RAINING)NITIATIVEFOR-ATURE%MPLOYEES4)-% 0ROGRAMME
 p!.EW3CHEMETO4RAIN!DULT7ORKERS
 p&ORMATIONOF!DVISORY#OUNCILON#%4
3. Regulation and Promotion of Industry-Based Training and Education in Technical Skills
4HETHIRDMAJORFUNCTIONOF)4%ISTOFURTHERPROMOTEINDUSTRY BASEDTRAINING4HE)4%HASTWOPLANS
 p%XPANDTHESCOPEOFAPPRENTICESHIP
 p%NCOURAGECOMPANIESTOSETUPIN HOUSETRAININGCENTRES
2EGULATIONOF#ERTIÚCATIONAND3TANDARDOF4ECHNICAL3KILLS
!S ITS FOURTH FUNCTION  )4% WILL EXTEND CERTIÚCATION TO EMERGING SKILLS !S OUR ECONOMY BECOMES MORE SERVICE ORIENTED  )4% WILL EXTEND THE
CERTIÚCATIONOFSERVICESKILLSTOOTHERNEWAREASANDIDENTIFYMOREAREASFORCERTIÚCATIONATTHEHIGHEST.ATIONAL4ECHNICAL#ERTIÚCATE'RADE/NE
or NTC-1 level.
5. Promotion and Provision of Consultancy Services for Training and Education in Technical Skills
The ITE will help companies identify training needs, develop training programmes, design instruction and train trainers. ITE will also support
3INGAPOREmSROLEINTHEINTERNATIONALCOMMUNITYBYSHARINGITSEXPERIENCEANDEXPERTISEINTECHNICALTRAINING
)4%WILLHAVEASIGNIÚCANTROLETOPLAYINTHETRAININGOFOURWORKFORCE-ANYCHALLENGESLIEAHEAD/URMISSIONISTOPREPAREABETTEREDUCATED
and trained workforce to meet the challenges of the 21st century.
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REMAKING ITE — HOW IT ALL BEGAN
The students who came to VITB, as well as to ITE in its earlier days, had low self-esteem and morale,
ACCEPTING THE PERCEPTION THAT THEY WERE UNDER ACHIEVERS 7ITH A SIGNIÚCANT NUMBER OF STUDENTS FROM
lower-income families and sometimes dysfunctional homes, their academic performance allowed the
stereotype that ITE students were 'under-achievers' to persist, given the strong societal bias for academic
education and academic success. Despite its new status as a fully post-secondary education institution, ITE
was initially unable to shed its negative image as 'a place of last resort' for academically-weak students.
To address this serious problem, ITE needed to make very radical and fundamental changes and thus
EMBARKEDONAMASSIVEANDEXTENSIVETRANSFORMATIONJOURNEYTHATTOOKPLACEOVERTHENEXTTWODECADES!N
instrumental catalyst that prompted the overhaul of ITE was Eric Gwee, Chairman of ITE Board of Governors
(1994 to 2007) who asked the senior management of ITE to deal with two important issues — its image and
its vision. Known for his people-centred leadership style and charisma, Eric Gwee is credited with steering
the successful transformation of ITE through three strategic blueprints – ITE 2000, ITE Breakthrough, and
ITE Advantage, playing a critical and central role in shaping the developmental roadmap of ITE and VTE.
He has also been a guiding light and inspiration to both the Board and management.

Above: Although it offered many vocational courses leading to employment, the
Vocational and Industrial Training Board (VITB), ITE’s predecessor institution, was seen
as a place catering to academically-weak students.
Right: ITE’s transformation has changed how VTE is delivered and perceived, from the
courses offered and campus infrastructure, to the people who teach VTE and how the
general public perceives ITE.
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THE WAY FORWARD
When I was appointed as Chairman in 1994, the then newly-established
ITE was trying to shed its 'VITB' image. Image was a very serious concern
THEN)4%ALSONEEDEDACLEARFOCUSASTOWHEREITSHOULDBEIN9EAR 
2005, 2010 and so on. What is ITE’s image and how do we change
THE PERCEPTIONS OF )4% )MAGE IS ABOUT HOW YOU PROJECT YOURSELF  YOUR
PRODUCT YOUR)4%GRADUATESANDHOWTHEYPROJECTTHEMSELVESINSOCIETY
So obviously, the priority must be on ITE students and graduates and,
HENCE THESTAFF TOO7EHADTOÚRSTBUILDTHEIMAGEAMONGTHESTUDENTS
ANDGRADUATES ANDTHENBUILDTHEIMAGEOFTHESTAFF4HESEWILLREÛECTON
the organisation.
)MAGEWASTHEKEYTOTRANSFORM)4% BUTITWASAVERYDIFÚCULTTHINGTODO
ATTHATTIME)VISITEDEVERYCAMPUSTHENJUSTTOHAVEAFEELOFWHATTHEY
were like at that point. After the visits, it was very clear that we needed
the support of the Board of Governors and the Ministry of Education,
and everyone had to work together to achieve the image we desired
for ITE. Changing the image of ITE was nothing about glamour or fancy
advertising. It was simply about how every graduate would be looked
upon by others — opinion leaders and the public at large. To do that, we
NEEDEDTOUNDERSTANDTHEPROÚLEANDTRAITSOFTHESTUDENTSWHOCAMEINTO
ITE. The Board’s priority was to work with the Ministry and engage the
ITE management fully in building up a viable education system that will
be readily accepted by students, parents, teachers and society as a whole.
To improve ITE’s image then, there were many steps we needed to do.
4HEREFORE WENEEDEDAROADMAPAROADMAPTOÚNDANDTHENCREATETHE
path to where we wanted to go. The staff’s morale was also not high at that
time. Many were not clear where they were heading. Vision and forward
planning was therefore another key priority for ITE. That was how the
"OARDANDMANAGEMENTSTARTEDTOENVISIONANDCREATEÚVE YEARLYSTRATEGIC
PLANSTOGUIDEANDBRINGTHESTAFFALONGANEWJOURNEYOFREINVENTING)4%
The Board and I are heartened that the ITE management and staff are
highly committed and passionate, and delivered the two key priorities of
the Board — changing ITE’s image and setting clear directions for the way
forward.

ERIC GWEE
CHAIRMAN (1994 - 2007)
ITE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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ITE’S MISSION
We are not here to create superstars but to create opportunities for
EVERYINDIVIDUALTOATTAINAUSEFULQUALIÚCATIONTHATCANBEAGATEWAY
for successful careers or further education. We want people to look at
)4%ASAMAINSTREAMEDUCATIONPROVIDERANDNOTJUSTASANALTERNATIVE
for those who cannot progress to other education options.
Many students come to ITE, initially, with a sense of inadequacy. But
INLEARNINGASKILLANDOBTAININGACERTIÚCATE THEYEXPERIENCESUCCESS
and cultivate an interest in lifelong learning. This initial success will
hopefully make them believe in themselves and motivate them to do
and achieve more. This is the spark for the students’ future success.

BOB TAN
CHAIRMAN (FROM 2007)
BOARD MEMBER (1998 - 2007)
ITE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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THE FOUNDATION OF ITE AND ITS PRINCIPLES
Building a quality and sustainable system requires an understanding of the
BASICPRINCIPLES/FCOURSE ITISPOSSIBLETHATWEMAYNOTHAVEAPPRECIATED
some of these basic principles during the earlier phases of our development.
"UT REÛECTINGONOUREXPERIENCE )CANSAFELYSAYTHATASYSTEMISONLYAS
strong as its foundations.
7HAT ARE SOME OF THESE FOUNDATIONS /NE OF THE KEY PRINCIPLES FOR
Vocational and Technical Education (VTE), in my view, is its close alignment
with economic development. This is why it is essential to develop a close
relationship and partnership with industry. We need to know where and
WHATTYPESOFJOBSWILLBECREATED!TTHENATIONALLEVEL MANPOWERPLANNING
and coordination has been a strategic tool in Singapore’s economic and
social development. As an education institution, ITE then ensures that the
courses it conducts are relevant and responsive to the needs of students,
economy and society. The key outcomes must be skills, knowledge and
values for employability and lifelong learning.
4HE SECOND PRINCIPLE IS THE PURSUIT OF ORGANISATIONAL EXCELLENCE 'REAT
and high-performing institutions do not happen by chance. They are often
founded by people who share a common mission, vision and values. In
OUR CASE  OUR EARLY INTEREST IN ORGANISATIONAL EXCELLENCE STARTED WITH THE
adoption of the People-Centred Management (PCM) philosophy by the
former Vocational & Industrial Training Board (VITB) as part of the National
Productivity Movement in 1981. I felt then that embracing PCM and its
practices would help to forge a culture of open communications, mutual
trust and care and concern, where staff would be motivated to strive for
EXCELLENCEANDMAXIMISETHEIROWNPOTENTIAL7ECONDUCTEDORGANISATIONAL
climate surveys. Findings were disseminated by senior management to all
STAFF5NDERSTANDINGTHEASPIRATIONS MOTIVATIONS EXPECTATIONSANDHOPESOF
our staff and how they viewed their careers and roles in the organisation was
AN IMPORTANT STEP TOWARDS BUILDING ORGANISATIONAL EXCELLENCE 4HIS SOON
led to our active participation in the Work Improvement Teams (WITs),
Singapore Quality Award (SQA) and Public Service for the 21st Century
(PS21) programmes. I, of course, did not know at the time that embracing
THE 0#- WOULD BE LAYING THAT EARLY FOUNDATION FOR OUR JOURNEY TOWARDS
ORGANISATIONALEXCELLENCEqAJOURNEYTHATWASTOLEAD)4%INTOWINNINGTHE
prestigious Singapore Quality Award in 2005.

DR LAW SONG SENG
DIRECTOR & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
OF VITB AND ITE (1981 - 2007)
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Strong industry representation in the design of new courses and in the review
of existing courses meant that ITE’s courses were highly relevant to and current
with industry needs.
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STRATEGIC TOTAL TRANSFORMATION
The highest goal of ITE’s transformation was to change its status from one of a 'dead-end' option to an
attractive, market-relevant and career-focused education option for kinaesthetic learners. For a start, ITE’s
mission evolved from a mere provider of technical education to become an institution that provides holistic
development for its students — empowering them to be adaptable, creative and independent solution
providers, with strong values towards self, others and the community.
! TOTAL DEVELOPMENT PHILOSOPHY WAS ADOPTED WHERE CURRICULUM AND PEDAGOGY EXTENDED BEYOND THE
acquisition of technical knowledge and skills. Thus, besides skills and knowledge, ITE’s mission today includes
a key element of nurturing values to land its graduates in good stead for challenges in the changing global
ENVIRONMENT GIVINGTHEMTHECONÚDENCE PASSIONANDRESILIENCEFORTHEIRLIVESANDCAREERS4OIMPROVEPUBLIC
acceptance, and in turn, to attract students and motivate them to successfully complete their programmes, ITE
adopted an integrated 4Ps Approach (People, Product, Place and Promotion) to remake itself.
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HIS EARLY DAYS AT ITE
7HEN )WASASKEDTO BE THE #%/ OF )4%  ) REALISED THAT )4% WASALREADY AN EXCELLENT ORGANISATION  WITH
PROVENSYSTEMS PROCESSESANDPRACTICES)TWASTHEÚRSTEDUCATIONORGANISATIONTORECEIVETHE3INGAPORE
Quality Award in 2005. My challenge was how to keep the ‘ITE Heartbeat’ pulsating, while adding new
value to the organisation.
-Y PRIOR EXPERIENCE AT THE %CONOMIC $EVELOPMENT "OARD WAS INVALUABLE IN PROVIDING ME WITH A ÚRM
foundation of positioning ITE in line with industry’s needs. We need to produce market-relevant and quality
graduates in a timely manner, to attract the right investment. I was also fortunate that at Nanyang Polytechnic,
)HADWIDEEXPOSUREACROSSMANY3CHOOLS WHICHPUTMEINANEXCELLENTPOSITIONTOUNDERSTANDTHENEEDS
of different sectors of industry.
To help me have a good grasp of ITE’s needs and priorities, I talked to all our key stakeholders — our
students, staff, partners, and especially the employers. The key understanding was that we could no longer
serve the needs of industry with broad courses. We needed a shift in our strategy — from that of offering
broad-based courses on a large scale, to catering to smaller, niche areas of focus within broad industry
clusters. I call these 'T-shaped' courses, which provide breadth in serving different sectors and depth in
skills acquisition in order to serve industry better.
As we had focused on more generic Engineering and technical courses in our earlier years of development,
there was an imbalance among different Schools in the Colleges. The School of Engineering was very big,
FOR EXAMPLE  COMPARED TO THE 3CHOOL OF )NFORMATION #OMMUNICATIONS 4ECHNOLOGY 7E HAVE RATIONALISED
this — taking Electronics out of Engineering and forming a School of Electronics & Info-comm Technology,
TOTAKEADVANTAGEOFTHESYNERGIESBETWEENTHESETWOÚELDS7EALSOINTRODUCEDNEW3CHOOLSINTHELASTÚVE
years — Hospitality and Design & Media — to address the emerging manpower needs in these growth areas.
While we kept pace with the rapid changes in industry, I was also very conscious that the market ITE
serves is very different from what I was used to at the polytechnics. In ITE, we need an environment that
ÚTSTHEKINAESTHETICLEARNINGSTYLESOFOURSTUDENTS7ETHEREFOREFOCUSEDONCREATINGANAUTHENTICLEARNING
environment for our students —ANENVIRONMENTTHATÚTSTHEIRLEARNINGSTYLEANDYETISREALISTICTOTHEREAL
INDUSTRYENVIRONMENT/URAIMISTODEVELOP7ORK 2EADY 7ORLD 2EADYGRADUATES WHOWILLMAKEAMARK
in industry through our unique education.
While we train ITE students to be work-ready and world-ready, we have to do so with a lot of empathy and
patience. Many of them come from less-privileged circumstances. I was very impressed and touched by our
staff’s passion in wanting to help students and the level of care shown to their students. And this resonated
VERYWELLWITHMYPERSONALVALUES4OTHISDAY )STANDAMAZEDATTHEEXTRAMILEMYACADEMICCOLLEAGUES
would go to help and to guide their students towards shining in their lives. To me, it is this single most
conviction that keeps many of our staff active and passionate in their roles.

BRUCE POH
DIRECTOR & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (FROM 2007)
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STRATEGIC BLUEPRINTS
)4%mS TRANSFORMATION WAS CARRIED OUT IN FOUR SUCCESSIVE WAVES EACH LED BY ÚVE YEAR 3TRATEGIC "LUEPRINTS
that had their own multiple levels and layers of innovations. ITE 2000 (1995-1999) was a Strategic Plan
to build ITE into an established post-secondary technical institution by the year 2000. ITE Breakthrough
(2000-2004) aimed to turn young people from knowledge vessels to knowledge applicators by building a
world-class technical education institution that is effective, relevant and responsive to the knowledge-based
economy. The ITE Advantage (2005-2009) was ITE’s third strategic blueprint and sought to establish ITE
as a global player that produces not only 'work-ready' but also 'world-ready' graduates capable of holding
their own against their counterparts from anywhere in the world. ITE Innovate (2010 – 2014) highlights
)4%mSASPIRATIONTOBEATTHEFOREFRONTOFINNOVATIONSIN64%INTHEGLOBALARENAITFOCUSESONBUILDINGANEW
generation of ‘Work-ready, World-ready Graduates’.

OUR TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY
Left: ITE’s transformation journey
was carried out in Four Waves,
each led by a five-year Strategic
Blueprint with ambitious Visions.

Below: These Strategic Roadmaps
were developed into creativelydesigned booklets for distribution to
staff, partners and stakeholders.
From left:
ITE 2000 (1995 - 1999);
ITE Breakthrough (2000 - 2004);
ITE Advantage (2005 - 2009); and
ITE Innovate (2010 - 2014)
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ITE’S STRATEGIC ROADMAPS
/F THE THREE 3TRATEGIC 2OADMAPS WE HAVE COMPLETED  ) WOULD
consider the most challenging to be ITE 2000. That was the time
WHENWEHADNOREFERENCEPOINT7EHADNEVERDONESUCHAMAJOR
Strategic Roadmap for transformation. We asked ourselves hard and
fundamental questions like: “What sort of approach should we take?”,
“What should the structure of the roadmap be like?”, “Who should we
consult?”, “What should we focus on?”, “How far can we go?”, “What
should be the timeframe?”, “Why are we doing what we are doing?”,
“What can we achieve within a certain timeframe?” and “How do we
get buy-in from staff?” That was an enormous challenge.
For subsequent roadmaps, we looked at the preceding roadmap,
REÛECTEDONWHATWEHADACHIEVEDINTHEPASTÚVEYEARS CONSIDERED
what we were capable of doing then, and what we could be capable
of doing in the future, without looking at constraints and limitations.
We asked ourselves how far we really wanted to go. Although there
was a vision to look ahead to, we also had to be grounded and study
the realities of the situation.
4HESECONDROADMAPWASJUSTASCHALLENGING ASWEWEREVERYAMBITIOUS
then. The name says it all — ITE Breakthrough. That was the plan
whereby we revisited fundamental assumptions about VTE, revamped
OURCERTIÚCATION CURRICULUMANDPEDAGOGICMODELS REENGINEEREDOUR
processes and aligned our systems and services to be worthy of world
standards. In essence, we relooked what VTE meant to our students,
INDUSTRYANDTHENATION4HATWASAMAJORPARADIGMSHIFT
The third and fourth roadmaps — ITE Advantage and ITE Innovate
— focus on building strategic linkages and global partnerships, and
strengthening our organisational capacity and capabilities. The
roadmaps not only provide clear direction for everyone in ITE, they
HAVEBEENTRULYINSPIRATIONALFOROURJOURNEYOFTRANSFORMATION

SABRINA LOI
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
(CORPORATE)
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The 4Ps are, in fact, four essential elements for successful transformation. Each of the strategic plans
recognised the importance of the 4Ps and addressed them with concrete strategies and measures.
The 4Ps are:
pPeople Transformation (Staff, Culture and Capabilities)
pProduct Transformation #ERTIÚCATIONSAND0ROGRAMMES 
pPlace Transformation (Infrastructure and Learning Environment)
p0ROMOTION4RANSFORMATION (Image, Branding and Communications)
The 4Ps are interconnected and build upon each other to augment the credibility and sustainability of ITE,
ensuring that the transformation was total and comprehensive. 'No stones left unturned' could not have
been more apt a description.
The key to transformation was People. It enhanced the capability of our staff in creating market-relevant
courses and world-class learning facilities which, in turn, built a credible and positive image of ITE. Product
TRANSFORMATIONRAISEDTHESTATUSOF)4%INTHENATIONALCERTIÚCATIONPROCESSANDPRODUCEDTHE)4%GRADUATES
that employers wanted and Singapore needed. Place transformation had the most direct bearing on ITE’s
IMAGEANDTHEMORALEOFITSPEOPLEANDSTUDENTS ASWELLASTHEEXTENTANDMAGNITUDEOFIMPROVEMENTSAND
innovation our products and courses could afford. Lastly, Promotion transformation affected the choices of
students and parents as well as public perception of ITE and VTE. At the core of the 4Ps is the most important
'P' of all — Plan. Without forward strategic planning, clear roadmaps and comprehensive transformation
plans, the other 4Ps would never have materialised.

The introduction of higher-level courses
to support the quick-paced changes in the
economy, the recruitment of new lecturers
or upgrading existing ones, and building
completely new and top-of-the-line Colleges,
changed the landscape of Vocational and
Technical Education. This, in turn, led to an
increased acceptance of ITE.
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THE WONDERFUL
CHANGES AT ITE
7HEN ) ÚRST JOINED )4% AS A "OARD -EMBER IN   WE HAD GOOD
facilities, but they were not outstanding. Today, with two regional and
iconic campuses completed — ITE College East and ITE College West
— the contrast is great. ITE campuses are equipped with state-of-theARTANDMODERNLEARNING SPORTSANDRECREATIONALFACILITIES/URSTUDENTS
are now immensely proud of the wide array of facilities available in
ITE. Their morale has been lifted.
In the old days, when I attended the Graduation Ceremonies, some of
THESTUDENTSLOOKEDSMALLTHEIRHEADSWEREDOWNANDTHEYWERENOT
CONÚDENT4ODAY )CANSEETHEBIGDIFFERENCE ESPECIALLYWHENTHEY
look smart in the respective uniforms of the courses they are taking
ANDTHECAREERSTHEYAREPURSUING4HESTUDENTSAREMORECONÚDENT
and their presentation and communication skills have improved
tremendously. They are also more engaged in learning and have goals.
4HEYASKGOODQUESTIONSANDAREMORECONÚDENTINTHEIRRESPONSES
When I meet the students, I often asked them: 'What do you want
to do after you graduate?' Without fail, many will say they want to
progress to the polytechnics. They all seem to have a purpose. I am
TOUCHEDANDEXTREMELYPROUDOFHOWFARTHEYHAVECOME4HATGIVES
me a sense of satisfaction that we are doing the right thing.
In the past, ITE graduates did not make much of an impact on employers.
They were always the last to be selected, compared to polytechnic and
university graduates. Even if they were hired, employers had to invest
HEAVILYINGETTINGTHEMREADYFORTHEJOB4ODAY OURGRADUATESmSKILLS
AREMUCHMOREALIGNEDTOTHEJOBREQUIREMENTS PARTLYBECAUSEOFTHE
involvement of industry in the curriculum planning, development and
delivery processes.
%MPLOYERSÚNDOURGRADUATESHARDWORKINGANDDETERMINED4HEYARE
PREPAREDTOROLLUPTHEIRSLEEVESTOGETTHEWORKDONE4HISEXPLAINS
why ITE graduates are quickly snapped up by employers in good
ASWELLASBADTIMES)NFACT WEHAVEMANYEXAMPLESOFGRADUATES
WHOHAVEDONESOWELLINTHEIRJOBSTHATTHEYWERESPONSOREDBYTHEIR
employers to pursue further or tertiary education. Many have risen
FROMTHERANKSTOPROFESSIONALORMANAGERIALCAREERS/THERSHAVEALSO
become successful entrepreneurs or technopreneurs.

BOB TAN
CHAIRMAN (FROM 2007)
ITE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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THE SUCCESSFUL
TRANSFORMATION OF ITE
-Y  YEARS OF ASSOCIATION WITH )4%  ÚRST AS A "OARD MEMBER AND
subsequently as its Deputy Chairman, were a privilege. They
provided me with the opportunity to participate in the breathtaking
TRANSFORMATIONOF)4%FROMITSDAYSOFÚRSTESTABLISHINGITSELFASAPOST
secondary education institution to one that is currently a front-runner
in global Vocational and Technical Education.
7HEN)4%LAUNCHEDITSÚRSTCOMPREHENSIVE3TRATEGIC2OADMAP THE ITE
2000, one of the key priorities of the Board then was to rebrand ITE
and change the public perception of ITE and societal bias towards
technical education. I am glad that ITE’s management rose to the tough
challenge posed by the Board to turn around ITE’s image 360 degrees.
It was a bold decision, as no public education institution then had
embarked on branding.
As ITE grew, the Board felt that there would be no compromise in
equipping ITE with world-class teaching and learning facilities, as well
as state-of-the-art equipment and teaching tools, so that ITE students
AREEXPOSEDTOTHELATESTINEVERYASPECT)4%STUDENTSCAN THEREFORE 
STAND TALL AMONG THEIR GLOBAL PEERS  FOR THEY CAN BE CONÚDENT THAT
they are equipped with the most current knowledge and skills in their
respective course of study with ITE at their point of graduation.
All these represented turning points that were to change the entire ITE
story, and subsequently, the total technical education landscape.

DR AHMAD MOHD MAGAD
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (2001 - 2010)
BOARD MEMBER (1995 - 2001)
ITE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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)4%mS SUCCESSFUL TRANSFORMATION HAS REDEÚNED HOW 64% IS
delivered. More importantly, the transformation has made VTE
an attractive post-secondary education option to the secondary
school leavers, and their parents, who once shunned ITE.
Student enrolment has doubled since 1995, to over 25, 000
EACHYEAR0ROSPECTIVESTUDENTSAREEXCITEDBYTHEALMOST
full-time courses offered, and ITE students are better motivated
ANDEXCITEDABOUTTHEIRFUTURE
Perhaps, the most meaningful testament is that many are now
proud to tell the world that they are graduates of ITE.
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CHAPTER THREE:
MAKING EXTRAORDINARY
CHANGES THROUGH
EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE
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Visionary leadership and engaged staff passionately committed to
caring for and delivering successful educational outcomes for its
students are undeniably one of the core reasons for ITE’s successful
transformation. It takes passionate and compassionate teachers to
truly care for their students. It takes passionate and compassionate
organisations to truly care for their staff. ITE, as both, has reinvented
what it means to truly care.
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PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH PROFESSIONAL
UPGRADING
/NEOFTHEMOSTIMPORTANTWAYSTOCAREFORSTAFFANDSTUDENTSALLATONCE
is to make provisions for careers and professional selves to grow. The
establishment of ITE as a post-secondary institution in 1992 and the
PHASINGOUTOF.ATIONAL4ECHNICAL#ERTIÚCATE'RADE.4#  COURSES
directly affected a number of teaching staff, particularly those recruited
in the 1970s and earlier, who either did not possess the requisite
FORMAL TECHNICAL QUALIÚCATIONS OR WERE DEPLOYED IN AREAS WHERE FULL
time courses were phased out. ITE thus introduced a Special NTC-2
Retraining Programme for this group of staff from 1993 to 1996. They
had the option of either undergoing day-release retraining or to upgrade
under the part-time mode. Some chose alternative career options.

ITE staff are the most valuable asset to the organisation.
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HIS GREATEST CHALLENGE
The most painful and challenging episode for me was the staff restructuring
EXERCISEINVOLVINGSOMETEACHINGSTAFFWHEN)4%WASESTABLISHEDIN
With the new education policy to provide a minimum of 10 years of general
education for all students in schools, vocational training was repositioned
ASAPOST SECONDARYSYSTEMUNDERTHE)4%-ANYOFTHEEXISTINGPROGRAMMES
under the former Vocational and Industrial Training Board (VITB) had to be
RESTRUCTUREDANDRECONÚGUREDTOMATCHTHENEWCOHORTOFSCHOOLLEAVERS!SA
RESULT TRAININGSTAFFWHOSEQUALIÚCATIONSHADBECOMEOBSOLETEORINADEQUATE
FORNEWANDHIGHER LEVELSKILLSCOURSESWEREAFFECTED/URÚRSTPRIORITYWASTO
OFFERTHEMAXIMUMOPPORTUNITIESANDSUPPORTFORAFFECTEDSTAFFTOUPGRADETO
a diploma level, or retrain in areas of need.
)TWASAPAINFULEXERCISE ESPECIALLYFORTHOSEINTHEIRS WHODIDNOTHAVE
the necessary educational prequisites for upgrading or retraining. It was a
MAJORSTRUGGLETOSWITCHFROMMECHANICAL BASEDCOURSESTOTHEELECTRICALOR
electronics skills areas, which were in demand. Some chose to leave the
SYSTEMUNDERA3PECIAL2ESIGNATION3CHEME WITHCOMPENSATION/THERCHOSE
TOLEAVEANDSETUPBUSINESSES7EUNDERSTOODTHEIRCONCERNSANDEXTENDED
assistance in all possible ways. We consulted our training staff union and
talked to every affected staff. If the restructuring process had gone wrong, it
WOULDHAVEBEENAMAJORSTAFFPROBLEMFORALLCONCERNED&ORTUNATELY ITWAS
an issue well-managed and satisfactorily resolved.

DR LAW SONG SENG
DIRECTOR & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
OF VITB AND ITE (1981 - 2007)
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With ITE 2000, the aims were to upgrade the technical and pedagogic
competence of teaching staff and to foster staff commitment to meet the
NEWEXPECTATIONSOFSTUDENTS!NUMBEROFSTAFFDEVELOPMENTSCHEMES
were made available to those who wished to upgrade themselves to
a diploma or degree, to match the upgrading of ITE courses and build
CONÚDENCEANDMORALEOFTHESTAFF!NEW3TUDY!WARD3CHEMEFOR
degree-level courses was introduced in 1994 to increase the pool of
graduate training staff available for key professional and leadership
positions. Individual deployment and training plans for direct teaching
staff were formulated so that they knew their future deployment when the
restructured technical training system was fully implemented in 1998.
)TWASTHEYEARWHEN)4%TOOKINTHEÚRSTBATCHOF.ORMAL4ECHNICAL 
students who had completed 10 years of general education. By 1995,
Individual Training Plans for all direct teaching staff were completed.
Through this programme, at least 80 per cent of all staff would be able
to meet the academic and professional entry appointments as Training
/FÚCERSAND4RAINING)NSTRUCTORSTHEN
A Master Training Programme conducted by our Memorandum of
Understanding partner in Baden-Württemberg, Federal Republic of
Germany, for improving the teaching effectiveness of training staff
was launched. This enabled the building of a pool of outstanding ITE
teaching staff who could assume the role of Mentors to their fellow
teaching staff, thereby raising the pedagogic and technical standards
of ITE education. As a result of these, teaching staff increased their
CONÚDENCEANDIMPROVEDTHEIRPROFESSIONALIMAGEANDSOCIALSTATUS 
ONTOPOFBEINGMOREPROFESSIONALLY QUALIÚEDANDCOMPETENT
With the admission of more mature post-secondary students with
HIGHEREXPECTATIONS THEREWASANEEDTOEMPLOYDIFFERENTAPPROACHESTO
TEACHINGANDLEARNING&OREXAMPLE THEREWASANEEDTODE EMPHASISE
the traditional instructor-centred teaching methodology and employ an
INTERACTIVE  QUESTION AND PROBE APPROACH 0ROJECTS AND ASSIGNMENTS 
correspondingly, needed to be more challenging, requiring students
TOEXERCISEGREATERINITIATIVEANDINDEPENDENCE3TAFFNEEDEDTOADAPT
to this new delivery approach and learning environment. Through a
structured student consultation approach outside their teaching timetables, ties and rapport with students were built. Teaching staff used
such consultation hours to assist students in their course work and
PROJECTSOROFFERCAREERGUIDANCEANDINFORMATION4HUS ITE 2000 raised
the professional, technical and pedagogic competencies of teaching
staff by leaps and bounds. Such intensive professional upgrading of
TEACHINGOFÚCERSAPTLYMETTHEDEMANDSOF)4%ASAHIGH QUALITYPOST
secondary institution.

Right: Today, almost 100% of academic staff possess diploma or higher qualifications.
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WHAT’S IN A NAME?
!NAMETOTRULYREÛECTTHENEWANDENHANCEDPROÚLEOFITSTEACHING
staff was what ITE aimed to do when the teaching staff adopted the
new title of ‘Lecturer’ from September 2002 onwards. With new
Curriculum and Pedagogic Models for teaching and learning and the
introduction of eTutor, a personalised web-based learning system, ITE
teachers’ professional competency, too, needed to be recognised. This
REDESIGNATIONOF)4%TEACHERSWASNOTASUPERÚCIALRENAMINGEXERCISE
Instead, it recognised the demands and competencies of the ITE
teaching profession in the new teaching and learning environment.
4HE TERM l,ECTURERm BETTER REÛECTED THE ENHANCED JOB SCOPE OF )4%
teachers, raised staff morale and motivated them to continually
upgrade their capabilities. As an institution of higher learning, the
new designation was an apt description of the roles of ITE’s teaching
staff. Besides theoretical and practical teaching, lecturers were also
INVOLVED IN INDUSTRY PROJECTS  INDUSTRY ATTACHMENTS  AMONG MANY
other commitments. Teaching staff also played a facilitator’s role in
the learning process and helped their students to become independent
learners. In the long run, the term ‘Lecturer’ raised the status of ITE
teachers, and this, in turn, raised ITE’s image and standing. Some
  STAFF WERE REDESIGNATED IN THIS EXERCISE !MONG THE LECTURERS 
some were further emplaced on Senior or Principal Lecturer grades.
Right: From being called ‘Training Officers’, academic staff were redesignated
as ‘Lecturers’, recognising the higher demands placed on professional
competencies required of ITE’s academic staff.
Pictured: Suppiah Nagammal, Senior Lecturer-Mentor/Nursing, was a key
member of the team of Nursing staff who set up the Centre for Healthcare
Simulation at ITE College East, in 2005.
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FOUR DECADES AND COUNTING
I was appointed as a Student Craft Teacher in 1968 and promoted to a Trainee Craft Teacher two years later. I then
ATTENDEDTHE4EACHERSm4RAINING#OLLEGEIN0ATERSON2OADFORMY#ERTIÚCATEIN0EDAGOGY)WASTEACHINGATTHE
Singapore Vocational Institute at that time. I was awarded a Technical Scholarship to study in Adelaide under the
Colombo Plan Technical Awards. I was really fortunate, as I was one of the last few recipients of this prestigious
award. I spent 18 months in Australia from 1977 to 1978.
/NMYRETURNFROM!USTRALIA )WASPOSTEDTO0ASIR0ANJANG6OCATIONAL)NSTITUTETOTEACH-ETAL&ABRICATION
7ELDINGUNTIL WHEN)WASAPPOINTEDAS(EADOF$EPARTMENT(/$ FOR-ETAL&ABRICATION$EPARTMENTAT
THEFORMER!YER2AJAH6OCATIONAL)NSTITUTE&ROMTO )WAS(/$FOR0RE 6OCATIONAL4RAINING WHICH
was then changed to Basic Vocational Training 1 for Primary 8 (Monolingual) students in 1991. I remained as
(/$UNTIL WHEN"ASIC6OCATIONAL4RAININGCOURSESFORTHE0RIMARYSTUDENTSCEASED)THENBECAME(EAD
of Learning Resource Centre, which was a new entity then, until 2000.
I completed my three-year day-release retraining in Mechatronics Engineering at Nanyang Polytechnic in 2000,
sponsored by ITE. Thereafter, I was deployed to teach Electronics at the then ITE East (Bedok Campus) before I
JOINEDTHEÚRST)4%#OLLEGE )4%#OLLEGE%AST IN*UNE)WASAPPOINTED3ENIOR,ECTURER -ENTORAYEARLATER
ITE is constantly retraining its staff, as it phases out obsolete courses and implements new ones. Since the
S RETRAININGOFSTAFFWASEXTENSIVE&ROMIN HOUSE.4# PROGRAMMESTODIPLOMAPROGRAMMESATTHE
polytechnics, to being sponsored for degree programmes, ITE has always been very generous in sending staff
for retraining and upgrading.
)HAVETRULYENJOYEDMYCAREERFROMA#RAFT4EACHERTO3ENIOR,ECTURER -ENTOR7HATAJOURNEYITHASBEENØ

FOO JONG JIN
SENIOR LECTURER–MENTOR/ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
ITE COLLEGE EAST

Right: Foo Jong Jin (right) with his Staff
Identification Card in 1968 and receiving
a 40-year Long Service Award in 2010.
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REASONS FOR ITE’S
SUCCESSES

ITE is where it is today because of its people. It is crucial for us to
CONTINUE THE PEOPLE ÚRST CULTURE FOR MEMBERS OF THE )4% FAMILY TO
continue the caring working relationships they have built and the
commitment to ITE and its causes. The challenge ahead would be that,
in the past, many of our team members were ‘home-grown’ talents and
we have worked with each other for decades. As we grow, we will
bring in people from other organisations and we will need to ensure
that the ITE Care culture is sustained. Whether we are able to have
another 20 years of successful transformation will depend on whether
our ITE Care culture continues to be the basis for everything we do.

TAN SENG HUA
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
(ACADEMIC)
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VTE WORKING ENVIRONMENTS
— PAST AND PRESENT
It is a privilege to be associated with VTE in Singapore almost from day one. It is almost amusing to compare
the stark differences between then and now. When I started teaching in a vocational institute in the 1960's,
we had to do many things ourselves. When new machines and equipment arrived, we had to open the
wooden crates, unpack the contents, move and shift the machines to designated places with basic lifting
and moving equipment. We made and painted shadow boards to keep track of hand tools. They looked
so crude compared with the commercially-fabricated shelving which the Colleges have today. At the end
OFATERM WEWOULDWASHTHESHOPÛOORS CLEANTHEWINDOWSANDOILTHEMACHINESTOGETHERWITHTRAINEES
before going on vacation.
4HEREWEREMANYFOREIGNEXPERTSFROMDONORCOUNTRIESLIKE#ANADA *APAN .EW:EALAND 5+AND53!
providing technical assistance. We taught according to the syllabi they brought with them. We worked side
BYSIDEWITHTHEM3OMEWEREVERYGOOD SOMEWEREJUSTMEDIOCRE ANDSOMEWEREPRETTYECCENTRIC

NG AH SENG
RETIRED AS DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
(INDUSTRY) IN 2002
Ng Ah Seng (bottom row, extreme
right) with competitors and experts at
Singapore’s first foray into international
skills competitions — the International
Youth Skills Olympics, in Lyon, France,
in 1995. The competition has since
been renamed WorldSkills Competition
and ITE remains as Singapore’s Official
Member Organisation to WorldSkills
International.
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SERVICE EXCELLENCE THROUGH
CONTINUAL LEARNING
Under ITE Breakthrough, one of the primary goals was to make ITE a learning organisation committed
TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE 4HE STRATEGY TO ACHIEVE THIS WAS THE PROMOTION OF AN ENVIRONMENT FOR CONTINUAL
learning, improvement and innovation. To further instil a culture of learning among ITE staff, Individual
Learning Plans (ILP) for staff development was implemented in 1999. With ILPs, each staff member takes
personal responsibility for his or her development and training programmes. Under this framework, staff
AREREQUIREDTOFULÚLATLEASTHOURSOFLEARNINGPERYEAR,EARNINGWASNOTCONÚNEDTOMERELYATTENDING
LECTURES OR SEMINARS  BUT ALSO INCLUDED COACHING AND MENTORING  ON THE JOB LEARNING AND SELF DIRECTED
learning. Lecturers were also required to undertake a three-month industry attachment at least once every
ÚVEYEARSTOKEEPABREASTOFTHELATESTTECHNOLOGYANDPRACTICESININDUSTRY

CONTINUAL LEARNING IN TEACHING
The students of yesteryear were, needless to say, totally different from those that we have today. As teachers,
we do our utmost to engage and connect with them. With the advent of technology, we are always learning
new ways of communicating with them — from pager messages to SMS and MMS, from email and Friendster
to MSN and Facebook. All these mean that the lecturer, in order to engage his or her students, has to have the
skills to utilise the latest communication tools well.

CHAN HIAN HWEE
SENIOR LECTURER–MENTOR /ACCOUNTING
ITE COLLEGE EAST

Above: Handmade Teachers’ Day Card from
one of her students.
Left: Chan Hian Hwee (Front row, 1st from right)
celebrating Teachers’ Day with her students.
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WHAT ITE OFFERS
/URSTUDENTSALWAYSATTRIBUTETHEIRSUCCESSESANDLIFE CHANGINGMOMENTS
to the many opportunities ITE gives them and the care and patience
showered by their lecturers. I will always remember Mohd Nabil. An
Engineering graduate, he is a great ITE ambassador and is always happy
to share how his achievements in life are due to his time in ITE. Nabil
was the third President of the Student Council at ITE College East. We
saw him as a natural leader and wondered why he had not been given
the opportunity to make use of his strengths before. He later told us that
it was because of his relatively weaker academic results. At ITE, we did
all we could to groom him. Despite his heavy leadership commitments
at ITE, he did well to gain entry into Republic Polytechnic. He is still very
active in volunteer work and actively contributes to numerous councils
and grassroots organisations.

CHONG LEONG FATT
DIRECTOR, COLLEGE SERVICES
ITE COLLEGE EAST

TEACHING AS LEARNING
Life as an educator has always been engaging and enriching. It has
allowed me to grow in skills, knowledge and values. Teaching is, after
all, learning.
7HILST SETTING UP THE $ESIGN %XCELLENCE #ENTRE  AT THE 3CHOOL OF
$ESIGN-EDIA IN )LEARNTHOWWECOULDEXCITEANDENGAGE
LEARNERS IN THE FOUR ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN WORKÛOW TO DISCOVER
OPPORTUNITIES  DEÚNE OUTCOMES  DEVELOP IDEAS  AND DEMONSTRATE
solutions. Through the development of the interdisciplinary design
elective — Design Thinking for Innovation — I learnt how our learners
can develop empathy for those who will be using their solutions, as
WELLASCOLLABORATEWITHINTERDISCIPLINARYPROJECTTEAMSTHATHAVEVASTLY
DIFFERENTPROBLEM SOLVINGAPPROACHESTOTACKLEREAL WORLDPROJECTS

TAN LAY HONG
Design Thinking – a creative thinking process to analyse and
present solutions to a problem
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MANAGER/DESIGN EXCELLENCE CENTRE
ITE COLLEGE CENTRAL

TALENT MANAGEMENT
This second wave, under ITE Breakthrough, also focused on the attraction, retention and development of the right people. A Taskforce, led by the
THEN$IRECTORAND#HIEF%XECUTIVE/FÚCEROF)4% $R,AW3ONG3ENG WASAPPOINTEDBYTHE"OARDTOUNDERTAKEACOMPREHENSIVE4EACHING3ERVICE
2EVIEWIN4HECHANGESWEREIMPLEMENTEDINPHASESOVERTHEFOLLOWINGTWOYEARS4HEGOALSWERETORAISETHEPROÚLEANDSTATUSOFTHE)4%
TEACHINGSTAFFSTRENGTHENTHECOMPENSATIONANDREWARDANDRECOGNITIONSYSTEMSEXPANDCAREERPROGRESSIONOPPORTUNITIESENHANCECAPABILITYAND
TALENTDEVELOPMENTPROGRAMMESANDCREATEASUPPORTIVEWORKENVIRONMENT3OMEOFTHEMEASURESADOPTEDTOACHIEVETHESEGOALSINCLUDEDTHE
RAISINGOFTHEQUALIÚCATIONREQUIREMENTSFORTEACHINGSTAFF AREDESIGNEDCOMPENSATIONSTRUCTUREUSINGBOTHPRIVATE ANDPUBLIC SECTORBENCHMARKS
ANDMOREREÚNEDRECOGNITIONAWARDS4HEREWEREALSO#AREER4RACKSFORTHE4EACHING3ERVICE WITHMOREÛEXIBILITYINCAREERAPPOINTMENTAND
development, depending on their aptitude and interest.
More importantly, the ITE Teaching Service was redesigned to have four new career paths, namely, the Teaching, Leadership, Specialist and
Technologist Tracks. The new tracks, formulated in consultation with the Union of ITE Training Staff (UITS), provided greater opportunity to better
match the different abilities, aspirations and career progression of ITE lecturers.

Students and staff eagerly examining the Aermacchi S211 Trainer
when it was received from the Republic of Singapore Air Force.
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WHY I JOINED ITE
Many people have asked me, “Why did you choose to teach?”
and “Why did you choose ITE?”
I would pause and answer, “I was a VITB student back in 1984,
and VITB (the predecessor of ITE) gave me a second chance to
EXCELINMYSTUDIES7HILE)EVENTUALLYPROGRESSEDTOFURTHER
EDUCATION )DIDNOTFORGETWHEREMYJOURNEYBEGAN)WANTED
to return to ITE for what I received, to share my knowledge
and skills with the students and to shower them with tender
CARE JUSTASMY6)4"TEACHERSHADCAREDFORME

GOH BEE TIN
HEAD/STUDENT RELATIONS
ITE COLLEGE CENTRAL
Right: Going beyond imparting skills and knowledge, lecturers at
ITE are able to build a strong rapport with students and give advice
like an old, trusted friend.
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FOREVER WITH ITE
)4%ISAVERYCARINGORGANISATION-ANYLESSACADEMICALLY INCLINEDSTUDENTSANDNEEDYSTUDENTSHAVEBENEÚTED
greatly from ITE. And because of our ITE Care values, we have been able to attract many caring and passionate
PEOPLEFROMINDUSTRYTOJOINUS7EHAVEHEARDMANYINSPIRINGANDHEART WARMINGSTORIESOFOURTEACHINGSTAFF
4HEREARESOMANYWHOGOTHEEXTRAMILETOHELPTHEIRSTUDENTSANDTHESTORIESNEVERFAILTOTOUCHME)AMVERY
happy and glad that I am part of this big passionate family.
!SASTAFFMEMBER ) TOO HAVEBENEÚTEDALOTFROM)4%)WOULDNOTBEDOINGWHAT)AMNOWIFNOTFORTHE
opportunities given to me to develop and grow. Through ITE, I have been able to continually upgrade my
skills and knowledge so as to remain relevant. I wish that I am able to work in ITE for as long as I can, to help
our students.

SIM KEE LEONG
SENIOR MANAGER/STUDENT SERVICES
ITE COLLEGE CENTRAL
ITE GRADUATE (CLASS OF 1982)

Such bonding sessions between students and staff are a common sight in our Colleges.
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WHY I WILL NOT LEAVE
In all honesty, I have sometimes thought about quitting when I see my former classmates who are
captains of industry and in the 'Who’s Who' of the rich and famous. But then, I think again and ask if
they all have what I have.
I will always remember one of my students, Mani, from Engineering, who slept in my class most of the
TIME(EWASALWAYSTIRED BUTHEDIDHISWORKDILIGENTLY/NEDAY )DECIDEDTOASKHIMWHYHEWAS
napping in class. He told me that he worked at night as a delivery driver and often had to work very late
into the night. After that, he needed to rush home and help out with the chores to lighten his mother’s
load. And yet, I had always thought him to be a 'lazy and nonchalant' boy. How mistaken I was. That
day, I learnt to view things from a different perspective.
Months later, when we were queuing up to buy roti prata at the canteen, Mani told the stall holder in
4AMILTOLETMEHAVEMYFOODÚRST)WASTOUCHEDBYHISSIMPLEGESTURE WHICHNEVERTHELESSSHOWEDHIS
consideration and respect.
There are many such little incidents happening every day in every classroom. Every 'sleeping' boy or
every 'talkative' girl teaches me new things. When we learn to listen to them with a heart, we will hear
a whole new world of love, hope and dreams.
This is why I choose to stay in ITE. There are so many lovely mysteries of life to unravel and to touch.
4HOUGH ) MAY NOT BE A 7HOmS 7HO  ) CAN BE THAT TEACHER WHO MAKES A DIFFERENCE FOR THE NEXT
'sleeping' boy.

ERNEST LIM KWOON YONG
LECTURER-MENTOR/LIFESKILLS
ITE COLLEGE WEST
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no dead end
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Left:
The Straits Times
27 October 2007

ST PHOTO: EDWIN KOO

BUILDING TIES AND BRIDGES: Lecturer Gan Geok Hong, 40, with her building drafting students at ITE College Central (Bedok) campus. Like many of her students, she
is no stranger to the hard life and knows how difficult it can be to have to juggle homework with working after school hours to supplement the family income.

Below:
The New Paper
6 August 2010

Teacher, peacemaker,
social worker and friend
M

School holds ‘graduation ceremony’
earlier to fulfil mum’s dying wish

She sees him
graduate, dies
hours later
REPORT: JOANNA SEOW
joseow@sph.com.sg

H

IS mother, stricken with breast cancer, was dying.
Her last wish was to see her
20-year-old son graduate from the Institute of Technical Education (ITE).
But his graduation ceremony would
take place only three weeks later.
So Chang Ze Xun called his school
for help.
That evening, two staff members from
from ITE College West rushed down to his
home and conducted a simple “graduation ceremony” for his mother.

“That morning, the doctor told us to be
prepared – that she might (die) in one to
two weeks,” Ze Xun recalled.
The family took her home from Singapore General Hospital that day.
On the way home, the young man
called his school and asked if there was
anything they could do to help fulfil his
mother’s wish to see him graduate.
Two staff members from ITE College
West – Mr Alfred Tan, course manager of
mechanical engineering and automotive
technology, and Mr Ong Lye Sum, section
head of mechanical engineering – headed
to the family’s flat that evening.

MEDAL WINNER: ITE
graduate Chang Ze Xun (left)
and his late mother,
Mdm Ong Siew Kee (above).

TNP PICTURE: JACINDA YEO
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ORGANISATIONAL EXCELLENCE THROUGH TOTAL
SYSTEM CAPABILITY
The third wave of people transformation aimed to establish an ITE workforce that would propel ITE to become a 'Global Leader in Technical Education'.
ITE AdvantageFOCUSEDONENHANCINGCAPABILITYFORORGANISATIONALEXCELLENCE,ECTURERSWEREREQUIREDTOUPDATETHEMSELVESREGULARLYTHROUGHOUTTHEIR
CAREERS!SSUCH AN)4%!CADEMYWASSETUPTOBUILDSTAFFCOMPETENCYANDPROFESSIONALCAPABILITIES4ODEVELOPANDMAXIMISETALENTS )4%IMPLEMENTED
a Competency-based Performance Management System for teaching staff in 2005 to permeate a performance-oriented culture in ITE.
In 2007, a Total System Capability initiative was introduced, to put in place a holistic, integrated and sustainable programme to promote a continual process
OFDEVELOPINGTHECAPABILITIESOF)4%STAFF TOENSURETHEIRCONTINUEDRELEVANCEINAGLOBALECONOMY0ROFESSIONAL#APABILITYISDEÚNEDATTHREELEVELS!T
,EVEL+NOW STAFFHAVETHEPROFESSIONALKNOWLEDGEANDSKILLSTOFULÚLTHEIRROLESCOMPETENTLY!T,EVEL$O STAFFHAVETHEPROFESSIONALKNOWLEDGEAND
SKILLSTOUNDERTAKEPROJECTSORCONSULTANCYWORK!T,EVEL,EAD STAFFHAVETHEEXPERTISEANDSTANDINGTOLEADINPROJECTSORCONSULTANCYWORK4HELEVEL
of professional capabilities will determine the relevance and standing of academic staff to provide an industry-relevant education to students. The core
outcomes are relevant and committed staff who are responsive to changes and capable teams who are ready for challenges and innovations, as well as a
system that is ready for strategic changes any time.

BUILDING CAPACITIES AND DEVELOPING TALENTS
Ensuring the long-term relevance and sustainability of the organisation are critical. I place a high emphasis on capability development, and building the
FUTURETALENTPIPELINE7EHAVEARESPONSIBILITYINENSURINGTHATOURSTAFFREMAINRELEVANTTOTHECHANGINGNEEDSOFINDUSTRY)HAVEPERSONALLYBENEÚTEDFROM
such developments in my previous appointments at the Economic Development Board and Nanyang Polytechnic, where I was sent to France, Japan and
5NITED3TATESOF!MERICAFORTRAININGINADVANCEDTECHNOLOGYINMICROPROGRAMMING ROBOTICSANDMACHINEVISION ANDÛEXIBLEMANUFACTURING)TISPAINFUL
to see staff becoming redundant or obsolete over time. Between choosing the release of staff on a special resignation scheme and providing them further
help so as to remain employable, the choice for me was clear. I want to help staff stay relevant.
4OME NEWSTAFFWHOJOINUSWITHASKILLSETSHOULDNOTBECOMEOBSOLETEAFTERTHEYHAVEBEENWITHUSFORSOMEYEARS7EHAVETOCONTINUETOENHANCE
and value-add what they have acquired, so that, years down the road, they remain as valuable to us and to industry. With this in mind, I introduced the
4OTAL3YSTEM#APABILITY43# INITIATIVE TOINSPIRESTAFFTOCONTINUALLYLEARN GROWANDSHARETHEIREXPERIENCES)TPROVIDESANINTEGRATEDAPPROACHINHUMAN
CAPITALDEVELOPMENTTHROUGHSTAFFUNDERTAKINGINDUSTRYPROJECTSORCONSULTANCYWORKTODEEPENORGROWTHEIRDOMAINEXPERTISE ASWELLASBROADENTHEIR
CROSS DOMAINCOMPETENCIES4HEYCANTHENMULTIPLYTHEIRKNOWLEDGEANDSKILLSTHROUGHSHARINGWITHPEERS4HISINITIATIVEHASBOOSTEDTHEEXPERTISEAMONG
)4%LECTURERSANDHASSPAWNEDNEWIDEASANDINNOVATIVEPROJECTSAMONGSTAFFAND MOREIMPORTANTLY WITHSTUDENTS
7ITHTHERAPIDEXPANSIONINOURCAPACITYANDGROWTHOVERTHEYEARS WEFACEDASEVEREMANPOWERCRUNCH ESPECIALLYATTHEPROFESSIONALANDMIDDLE
management levels. We have since reviewed and introduced new positions and opportunities for our professional and leadership staff, in line with other
post-secondary institutions. This has facilitated more effective organisation of work and better work-life balance, and built up our talent pipeline.
I meet all management appointees personally, to emphasise the importance of developing their staff, collaboration and teamwork — within their own
WORKUNITS ACROSSUNITSANDACROSSTHEENTIREORGANISATION)BELIEVETHATAGOODLEADERMUSTKNOWHOWTOIDENTIFYTALENTENGAGEANDMOTIVATETHEIRSTAFF
develop and groom them for higher responsibilities. And we have all types of development and education programmes to coach and develop our talents,
locally or overseas.

BRUCE POH
DIRECTOR & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (FROM 2007)
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Bruce Poh, Director & CEO/ITE (centre), viewing innovative staff projects at the 2011 ITE Innovation Fiesta.
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A HOLISTIC ITE CARE
By 2012, ITE had a staff strength of more than 2,500, and the development
of people offered the greatest scope for ITE to optimise its resources. About
half of ITE’s teaching staff now have Degrees, Masters or PhDs. Nearly
  OF THEM HAVE BENEÚTED FROM SPONSORSHIPS GRANTED TO UPGRADE
FORMALQUALIÚCATIONSSINCE3TAFFAREABLETOMAXIMISETHEIRPOTENTIAL
and talent through benchmarked career tracks, and talents are developed
through a performance-based reward structure.
The cornerstone of ITE’s people practices is ITE Care. This ITE Care
culture permeates the organisation and is consistently demonstrated
by management and staff. Simply put, ITE Care (Integrity, Teamwork,
%XCELLENCEAND#ARE VALUESISASETOFFOURCOREVALUESTHATREPRESENTTHE
way ITE does things, the way ITE treats others and the way the ITE family
functions. The ITE Care culture is very much alive in the organisation
through its people and work in such genuine and sincere ways that
anyone who walks through its doors can feel it.

PEOPLE — THE SECRET
INGREDIENT IN ITE’S
SUCCESS
)ÚRMLYBELIEVETHATONEOFTHEANCHORSOF)4%mSSUCCESSISTHEATTENTIONIT
pays to its people, across all levels. Employee engagement is high and
there are frequent and synergised communications to all staff, to bring
everyone on board. I have personally worked with some of the staff,
AND THEIR COMPETENCE AND DEDICATION ARE EXEMPLARY 4HE ENERGY AND
resources ITE puts into developing its employees continue to pay high
dividends, as staff are energised to keep up with all the changes and
developments at ITE over the years. As I have had the privilege of chairing
ITE’s Establishment Committee — which deals with people matters —
since 2007, I am not at all surprised that ITE was recognised as one of Aon
Hewitt’s Best Employers in Singapore in 2011.

HENG CHIANG GNEE
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (FROM 2010)
BOARD MEMBER (2003 - 2010)
ITE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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Above: Management and staff alike, ‘hands-on’ during the
activities at the Corporate Work Plan Seminar 2009.

ITE CARE VALUES
ITE Care is a simple set of four core values which represent the way we do things, ITE’s organisational
culture and the way we treat others. Firstly, 'Integrity' is something very fundamental, especially as
we are a public institution. 'Teamwork' means that we always work as a team to achieve success for
everybody. To me, the collective wisdom of the team is more important than individual wisdom. We
HAVEALWAYSPUSHEDFOR%XCELLENCE7EWANTTOBEBETTERANDMOREEFÚCIENT7EWANTTOCREATEEVEN
BETTERVALUEFOROURSTUDENTSANDSTAKEHOLDERS)TISAJOURNEYWHEREBYWEAREALWAYSTRYINGTOSHIFTTHE
goal post to try to do better, to innovate and create new value for staff, students and the organisation.
Lastly, 'Care' is the glue that binds the people to care for our students, colleagues and others. And 'Care'
MUSTBEGENUINEANDSINCEREWITHOUTEXPECTATIONS
7EAREGRATIÚEDTHATTHEITE Care values have been our unifying force, touching the lives and hearts of
our students and staff.

CHUA AI LIAN
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
(CORPORATE & INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT)

1st row, second from left, Chua Ai Lian
and colleagues after the Corporate
Work Plan Seminar 2011
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THE PERVASIVE ITE CARE
CULTURE
/UR SUCCESS IN )4% IS NOT JUST ABOUT THE BEAUTIFUL NEW BUILDINGS OR
pedagogic innovations. I believe that we have managed to transform
so many youths who have come to us because of our strongest
competitive asset — our staff — who really care for our students and
live our ITE Care values.
I really appreciate the intense and passionate effort of staff to develop
and help our students. I appreciate the fact that our staff are rich in
‘heartware’. We are heartened when our graduates write in to share
with us the difference their lecturers have made in their lives. We have
heard stories of staff using their own money to make sure their students
HAVEMEALSSTAFFWHOTAKETHEIRSTUDENTSmCALLSEVENINTHEWEEHOURSOF
THEMORNINGBECAUSETHEYNEEDHELPSTAFFWHOTURNEDAROUNDSTUDENTS
who are not keen to study into eager learners aiming for higher success.
When I speak to our students and graduates, I am always touched by the
amount of praise and regard that they have for their teachers.
"UTITISNOTJUSTABOUTCARINGFOROURSTUDENTS)TISJUSTASIMPORTANTTHAT 
ASANORGANISATION WEWALK THE TALKINCARINGFOROURSTAFFASWELL/UR
HR policies and practices are anchored on our ITE values of Integrity,
Teamwork, Excellence and Care. We strongly believe that the ITE Care
#ULTUREISNOTJUSTFOROURSTUDENTS BUTSOMETHINGTHATWELIVEINOURDAY
to-day working relationships, too.
)HAVEHEARDSOMEOFOURCOLLEAGUESSHARETHAT DURINGJOBINTERVIEWS 
when asked why they considered ITE, some applicants shared that their
friends or family working in ITE have cited the caring culture here. For an
organisation to receive such strong word-of-mouth recommendations, I
AMHAPPYTOTHINKTHATWEAREDOINGITRIGHTØ

BRUCE POH
DIRECTOR & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
(FROM 2007)
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LEADERS ROLE MODEL ITE CARE
)HAVESEENMUCHTRANSFORMATIONINHOW)4%ENGAGESITSPEOPLESINCE)ÚRSTJOINED)4%ASAROOKIEEXECUTIVEINTHE(UMAN2ESOURCE$IVISIONYEARSAGO
First and foremost, I am truly touched by the passion and dedication shown by the management over the years in personally leading the positive changes in
ITE’s people-focused culture of ITE CareANDITSPHILOSOPHYOF0EOPLE CENTRED-ANAGEMENT)TISCERTAINLYATOUGHJOBTODELIVERRESULTSATTHEORGANISATION
level and, at the same time, caring for staff’s development and welfare from the heart and engaging them at a personal level to be passionate and innovative
TODELIVERQUALITYTECHNICALEDUCATIONANDSERVICESTOOURCUSTOMERS4HISWASEVIDENTATVARIOUSASSESSMENTSDURINGOUR/RGANISATION%XCELLENCEJOURNEY 
where I have heard my colleagues speak passionately about what it means to be an ITE staff and how Management has cared for and supported them in
various ways to make positive and meaningful changes for the organisation, ITE students and for themselves. Many staff have shared that they progressed
in their career through the support provided by ITE, such as personal guidance, support for further studies, and the many other opportunities to develop
and grow within the organisation. And many staff, including the Unions, have openly commended ITE Management for its care and concern, from the
heart, for staff.
An innovation which has had great positive impact on staff is the Total System Capability framework introduced to support the development of ITE staff’s
professional and technical competency. It keeps them relevant in these times of fast-changing technology and industry practices. It makes me proud to
KNOWTHATOURACADEMICSTAFFAREABLETODOPROJECTSWHICHAREATTHEFOREFRONTOFTECHNOLOGYAPPLICATIONS ANDWINNINGTOPAWARDS SUCHASTHOSEFROM
USA’s League of Innovation and the International Quality Control Circles (IQCC) Conventions, and garnering support and funding from innovation
partners such as Ministry of Education and the Singapore Totalisator Board. And all our staff have every reason to be proud of our achievements in this
area, as we have come a long way from our humble VITB days.

JANE CHIA
DIVISIONAL DIRECTOR
(ENTERPRISE ADMINISTRATION)

Jane Chia receiving an ice-cream
from Bruce Poh, Director & CEO/
ITE at the ITE Care Festival 2011,
where Senior Management staff
put on aprons and handed out
goodies to staff.
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UNITED IN MISSION
We see the Union’s role as one that works with management
to advance the organisation and to bring about employment
stability. It is also about the collective voice for our members at
their workplace, as well as their well-being. UITS has reorganised
itself, as ITE developed itself from the 10 campuses into the three
Regional Colleges. From the 10 branches that we organised our
members in the past, we have restructured into three branches at
each of the Colleges and one branch at ITE Headquarters (HQ). This
WOULDBEFURTHERRESTRUCTUREDWHEN)4%(1MOVESNEXTTOTHENEW
ITE College Central, merging the branches at HQ and ITE College
Central to better serve our members.
During the period when ITE, together with UITS, organised staff
upgrading programmes that led to the award of polytechnic
DIPLOMAS  SOME OF OUR MEMBERS EXPERIENCED SOME DIFÚCULTIES IN
coping with their studies. The Union lobbied for support from some
lecturer-members and offered tuition to those members having
DIFÚCULTIESGAININGMOMENTUMINTHEIRUPGRADINGPROGRAMME)4%
management had been supportive of helping staff cope with the
changes.
The cordial Union-Management relations that the leaders of both
ITE and UITS built and reinforced over the years allow for fruitful
dialogues to take place, sensitive issues to be resolved, and
challenging policies to be implemented successfully. Indeed the
strong ITE-UITS labour-management relation is envied by many
AFÚLIATEDUNIONS

JEFFREY KOH

The Union ensures that members’ rights are protected,
represents members on grievances, and helps members cope
with changes. From the aggressive tactics of early days, unions
have evolved to a more consultative and negotiable stance when
engaging management.
/VERTHELASTYEARS THE5NIONSHAVEESTABLISHEDEXCELLENTTIESWITH
management through dialogues, annual Management-Union Games
and Joint Industrial Relations, which involve the Amalgamated Union
of Public Employees (AUPE) Management. There is transparency
and respect during these meetings, with outcomes that lead to winwin situations.
)PARTICULARLYREMEMBERONEINCIDENTWHICHINVOLVEDASERIOUSJOB
mismatch of a member in his workplace. It affected the member
TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT HE HAD SLEEPLESS NIGHTS AND COULD NOT
function effectively in his workplace. Through negotiations with
management, the member has since been placed in a position
where he is more productive. His self-esteem has since grown, too.
There were also other incidents involving redundant positions. This
involved negotiations that sensitively approached staff’s needs, as
well as career planning and training for the transition.

NIVA HUNDAL
CHAIRMAN
ITE ADMINISTRATIVE & ANCILLARY
STAFF BRANCH (ITEAASB)

PRESIDENT
UNION OF ITE TRAINING STAFF (UITS)
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Celebrating the 30th Anniversary
of ITE Management-Union Games.
(From left) Niva Hundal; Sabrina
Loi, Deputy CEO (Corporate); Ma
Wei Cheng, General Secretary,
Amalgamated Union of Public
Employees; Heng Chiang Gnee,
Deputy Chairman/ITE; Bruce Poh,
Director & CEO/ITE; and Jeffrey Koh.
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I JUST WANT MY
STUDENTS TO BE HAPPY

LOVING MATH, LOVING
MADAM ASRINA

)TWAS!PRIL)WASALLPSYCHEDUPTOTEACHMYÚRSTCLASSOF
STUDENTSIN)4%)HADMYOWNSETOFEXPECTATIONSAND)WANTEDTHE
STUDENTSTOMEETMYEXPECTATIONS)TAPPEAREDTHATTHISWASNOTTHE
easiest thing to achieve.

Just hearing the word ‘Mathematics’ makes me cringe. Hate it
OR LOVE IT  THERE WAS NO WAY ) COULD ESCAPE THAT SUBJECT DURING
SECONDARY SCHOOL ) LOATHED IT ) STUDIED IT JUST FOR THE SAKE OF
studying. Ironically, I was chosen to take Additional Mathematics.
That made me detest Mathematics even more. And then I fell in
love. Ironically, with Mathematics.

It took me a while, but I realised that teaching in ITE is not about
STUDENTSMEETINGMYEXPECTATIONS)LEARNTTHATITISABOUTACCEPTING
students as they are. It is not a matter of getting them to listen to you.
I learnt it is about listening to what they have to say.
/VER THE YEARS  ) HAVE EVOLVED ) NOW CHANNEL MY ENERGY FROM
PLACING EXPECTATIONS ON STUDENTS TO GETTING TO KNOW MY STUDENTS
individually. I now focus on building good relationships with them
so that they can trust me and that there would be no barriers between
us. I know they do not care about how much I know until they know
how much I care. I want my students to be willingly accepting of me
and the knowledge that I impart.
In short, I want them to be happy in all my classes.

ASRINA BTE ABDUL SAMAD
E-LEARNING SPECIALIST/
MECHATRONICS ENGINEERING
ITE COLLEGE CENTRAL

-YSUDDENANDSURPRISINGLOVEAFFAIRWITHTHESUBJECTSTARTEDDURING
MYÚRSTYEARIN)4%#OLLEGE#ENTRAL7HEN)WASTOLDTHAT)WOULD
have to take Mathematics again for the course I was enrolled in, I
THOUGHTTOMYSELF n/UCH NOTAGAINØo
Then came along Madam Asrina. She was truly different. When
she taught, everyone somehow stopped what they were doing and
listened. She had a friendly approach and this made us feel that she
was a friend of ours, too. As students, we totally respected her and
paid attention whenever she was teaching. She took great pains to
make sure all of us understood her lessons. She had an amazing
way of helping us understand different methods and concepts.
3HE INFUSED FUN INTO THE LESSONS  AND CHATTED AND JOKED WITH US
whenever she could. There was never a dull moment. She made
USPRACTISEHARDWITHREVISIONPAPERSBEFORETHEEXAMSANDSHEWAS
ALWAYSTHERE EXPLAININGMISTAKES SOLVINGDIFÚCULTIES3HETAUGHTUS
how to draw mind maps to summarise the topics we learnt. I found
it so useful I am still using it. She encouraged us to ask questions
whenever we were in doubt, convincing us that there was nothing
to lose, only lots to gain.
In the end, I scored an A for my Mathematics. And now, in the
POLYTECHNIC MYLOVEAFFAIRWITHTHESUBJECTISSTILLASPASSIONATEAS
EVER %VERYTHINGSHEDIDMADELEARNING-ATHEMATICSENJOYABLEAND
she never once gave up on us. In return, we did not dare to give up
on ourselves either. So we worked hard, hoping to do well in order to
show our gratitude.

NUR HIDAYAH BTE SALLEH
ITE GRADUATE
HIGHER NITEC IN MECHATRONICS
ENGINEERING (CLASS OF 2009)
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FIVE MINUTES

SEEK FIRST
TO UNDERSTAND
$URINGMYEARLYYEARSASA4RAINING/FÚCER )WASASTICKLERFORRULES
and good manners among my students. Scolding them when they did
not behave well seemed such a natural thing for a teacher to do.

Above: Teachers' Day Celebrations were held in classes with students
bringing home-cooked food for all to share. Heng Gek Hiong (centre,
placing a hand over student's shoulder).

When I started, teaching was a 'messy' affair with smudged
TRANSPARENCY SHEETS AND DUSTY CHALKBOARDS /N HOT AFTERNOONS 
)HADTOGIVEÚVE MINUTETOILETBREAKSANDTELLSHORTSTORIESTOKEEP
students awake in my accounting classes. I cherished those moments
of bonding.
/NEDAY AUSUALLYPASSIVESTUDENTASKEDFORPERMISSIONTOTELLASTORY
IN THAT SHORT ÚVE MINUTE BREAK ) KNEW THE STORY AND GAVE HER THE
green light. This student was able to describe the details well and
bring the story to life. I was not sure if I could have done it better had
we swapped places.
From then on, she was more attentive during accounting lessons. She
HADTRANSFERREDHERLIKINGFORSTORY TELLINGTOTHESUBJECT4HISSURPRISE
discovery gave me another avenue to connect with students.
3OMETIMES ÚVEMINUTESISALLITTAKES

HENG GEK HIONG
SENIOR LECTURERMENTOR/ACCOUNTING
ITE COLLEGE EAST
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My perspective of classroom management shifted radically when
I met one of my students. He would talk very loudly in class to his
classmates. Sometimes, he would even shout to his classmates in
class, even though the classmates were a mere two seats away. And
he did it when I was teaching. It certainly did not help that his voice
WASWAYLOUDERTHANMINEØ/CCASIONSLIKETHESEWEREHAPPENINGSO
often that I became more and more irritated and upset with him. I did
not understand why he had to shout all the time. So I would do what
teachers were supposed to do — give him a piece of my mind and ask
him to stay quiet. He would, but would also look miserably unhappy.
/NCE  ) HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO ASK HIM THE QUESTION THAT HAD BEEN
bothering me for a long time — why did he have to shout all the
time. He replied that it was what he did all the time, even at home
to his parents. I probed further and asked him about his parents, only
to realise that they were farmers in Lim Chu Kang. They lived on the
FARM TOO3INCEBOTHPARENTSWEREOFTENWORKINGINTHEÚELDSAGOOD
distance away from the house, the family grew accustomed to shouting
TOONEANOTHERJUSTSOTHEYCOULDBEHEARD)TWASAHABITTHATGREWOUT
of circumstances, and not bad manners as I deemed it to be.
This incident taught me one good lesson — that it is important to seek
ÚRSTTOUNDERSTAND!NDTHENBEUNDERSTOOD

NG CHENG HUAT
SENIOR LECTURER/
MECHATRONICS ENGINEERING
ITE COLLEGE WEST

ITE’S TRANSFORMATION,
OUR DEDICATION
)JOINED)4%THENKNOWNAS6)4" IN-AY)TWASTHENAVOCATIONAL
institute and the focus was on providing basic vocational skills to
students. The curriculum provided basic skills. So, at the then Ang Mo
+IO 4RAINING )NSTITUTE WHERE ) WAS  BENCH ÚTTING  PIPE WORKS  WOOD
working and bricklaying were some of the areas covered under the
'Pre-vocational Training Programme'. Students then progressed to the
Basic Skills Training Programme. The better students moved on to the
NTC-3 courses. The students in the Pre- and Basic Vocational Training
Programme those days were basically premature school leavers or those
who did not do well in the secondary schools.
Most of the institutes we occupied then were hand-me-down former
PRIMARYSCHOOLS/URSTAFFANDSTUDENTSWERERESIGNEDTOTHEFACTTHAT
we were the 'poorer cousins' in the education system. ITE, today, has
TRANSFORMED ITSELF IN MANY WAYS /UR #OLLEGES TODAY HAVE LEARNING
FACILITIESTHATAREONPARWITHOREXCEEDTHOSEINOTHERPOST SECONDARY
INSTITUTIONS )4% HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS THE JEWEL IN 3INGAPOREmS
education system' by none other than a former Education Minister.
This is truly delightful.
This transformation has been achieved, not only through improvement
in our facilities and infrastructure, but through what I would term a
COMPLETESYSTEMOVERHAULOURSTAFF CURRICULUM PROCESSES SERVICESAND
publicity measures.
/URSTAFFARENOWBETTERQUALIÚEDBOTHACADEMICALLYANDPROFESSIONALLY
/URSTUDENTS THOUGHSTILLFROMTHELOWERSEGMENTOFTHEEDUCATIONAL
spectrum, have completed their secondary education and have a higher
SENSEOFSELF ESTEEM/URCURRICULUMISABLETOPROVIDEMOREPATHWAYS
TOMEETOURSTUDENTSmASPIRATIONSFORBETTEREDUCATIONALQUALIÚCATIONS
/UR COLLABORATION WITH KEY INDUSTRY PARTNERS ENSURES OUR GRADUATES
ENJOYGOODANDWELL PAYINGJOBSONGRADUATION

While ITE has continued to offer courses in Marine Engineering over the
years, the learning environment and technology have vastly improved.

The one prime factor that I see remaining constant over the decades of
change is the commitment and dedication of our staff in providing our
students with opportunities to prove that they can also be successful in
their own ways. And that care never stops.

SANGARAN GOPAL
COURSE MANAGER/
MARINE ENGINEERING
ITE COLLEGE CENTRAL
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MATURITY
)LEFTSCHOOLPREMATURELYBEFORECOMPLETINGMY'ENERAL#ERTIÚCATEOF
%DUCATIONl.ORMALmANDl/RDINARYm'#%m.mAND'#%l/m ,EVELS)
THENTOOKTHEl/mLEVELASAPRIVATECANDIDATETWICE ONLYTODOBADLY
AGAINANDAGAIN)NTOTAL )WASTEDABOUTTHREEYEARSOFMYLIFE/N
hindsight, I wonder why I did not consider ITE earlier. I guess it was
because of the negative perception I had of ITE then. But how wrong
the perception has turned out to be.
ITE changed my life. The change agent came in the form of my
Class Advisor, Mr Low Hock Siew. It came as a surprise to me that
he never once questioned me about my older age or my past. It
came as a surprise that despite my inattentiveness and lackadaisical
attitude in class, he never gave up on me, and continued caring and
showering attention on me. It came as a surprise that he treated all
OF US LIKE FRIENDS  WITH NO AIR OF AUTHORITY  JUST LOTS OF AMICABILITY
ANDKINDNESS4HESEWERENOTWHAT)EXPECTED
/NEÚNEDAY )DECIDEDTOGIVEMYSELFACHANCETOTRYTOLISTENTOHIS
lectures, as attentively as I can. I also decided to give my best shot
in the upcoming test. To my surprise, I scored 76% and although
ITWASNOTPERFECT THATWASTHEÚRSTTIME)EVERSCOREDAl"mGRADE
in my life. So I worked harder and did all the theory and practical
assignments. From that point onwards, I aced all my modules and
graduated with a perfect Grade Point Average (GPA) of 4.0.
Besides the realisation that I am not a 'failure', the biggest difference
ITE made to me was my mindset and attitude towards life. ITE
matured me — the mature student who was plain immature and
irresponsible in the past. I know now that maturity comes not with
age, but the ability to be responsible for one’s own life. I know I
wasted enough time. My thirst for knowledge grows constantly and
my dream becomes clearer and grows nearer each day. I want to
teach one day and share my knowledge and my story with future
GENERATIONS)WANTTOBEJUSTLIKE-R,OW

SEAH GUO LONG
ITE GRADUATE
HIGHER NITEC IN ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING (CLASS OF 2009)
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Lecturers are more friends than teachers as we help our youths rediscover learning at ITE.
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$EVELOPING STAFF CAPABILITY IS NEVER JUST ABOUT THE STUDENTS WE CARE ABOUT IT IS ALSO ABOUT FULÚLLING THE
different needs of each individual member of the ITE family. As such, ITE cares deeply for both its staff and
STUDENTS)4%mSTRANSFORMATIONISMADEPOSSIBLEBYÚRSTREINVENTINGWHATITMEANSTOCARE
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CHAPTER FOUR:
CREATING THINKING HANDS
AND CARING HEARTS
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In Singapore, VTE is synonymous
with ITE. ITE’s transformation rewrote
the history of VTE in Singapore. ITE’s
courses, ever evolving and changing
to meet demands of the economy, are
continually challenging the boundaries
of VTE and what VTE can do.
In 2012, ITE offers close to 100
courses in Applied & Health
Sciences, Business & Services,
Design & Media, Electronics &
Info-comm Technology, Engineering
and Hospitality, for its students to
choose from. This is a stark difference
from its early days back in 1992 when
THEREWEREJUSTCOURSESAVAILABLE
Pedagogy and processes of training
remain in a state of evolution to meet
the needs of different generations of
students and the ever-changing needs
of the economy.
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Hands-on, Minds-on, Hearts-on
education epitomised by the passion
and care in the Pastry & Baking course
under the School of Hospitality.
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COURSES
— THEN AND NOW

In the pre-ITE days, some courses offered were
more skills-based, like Sewing and Carpentry. Even
in Engineering and technology-based courses, like
Automotive Technology, facilities and equipment
were basic. Students also had a common uniform
across all campuses and courses.
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Today, students at ITE have access to some of the best technology and facilities available for each field of study — like high-fidelity mannequins to provide 'as
close to human as possible' patients in our Nursing course, systems and hardware in Electronics and Communications training, real aircraft and cockpit simulators
for Aerospace courses, and authentic shopping spaces for students in our Retail courses.
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At ITE College West, students training for a career in the hospitality industry learn in an 'authentic' hotel lobby. This lobby is part of ITE's School of Hospitality,
which also has a 22-room Hotel@College West, and four training restaurants and kitchens.

75
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NEW
CERTIFICATION
SYSTEM
/NEOFTHEEARLIERCERTIÚCATIONTITLES
for vocational and technical courses
WAS .ATIONAL 4RADE #ERTIÚCATE
Grades 1 — 3 (NTC)' issued by
VITB. It was replaced with 'National
4ECHNICAL #ERTIÚCATE IN 
Along the years, with the addition of
new courses, there were new titles.
Prior to 2002, ITE offered career and
technical education to secondary
SCHOOLLEAVERSUNDERSIXCERTIÚCATION
titles, namely, the Industrial
4ECHNICIAN#ERTIÚCATE THE.ATIONAL
4ECHNICAL #ERTIÚCATE 'RADES  AND
  #ERTIÚCATE IN "USINESS 3TUDIES 
#ERTIÚCATE IN /FÚCE 3KILLS  AND
.ATIONAL#ERTIÚCATEIN.URSING7ITH
SO MANY CERTIÚCATIONS  IT WAS NOT
easy for the public to understand the
EQUIVALENCEOFEACHCERTIÚCATE
(ENCE  A NEW #ERTIÚCATION 3YSTEM
WAS NEEDED ! NEW #ERTIÚCATION
System with three distinct levels of
training based on entry pre-requisites
was launched in July 2002. The new
#ERTIÚCATION3YSTEMWASAMILESTONE
in the ongoing development of ITE's
TRAININGSYSTEM4HEMOVEREÛECTED
ITE's improved status as a postsecondary institution.

A MOMENT IN HISTORY
EXCERPT OF ADDRESS BY MR TEO CHEE HEAN, MINISTER
FOR EDUCATION AND SECOND MINISTER FOR DEFENCE,
AT THE OPENING OF ITE EAST (MACPHERSON) AND THE
NATIONAL SKILLS COMPETITION 2002, ON 4 JULY 2002
4WOYEARSAGO WHEN)OFÚCIATEDATTHE/PENINGOF)4%7ESTBukit Batok) campus and the National
Skills Competition 2000, I said that ITE’s new Curriculum and Pedagogic Models would go a long
way in preparing ITE students to face the challenges of the New Economy. Already, ITE graduates
are well sought after by industry, and assessment by employers is positive. ITE has done well to
strengthen their students’ foundation and mastery of the three key competencies, that is, Technical,
Methodological and Social Competencies.
4ODAY  ) AM PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE ANOTHER MAJOR INITIATIVE BY )4% TO STREAMLINE ITS SYSTEM OF
CERTIÚCATION4HENEWSYSTEMWILLGIVEBETTERRECOGNITIONTOTHEVALUEOFAN)4%QUALIÚCATION)TISA
CLEARREÛECTIONOFTHECHANGINGNEEDSOFTHEECONOMY QUALITYOFSTUDENTSANDBRANDNAMEOF)4%
as an established post-secondary technical education institution.
4HECURRENT)4%SYSTEMOFCERTIÚCATIONHASEVOLVEDSINCETHES INTANDEMWITHTHECHANGING
ECONOMICANDEDUCATIONALNEEDS ANDPROÚLEOF)4%STUDENTS-ANYOFUSARENOWFAMILIARWITH
)4% CERTIÚCATIONS  SUCH AS THE )NDUSTRIAL 4ECHNICIAN #ERTIÚCATE  #ERTIÚCATE IN "USINESS 3TUDIES 
.ATIONAL4ECHNICAL#ERTIÚCATE .ATIONAL#ERTIÚCATEIN.URSINGAND#ERTIÚCATEIN/FÚCE3KILLS4HESE
CERTIÚCATIONSWEREDEVELOPEDALONGOCCUPATIONALGROUPS ASTHETITLESOFTHECERTIÚCATIONSWOULD
SUGGEST7HILETHISCERTIÚCATIONSYSTEMHASMETOURNEEDSINTHEPAST ITISNOLONGERADEQUATEFOR
the new economy.
&IRSTLY ITHASLIMITATIONSINRESPONDINGTOTHEDEMANDFORQUALIÚCATIONSINNEWAREASOFTRAINING 
ESPECIALLY IN THE SERVICE SECTOR &OR EXAMPLE  THE PRESENT .ATIONAL 4ECHNICAL #ERTIÚCATE  WHICH
WAS DEVELOPED FOR TECHNICAL SKILLS  CANNOT BE EXPECTED TO APPROPRIATELY ACCOMMODATE SERVICE
SKILLSINSAY .URSINGOR4OURISM4HEREFORE WITHOUTTHISÛEXIBILITY THEPRESENTSYSTEMWILLLEADTO
APROLIFERATIONOFCERTIÚCATIONTITLESINTHEFUTURE!LREADY WEAREBEGINNINGTOSEETHISTRENDWHEN
TITLESSUCHAS.ATIONAL#ERTIÚCATEIN.URSING #ERTIÚCATEIN/FÚCE3KILLSAND#ERTIÚCATEIN4RAVEL
3ERVICES HAD TO BE SEPARATELY CREATED ! STREAMLINED CERTIÚCATION SYSTEM BASED ON THE LEVEL OF
TRAININGWOULDPROVIDETHISÛEXIBILITYTOACCOMMODATENEWQUALIÚCATIONSTOMEETEMERGINGNEEDS
3ECONDLY THEPROÚLEOF)4%STUDENTSHASIMPROVEDOVERTHEYEARS"EFORETHEFORMATIONOF)4%IN
April 1992, less than 50 per cent of the students enrolled in the former Vocational & Industrial
4RAINING "OARD HAD A SECONDARY EDUCATION 4ODAY   PER CENT OF )4% STUDENTS HAVE '#% l/m
OR l.m QUALIÚCATION 4HEY HAVE A STRONGER FOUNDATION IN LITERACY  NUMERACY AND )4 SKILLS -ANY
changes have also been introduced by ITE in recent years to provide a more well-rounded training
PROGRAMME4HESYSTEMOFCERTIÚCATIONSHOULDTHEREFOREAPPROPRIATELYREÛECTTHENEWEDUCATION
PROÚLE QUALITYANDCOMPETENCIESOF)4%GRADUATES
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Thirdly, with modern and well-equipped campuses, high-quality training programmes and successful
graduates, ITE now commands a strong brand name as an established post-secondary technical education
INSTITUTIONIN3INGAPOREANDOVERSEAS4HE)4%#ERTIÚCATIONSAREWELL RECOGNISEDANDACCEPTEDBYINDUSTRY
It is, thus, timely to recognise this ITE brand name and further enhance the status and value of technical
TRAININGTHROUGHANEWSYSTEMOFCERTIÚCATION
)AMPLEASEDTOANNOUNCETHAT AFTERACOMPREHENSIVEREVIEWLASTYEAR )4%HASRATIONALISEDITSEXISTINGSIX
CERTIÚCATIONSINTOTHREELEVELS4HENEWCERTIÚCATIONS WHICHTAKEEFFECTFROM*ULY ARE






p4HE.ATIONAL)4%#ERTIÚCATE, or Nitec, for courses whose prerequisite entry requirement is the GCE
‘N’ level. NitecWILLREPLACETHEEXISTING.ATIONAL4ECHNICAL#ERTIÚCATE'RADEOR.4#  THE
.ATIONAL#ERTIÚCATEIN.URSINGAND#ERTIÚCATEIN/FÚCE3KILLS
p4HEHigher .ATIONAL)4%#ERTIÚCATE, or Higher Nitec FORCOURSESWITH'#%l/mLEVELASTHEPREREQUISITE
entry requirement. The Higher NitecWILLREPLACETHEEXISTING)NDUSTRIAL4ECHNICIAN#ERTIÚCATEAND
#ERTIÚCATEIN"USINESS3TUDIES
p4HE-ASTER.ATIONAL)4%#ERTIÚCATE, or Master Nitec FOR)4%GRADUATESWITHTHEEXISTING.4# OR
the new Nitec QUALIÚCATION  AND HAVE WORK EXPERIENCE 4HE Master Nitec, which is similar to
'ERMANYmS-EISTERQUALIÚCATION WILLREPLACETHE.ATIONAL4ECHNICAL#ERTIÚCATE'RADEOR.4#  

4HIS NEW )4% #ERTIÚCATION 3YSTEM WILL GIVE )4% GREATER ÛEXIBILITY IN INTRODUCING NEW COURSES TO MEET THE
CHANGING NEEDS OF THE NEW ECONOMY )T WILL ALIGN CERTIÚCATIONS WITH PREREQUISITE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND
WILLPROVIDEACLEARERDEÚNITIONOFTHEDIFFERENTLEVELSOF)4%TRAININGTOSCHOOLLEAVERS EMPLOYERSANDTHE
PUBLIC4HENEW.ATIONAL)4%#ERTIÚCATEORNitec is, in essence, the new benchmark for ITE training. As a
POST SECONDARYQUALIÚCATION Nitec will be to ITE what a 'Diploma' is to a polytechnic or a 'Degree' to the
UNIVERSITY 4HE INCORPORATION OF THE )4% NAME IN THE NEW SYSTEM OF CERTIÚCATION WILL FURTHER ENHANCE THE
RECOGNITIONANDVALUEOFAN)4%QUALIÚCATION)TBETTERREÛECTSTHE)4%TODAYANDTHEQUALITYOFITSGRADUATES
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A HOLISTIC HANDS-ON,
MINDS-ON, HEARTS-ON
ITE EDUCATION
ITE 2000 first introduced a Total Training Philosophy. The
moulding of ITE students into all-rounded individuals through
the Total Training Philosophy was a continual process
that finally created that unique brand of ITE education. ITE
Advantage aimed to make students’ learning holistic through
the Hands-on, Minds-on, Hearts-on education philosophy,
supported by a vibrant and conducive learning environment.
This allows students a new approach — to integrate theory
WITHPRACTICETHROUGHCOURSEWORK INDUSTRYEXPOSURE PROJECTS
ANDEXPERIENTIALLEARNING
Hands-on training will equip ITE students with the skills-set
REQUIREDONTHEJOB WHILEMinds-on learning will develop them
INTO THINKING AND ÛEXIBLE PRACTITIONERS  WHO ARE ABLE TO KEEP
learning and adapting to changes in the environment. Hearts-on
learning will develop 'complete' ITE students who care for the
COMMUNITYANDSOCIETY4HEWHOLEOBJECTIVEISTOPREPARESTUDENTS
of different abilities, talents and interests for the new challenges
and requirements of the global market, and train them to become
market-relevant, adaptable, enterprising and compassionate.
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A BREAKTHROUGH
CURRICULUM MODEL
The ITE Breakthrough introduced a new Curriculum
Model in 2000, which placed a high emphasis on the
learning of practical skills, in line with the strengths
of ITE students. Though the emphasis is on ‘handson’ learning, students are also taught the related
underpinning theoretical knowledge. Elective modules,
intended to broaden or deepen a student’s knowledge
INVARIOUSSUBJECTAREAS GAVESTUDENTSACHOICERELATED
to their area of training or personal interest.
Foundational generic modules, called ‘Lifeskills’, were
introduced to provide students with the necessary
personal qualities they need to succeed at the
workplace. Such soft skills are taught over and above
those infused into the core curriculum.
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A STUDENT-CENTRIC
PEDAGOGIC MODEL
Under ITE Breakthrough, a new Pedagogic Model
was also introduced, with the primary aim of
nurturing ITE students into graduates who are more
THAN JUST TECHNOLOGICALLY SAVVY AND ADAPTABLE  BUT
creative and globally competitive, too. Implemented
for all full-time courses since July 2000, the model
has paved the way for more dynamic methodologies
of teaching and learning.
With the new Pedagogic Model, students take on a
much more proactive role — planning their learning
PROCESS AND EXPLORING ALL AVAILABLE RESOURCES 
while teachers, being facilitators, coach from the
sidelines. Students can look towards having a sturdier
learning foundation through such an active and
collaborative learning environment. By implementing
a Key Competencies Model to strengthen students’
Technical, Methodological and Social skills, VTE was
REDEÚNED AND STUDENTS WERE PREPARED FOR LIFE LONG
learning and success.
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MEETING THE MANPOWER NEEDS OF THE ECONOMY
Traditionally, the aims of VTE are only to prepare youths for the world of work, to be good and useful citizens, and develop their
potential abilities. These aims are still valid, but the speed and boundaries in which VTE operates have changed tremendously.
Industrialised countries link their VTE to economic competitiveness in the global market. Priorities are set for VTE to supply quality
skilled manpower, at the right time, place and in right numbers. Inadvertently, VTE has to respond to globalisation, a knowledge-based
economy, and rapid changes in technologies and labour market conditions in recent times.
The changes are very evident in ITE. Looking at the diversified range of courses and disciplines, the learning environments, physical
infrastructure and the learning and teaching technologies, it goes to show how responsive and relevant ITE is, as a VTE institution.
ITE is now acknowledged as a world-class VTE institution. I am proud I was once in the team that made it happen. A huge part of
my career in ITE was with the Curriculum Design and Development Division of ITE. We were responsible for putting in place the
#REDIT3YSTEM WHICHOFFERSCHOICEANDFLEXIBILITYFORANALL ROUNDEDTRAININGOFSTUDENTS4HE#REDIT3YSTEMPUTS)4%ONPARWITHTOP
community colleges in United States of America. The adoption of Key Competencies in the curriculum, way before others, adds on
a new dimension in ITE training. The Key Competencies is the forerunner of Employability or Life Skills being promoted now in VTE,
especially by Workforce Development Agency (WDA).
ITE has built up the training capability of our local enterprises over the years through its CET and industry-based programmes, notably
THE#ERTIFIED/N THE *OB4RAINING#ENTRE#/*4# 3CHEME OFWHICH)WASINVOLVEDINTHEDESIGNANDIMPLEMENTATIONPHASES4HE#/*4#
was popular and received wide support from companies, big and small. The scheme requires the company to appoint their workers as
TRAINERSAND/*4BLUEPRINTDEVELOPERS)4%PROVIDESSHORTCOURSESINMODULESTOTRAINTHEMUNDERTHE4RAIN THE 4RAINERPROGRAMMES 
which are still running today. This scheme has built up a big pool of trained personnel to conduct training at the enterprise level and
facilitates the government’s drive for worker training to raise productivity. This is an important infrastructure built over many years by
ITE, and WDA is now spearheading these efforts.

NG AH SENG
RETIRED AS DEPUTY CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER (INDUSTRY)
IN 2002
Right: Ng Ah Seng (left) with Eric Gwee at the ITE Awards
Presentation Ceremony 2002 following his retirement from ITE.
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REFORMS IN CURRICULUM AND PEDAGOGY
4HE)4%#URRICULUMAND0EDAGOGIC-ODELSUNDERWENTMAJORREVAMPSINTHELATES CULMINATING
in the introduction of a new ITE Curriculum Model and an ITE Pedagogic Model called the PEPP
0LAN %XPLORE 0RACTICEAND0ERFORM -ODELINYEAR
As a Pedagogic Model, PEPP was very relevant to the acquisition of career and technical skills. It is
SYSTEMATICANDPROCESSBASED/URCONCEPTWASTHATIFEVERY)4%STUDENTWASPUTTHROUGHTHEPROCESS
based learning several times during his two years with ITE, he would become familiar with the
PROCESSOFPLANNING EXPLORING PRACTISINGANDPERFORMINGINLEARNINGNEWSKILLSANDINSOLVINGNEW
problems. This teaching process would therefore enable ITE students to acquire 'learning to learn'
skills. The main driving force for the revamp was to address the shift towards a knowledge-based
globalised economy and the pervasive use of IT in our daily life and workplace.
We recognised that technical skills have to remain as the core competencies of ITE graduates, but
the softer Life Skills (we called these Employability Skills then), such as communication, thinking
AND PROBLEM SOLVING  WOULD BE JUST AS IMPORTANT FOR )4% GRADUATES TO FUNCTION EFFECTIVELY IN AN
increasingly more knowledge-based workplace. In addition, we also felt that our students should be
GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE BEYOND THEIR SPECIFIC DISCIPLINES  TO ALLOW THEM TO BROADEN THEIR
scope of study and make learning in ITE more interesting and challenging.

TAN HONG CHOON
RETIRED AS PRINCIPAL,
ITE COLLEGE WEST IN 2005
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CONNECTED LEARNING
ITE initiated a variety of e-learning and e-services as part of the IT Master Plan to provide connectivity,
ÛEXIBILITYANDACCESSIBILITY4HETWOFULLY INTEGRATEDWEB BASEDSYSTEMS THEeStudent Services System
and the eTutor Learning System WERETHEÚRSTOFTHEIRKINDINTHEREGIONATTHATTIME4HEMOVECREATED
a seamless e-community and brought various ITE campuses closer together.
The launch of the eTutor SIGNIÚED )4%S COMMITMENT TOWARDS RAISING THE PROÚCIENCY OF ITS STAFF AND
STUDENTS IN THE ÚELD OF )4 AND PREPARING THEM FOR EMERGING CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE NEW
economy. It also brought ITE a step closer towards establishing a vibrant community of connected online
learning campuses. In addition, the eTutor facilitated multi-disciplinary learning, an aspect that featured
SIGNIÚCANTLY IN THE ITE Breakthrough. With courseware available in the eTutor Learning System, ITE
students were able to access the relevant resource materials anytime and anywhere. The web-based
learning system complemented the new Curriculum and Pedagogic Models that ITE introduced.

Left: When launched in 2002, eTutor and
eStudent were revolutionary systems
allowing students anytime, anywhere
access to selected learning modules
and student administration procedures.
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RIGOROUS PLANNING AND VALIDATION
OF ITE CURRICULUM
The planning of ITE curriculum is a well-established world-benchmarked
process that is rigorous and consultative, taking in inputs from all levels
of industry and pertinent stakeholders to ensure robust and relevant
CURRICULA)4%FORMSEXTENSIVEPARTNERSHIPSANDCOLLABORATIONSWITHKEY
INDUSTRYPLAYERSANDTAPSONTHEIREXPERTISE TODEVELOPSKILLSSTANDARDS
and curriculum. Doing so ensures that the courses remain relevant
and responsive to the needs of industry. Through the internationallyrecognised DACUM (Developing A Curriculum) process, ITE ensures
THATITSGRADUATESAREEQUIPPEDWITHTHERIGHTSKILLSFORTHEJOB
ITE also has a rigorous and well-established system to validate each
COURSESYLLABUS!CADEMIC!DVISORY#OMMITTEES!!#S EXAMINEAND
approve syllabi of courses for the respective industries or occupational
clusters. The AACs meet regularly to discuss and review the syllabi,
provide feedback on changes in industry, as well as provide specialist
advice on technological trends. Each AAC comprises employer
representatives, professionals and specialists from the respective
INDUSTRIES4HE!!#SREPRESENTAVASTRESOURCEOFEXPERTISE KNOWLEDGE
ANDEXPERIENCETOHELP)4%STAYRELEVANT RESPONSIVEAND IFPOSSIBLE 
anticipative of the changing needs of industry, society and the
community.
4HE REVAMPED 0RECISION %NGINEERING COURSES SERVED AS AN EXCELLENT
EXAMPLE OF HOW )4%mS REGULAR STOCKTAKE OF DEVELOPMENTS IN INDUSTRY
AND REVIEW OF EXISTING 0HYSICAL %DUCATION CURRICULUM ENSURED
that ITE courses are not only relevant, but address the emerging and
advanced skills required by various industry sectors. In January 2009,
)4%IMPLEMENTEDFOURENTIRELYNEWCOURSESRELATEDTOTHEÚELD4HENEW
full-time courses were: Nitec in Aerospace Machining Technology,
Nitec in Machine Building Technology, Nitec in Medical Manufacturing
Technology and Nitec in Semiconductor Tooling Technology. In addition
to being equipped with stronger niche competencies and precision skills,
)4%STUDENTSWILLBEEXPOSEDTOHIGH VALUEMANUFACTURINGSKILLSTHROUGH
industry attachment in these industries.
Input on manpower needs and curriculum design from industry helped ITE
reinvent courses offered under Precision Engineering and offer training in niche
areas with higher value-add, like Aerospace Machining Technology, Machine
Building Technology, Medical Manufacturing Technology and Semiconductor
Tooling Technology.
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THE ROLE OF ITE
AND ITS COURSES
)4%ISFULÚLLINGTWOIMPORTANTROLESINTERMSOFHELPINGSTUDENTSWHO
have not accomplished much academically in the early years of
schooling. Firstly, it equips students with core skills so that they can get
AJOBEASILY3ECONDLY ITBUILDSUPTHEIRSELF ESTEEMANDCONÚDENCE
Some students come to ITE with a sense of failure. But once they
LEARNAMARKETABLESKILLANDOBTAINACERTIÚCATEWIDELYRECOGNISEDBY
EMPLOYERS THEYEXPERIENCESUCCESS4HISMAKESTHEMFEELGOODAND
want to achieve more.
/NE AREA THAT )4% HAS DONE WELL IS THE WIDE CHOICES OF INTERESTING
and industry-relevant courses on offer. ITE has more than quadrupled
the number of courses since its inception. In the past, ITE courses
were mainly in the technical and Engineering areas. As the economy
evolves, ITE has responded with new courses in service-related skills
and creative areas, such as Design & Media, Nursing and Beauty
4HERAPY )NSTEAD OF TELLING PEOPLE TO ÚT INTO THE COURSES  WE OFFER
courses based on industry needs and students’ interest and passion.
4HE"OARDAND)AREGRATIÚEDBYHOWOURSTUDENTSmLIVESARETRANSFORMED
after an ITE education.

BOB TAN
CHAIRMAN (FROM 2007)
ITE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Right: Bob Tan, Chairman/ITE, meeting students on attachment and internship
at Sentosa Development Corporation, during a Board visit to industry.
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THE LONGER PATH
"EFOREJOINING)4% )HADNOIDEAWHATSTUDYINGWAS WHY)WASSTUDYING ORWHY)SHOULDEVENBESTUDYING
I had no purpose and certainly no aspirations. But ITE helped me discover my interest and allowed me to
pursue (satisfy) my curiosities in life. I began to realise that what I was learning was like putting two and two
together, much like building a puzzle to see the bigger picture.
After graduating from ITE, I enrolled in Singapore Polytechnic’s (SP) Diploma in Biomedical Science. In 2010,
I went for an overseas internship programme at Harvard Medical School in Boston. ITE has prepared me
EXCEPTIONALLYWELLFORTHEHANDS ONAPPROACH ASTHEPRACTICALSESSIONSWEREQUITELIKEAWALKINTHEPARK)AM
certain that the training I received from ITE would serve me well in school, my career and life.
$URING MY ÚRST YEAR AT 30  ) WAS OFTEN ASKED WHAT MY '#% l/m ,EVEL AGGREGATE SCORE WAS -ANY OF MY
COURSEMATESWERETAKENABACKWHEN)TOLDTHEMPOINTSWITHA'RADE$IN-ATHEMATICS/FCOURSE MY
score was nothing to boast about, but I would then tell my lecturers and friends that I was from ITE, and am
proud of it. I have never regretted my choice. The two years at ITE have been my best investment so far. I am
GLAD)DECIDEDTOOPTFORAPRACTICALEDUCATIONANDAVALUABLECERTIÚCATEINSTEADOFFOLLOWINGTHECROWDTORE
DOMY'#%m/m,EVELS
It was a longer path up the mountains, but the view has been great and I have been strengthened.

DANIEL POH YUAN KAI
ITE GRADUATE
HIGHER NITEC IN BIOCHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
(CLASS OF 2009)
Right:
The Straits Times
12 June 2010

Ex-ITE student picked for Harvard internship
BY AMELIA TAN
GOING on to university in Singapore was
a stretch for former Institute of Technical
Education (ITE) student Daniel Poh while
he was growing up, let alone securing a
stint at Harvard University.
But next month, the 21-year-old will
embark on a 10-week internship at the
Children’s Hospital Boston, which is part
of the Harvard Medical School.
He will be joined by Miss Jaslyn Ng,
18, who will be attached to Harvard’s
Wyss Institute which specialises in translating technologies developed by its faculty and staff into commercial products
and clinical therapies.
Both are in Singapore Polytechnic’s
(SP) biomedical science course, and their
internship at Harvard marks a first for
polytechnic students here. They will be
helping to do research on stem cells.
The duo have their lecturer at the
School of Chemical and Life Sciences, Dr
Tan Eng Lee, and Dr Jonathan Loh – an
SP alumnus who is currently a research
fellow at the Children’s Hospital Boston
– to thank for the chance.
Dr Tan recalled what Mr Poh said
when told he was being picked for the
stint. “He told me ‘Sir, I am from ITE’. I
told him I don’t care. What matters is
that he is here now and he is doing well,”
Dr Tan said.
The former St Patrick’s Secondary
School student scored a dismal O-level aggregate of 30 points and went on to study
at ITE College East after being rejected by
the three polytechnics he had applied to.
He had to contend with his mother,
who objected to him enrolling in the ITE
and wanted him to resit his O-level examinations. But it was at ITE, where he was
enrolled in a biochemical technology
course, that he found his calling in science research.
“In secondary school, I didn’t put in effort in my studies because I didn’t know
why I was studying or what I was aiming
for. But at ITE, I became interested in sci-
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Mr Daniel Poh, currently studying at Singapore Polytechnic, will embark on a 10-week internship at the Children’s Hospital Boston, which is part of the Harvard Medical School. ST PHOTO: JOYCE FANG

AUTHENTIC LEARNING THROUGH
INDUSTRY AND GLOBAL COLLABORATIONS
)4%mSCOLLABORATIONSWITHINDUSTRYINCLUDETHESETTINGUPOF#ENTRESOF4ECHNOLOGY#/4S ANDINTRODUCTIONOF*OINT#ERTIÚCATIONSWITHINDUSTRYPARTNERS
#/4SARESPECIALISEDCENTRESSETUPWITHGLOBALINDUSTRYPLAYERSTOBUILDUPCORECAPABILITIESANDNICHEAREASIN)4%#OLLEGES4HISALLOWS)4%TOADOPT
the know-how and technology of its industry partners.
4HE#/4SPROVIDETHEOPPORTUNITYFOR)4%STAFFTOENHANCETHEIRTECHNICALCAPABILITY ANDMOREIMPORTANTLY KEEPUP TO DATEWITHTHEPRACTICESAND
STANDARDSININDUSTRY)NTHESAMEWAY )4%STUDENTSWILLBENEÚTFROMAN)4%CURRICULUMTHATREMAINSRELEVANTANDRESPONSIVETOTHECHANGINGNEEDSOFTHE
employment market. ITE now has 17 Centres of Technology, with leading partners like Allmänna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget (ASEA) Brown Boveri
!"" +EPPEL/FFSHOREAND-ARINE (EWLETT 0ACKARD )NTERNATIONAL"USINESS-ACHINES)"- #ORPORATION AND3INGAPORE4ECHNOLOGIES!EROSPACE
3TUDENTSCANIMMERSETHEMSELVESINlREAL LIFEmINDUSTRYPROJECTSATTHESE#/4S ABSORBTHELATESTTECHNOLOGY MASTERTHElCOOLESTm)4GADGETSANDEVEN
TAKEUP*OINT#ERTIÚCATIONELECTIVES3UCH*OINT#ERTIÚCATIONSATTESTTOTHEKNOWLEDGEANDSKILLSCOMPETENCIESOF)4%GRADUATES WHICHAREBENCHMARKED
against global industry standards. ITE students who graduate from these programmes will have that competitive advantage in technical skills and the
OPPORTUNITYTOPROGRESSTOHIGHER LEVELPROFESSIONALCERTIÚCATIONSADMINISTEREDBYGLOBALLEADERSINTHERESPECTIVEINDUSTRIES
)N )4%HADACTIVE-EMORANDAOF5NDERSTANDINGWITHINDUSTRYPARTNERSTOPARTICIPATEIN)4%EDUCATIONBYPROVIDINGEXPERTISE ATTACHMENT
opportunities for students and staff, and technology transfer.
"YLEVERAGINGONTHERESOURCESOF)4%mSGLOBALPARTNERS STUDENTSBENEÚTFROMAUTHENTICLEARNING BESTPRACTICES STATE OF THE ARTHARDWAREANDSOFTWARE 
and industry attachment opportunities provided by leading industry players. Through international collaborations, ITE seeks to deepen and widen its
LINKAGESFORLEARNING SHARINGANDEXCHANGEFORSTAFFANDSTUDENTS
'LOBALLY )4%HASALSOPARTNERSHIPSAND-EMORANDAOF5NDERSTANDING-/5 WITHRENOWNEDGLOBALINSTITUTIONSIN!USTRALIA &EDERAL2EPUBLICOF
Germany, France, Hong Kong, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States of America, including:
p"OX(ILL)NSTITUTEOF4!&%!USTRALIA
p#HALLENGER)NSTITUTEOF4ECHNOLOGY!USTRALIA
p(OLMESGLEN)NSTITUTEOF4!&%!USTRALIA
p)-)5NIVERSITY#ENTRE3WITZERLAND
p)NSTITUT0AUL"OCUSE&RANCE
p+IRKWOOD#OMMUNITY#OLLEGE5NITED3TATESOF!MERICA
p-INISTRYOF%DUCATION 9OUTHAND3PORTS&EDERAL2EPUBLICOF'ERMANY
p3OUTHERN!LBERTA)NSTITUTEOF4ECHNOLOGY3!)4 0OLYTECHNIC#ANADA
p5NIVERSITYOFTHE!RTS,ONDON5NITED+INGDOM
p6OCATIONAL4RAINING#OUNCIL(ONG+ONG
)4% AND THREE GLOBAL INSTITUTIONS  "OX (ILL )NSTITUTE  !USTRALIA
+IRKWOOD#OMMUNITY#OLLEGE 53!3!)40OLYTECHNIC #ANADAARE
members of the Global Education Network (GEN), where students
and staff connect and learn globally.

Right: MOU signing with IBM and CITRIX in 2011.
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THE ITE-MEYS SYMBIOSIS
/NEOF)4%mSOLDESTPARTNERSISTHE-INISTRYOF%DUCATION 9OUTHAND3PORTSAT"ADEN 7ÔRTTEMBERGINTHE&EDERAL
Republic of Germany. Initiated in 1990 by Dr Tony Tan, the then Minister for Education during a visit to Germany,
THEPARTNERSHIPHAS OVERTHEPASTYEARS BORNEFRUITSFORBOTHPARTNERS"ESIDESSHARINGINFORMATION EXPERTISE
ANDEXPERIENCESINTECHNICALEDUCATION AN)NSTITUTIONAL0ARTNERSHIPHASALSOPROVIDEDFORCOLLABORATIONBETWEEN
technical colleges in Germany and ITE. The German Colleges that partnered ITE include Gottlieb-Daimler Schulen
1 and 2, and Carl-Benz Schule, Gaggenau.
ITE has learned much from Germany’s renowned Dual Vocational Training System. In particular, the acquisition of
Key Competencies (Technical, Methodological and Social) required at the work place and the Teacher Mentoring
System were adapted into the ITE Curriculum and Pedagogic approaches.
4HEPARTNERSHIPSTARTEDOFFWITHAN-/5OFÚCIALLYSIGNEDON*UNEBETWEENTHE-INISTRYOF%DUCATION 
9OUTH AND 3PORTS AT "ADEN 7ÔRTTEMBERG ;-INISTERIUM FÔR +ULTUS  *UGEND UND 3PORT  "ADEN 7ÔRTTEMBERG
+- = 'ERMANY ANDTHE6)4" ESTABLISHINGAÚVE YEARBILATERALCOOPERATIONINTHEÚELDOFTECHNICALEDUCATION
AND TRAINING !S PROVIDED FOR UNDER THE -/5  A SEPARATE )NSTITUTIONAL 0ARTNERSHIP WAS ALSO ESTABLISHED
BETWEEN'OTTLIEB $AIMLER3CHULE A4ECHNICAL#OLLEGEIN3INDELÚNGEN "ADEN 7ÔRTTEMBERG ANDTHETHEN
ITE MacPherson"OTHTHE-/5AND)NSTITUTIONAL0ARTNERSHIPEXPIREDON*UNE ANDWERERENEWEDON
.OVEMBERAND&EBRUARYRESPECTIVELYFORFURTHERÚVE YEARTERMS)N!PRIL THESTATUSOF
THE-/5WASREVIEWEDANDBOTHPARTIESWEREGREATLYSATISÚEDWITHTHEVALUEANDBENEÚTSOFTHECOOPERATION
4HE-/5WASRENEWEDTHESECONDTIMEON/CTOBERFORANOTHERPERIODOFÚVEYEARS
In 2009, the Principals of all three ITE Colleges went to Baden-Württemberg to renew, for the fourth term, a
-/5BETWEEN)4%mSTHREE#OLLEGESANDTHREE'ERMAN#OLLEGES NAMELY 'OTTLIEB $AIMLER3CHULE 'OTTLIEB
Daimler Schule 2 and Carl-Benz Schule, Gaggenau. The occasion was graced by Baden-Württemberg’s then
-INISTERFOR%DUCATION 9OUTHAND3PORTS (IS%XCELLENCY(ELMUT2AU4HEPARTNERSHIPHASBENEÚTEDBOTH
)4%ANDITSPARTNER#OLLEGESGREATLYTHROUGHSTUDYVISITS STAFFANDSTUDENTEXCHANGES INDUSTRIALATTACHMENTS 
JOINTPROJECTSANDVIDEO CONFERENCEDISCUSSIONS)4%STAFFANDSTUDENTSHAVEGAINEDFROMÚRST HANDEXPERIENCE
with a different training system, culture and technology. The long partnership with Baden-Württemberg has
enabled ITE to keep abreast with the latest trends in vocational and technical education and training in
Europe’s most innovative region.
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It was a privilege for me to visit Singapore and ITE, and to sign the renewal of our Memorandum of Understanding
for Co-operation in Vocational Education and Training (VET) in Singapore in 2002, and in Germany in 2006.
)NMYDECADE LONGSTINTASFORMER0ERMANENT3ECRETARYANDLATERAS-INISTEROF%DUCATION 9OUTHAND3PORTS 
Baden-Württemberg, I have witnessed ITE's great achievements and transformation in vocational education
ANDTRAININGOVERTHEYEARS)NMYSTINTAS-INISTEROF3TATEINTHE0REMIERS/FÚCE )STILLFOLLOWCLOSELYYOUR
unbelievable changes and achievements in VET with great enthusiasm.
In the 20 years of our collaboration, ITE Singapore has grown from one of the regular VET training institutes
FROM AMONG  COUNTRIES WHICH "ADEN 7ÔRTTEMBERG COOPERATED WITH  TO THE ,EADING AND .UMBER /NE
Global Partner of Baden-Württemberg in VET worldwide. Not a single country, starting at the same level like
)4%SOMEYEARSAGO HASACHIEVEDTHESAMELEVELOFEXCELLENCEANDQUALITYLIKE)4%3INGAPORE4HISEXPLAINS
why ITE Singapore is the only institution worldwide where we decided to offer our Technical Engineer Diploma
4%$ IN-ACHINE4ECHNOLOGYANDGRANTTHESAMEEXAMINATIONANDQUALIÚCATIONOFFEREDIN'ERMANY4HIS
means that the TED offered by ITE is fully recognised in Germany.
)WOULDLIKETOCONGRATULATE)4%FORYOUROUTSTANDINGQUALITYANDEXCELLENCEIN6%4NOTONLYIN3INGAPORE BUTGLOBALLY

HELMUT RAU
FORMER MINISTER OF EDUCATION, YOUTH
AND SPORTS, BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Third Memorandum of Understanding
between ITE and Ministry of Education,
Youth & Sports, Baden-Württemberg,
Germany, 29 October 2002, signed by
Dr Ng Eng Hen, then Minister of State,
Education and Manpower, Singapore, and
Helmut Rau, then Minister of Education,
Youth and Sports, Baden-Württemberg,
Federal Republic of Germany.
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The highlight of the collaboration was the launch of a new Technical
Engineer Diploma (TED) in Machine Technology at ITE in 2008. A
FULL TIMEPROGRAMME THECOURSEÚLLSACRITICALNICHEFORHIGHLY SKILLED
technologists in the Precision Engineering industry and is a new
progression path for ITE graduates who possess Nitec or Higher Nitec
QUALIÚCATIONSINRELATEDÚELDS)TISMODELEDAFTERTHE Staatlich Geprufter
Technicker3TATE#ERTIÚED4ECHNICAL%NGINEER COURSE ISSUEDBYTHE
state of Baden-Württemberg. The strategic inclusion of another German
College, Carl-Benz Schule, Gaggenau in the partnership started the
COLLABORATION TOWARDS A NEW 4%$ IN !UTOMOTIVE %NGINEERING /NE
of only three schools in Baden-Württemberg to offer courses for the
CERTIÚCATION OF AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIANS  #ARL "ENZ 3CHULE  HAS MORE
than a century of history in the German automotive industry.
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The Technical Engineer Diploma in Automotive Engineering is one of three
niche diplomas offered by ITE to provide more progression opportunities for
ITE graduates.
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INDUSTRY-DRIVEN COURSES
In the early years, most of our courses were generic and broad-based.
As we grow, though, the courses that we now introduce are increasingly
driven by industry. As a result, leading industry players have become
more willing to partner and support ITE in developing new courses by
advising on curriculum, as well as through technology transfer.
)4%HASSETUP#ENTRESOF4ECHNOLOGYLIKETHE)4% +EPPEL/FFSHOREAND
Marine Technology Centre, ITE - Singapore Technologies Aerospace
Airframe Maintenance Centre, and ITE - Republic of Singapore Air
Force Aircraft Engine Maintenance Centre by leveraging on the
technology our partners contribute. These Centres not only showcase
industry’s technological capabilities, but also provide authentic training
OPPORTUNITIESFOROURSTUDENTS!SEXAMPLES THE2EPUBLICOF3INGAPORE
!IR &ORCE DONATED AN !ERMACCHI 3 TRAINING JET AND A "ELL 5((
helicopter, which are housed in a custom-built hangar, to create a
REALISTIC TRAINING ENVIRONMENT 3INGAPORE 4ECHNOLOGIES !EROSPACE
provided cut-out fuselages from their aircraft conversion programme,
WHICHAREBEINGUSEDFORSHEETMETALREPAIRTRAININGAND+EPPEL/FFSHORE
and Marine donated a Ship Hull Structure, which is used for training on
ship commission systems.
The collaborative partnerships with industry go beyond the enhancement
of the delivery of training. Many organisations also award scholarships
TOOURSTUDENTSANDOFFERTHEMJOBSWITHGOODPAYANDPROSPECTSUPON
their graduation.

LIM TECK LEE
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF SCHOOL
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
ITE COLLEGE EAST
ITE GRADUATE (CLASS OF 1977)
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A NEW PATHWAY —
TECHNICAL ENGINEER DIPLOMA (TED)
We found that a number of ITE graduates who were trained for key
industries such as Precision Engineering and Culinary Skills ended
up either pursuing a more generic diploma programme or switched
to a programme that is different from what they had been trained for
because there were no diploma programmes which were directly
relevant.
/VER THE YEARS  WE HAD ESTABLISHED A NUMBER OF STRONG OVERSEAS
partnerships, many of them offering diploma programmes which are
relevant for ITE graduates. As it is beyond the means of most ITE
graduates to go for overseas studies, we worked with the Ministry of
Education to partner reputable institutions to offer such programmes
IN 3INGAPORE 4HESE PROGRAMMES NOT ONLY BENEÚT )4% GRADUATES 
THEY ALSO BENEÚT )4% STAFF BECAUSE OF THE CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 
as ITE staff will be trained by our overseas partners to deliver these
programmes.
With our long-standing partnership with Baden-Württemberg,
WHICHISVERYSTRONGINENGINEERINGANDTECHNOLOGY WEIDENTIÚED
and introduced two Technical Engineer Diplomas in Machine
Technology and Automotive Engineering in 2008 and 2010
respectively. The third Technical Diploma in Culinary Arts with
Institut Paul Bocuse, France, was launched in 2011.

HENG GUAN TECK
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
(ACADEMIC) (2003 - 2011)
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Under ITE Advantage, the need to build global mindsets in students
BECAME A CRUCIAL ASPECT OF AN )4% EDUCATION 4HE /VERSEAS
Programme was relaunched as the Global Education Programme
(GEP), in 2005, to equip students with global skills-set and mindset, as
WELLASEXPOSETHEMTOGLOBALTRENDSANDDEVELOPMENTS CHALLENGES 
work practices, and cultural differences. This holistic development of
our students would put them in good stead for challenges anywhere
in the global environment. The ultimate aim is to send at least 25 per
CENTOF)4%mSSTUDENTSOVERSEASFORPROGRAMMES/VERTHEYEARS )4%
students have had the opportunity to participate in various overseas
programmes in more than 20 different countries like Australia,
Canada, China, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Hong Kong,
)NDIA  )NDONESIA  +OREA  *APAN  -ALAYSIA  .EPAL  .EW :EALAND 
Taiwan and the United States of America.

Going global to gain wider cultural outlook and experiences. From top: ITE students in a community project in Taiping Village, Hainan, China, 2002; and Global
Education Network students from Box Hill Institute, Australia; Kirkwood Community College, USA; and SAIT Polytechnic, Canada, with their ITE counterparts,
participated in a Project management Course in Singapore in 2010 and met then Senior Minister Goh Chok Tong (back row, centre)
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REAL-LIFE TESTIMONIALS OF
ITE'S SUCCESS
7HENTHE)4%!LUMNI!SSOCIATION)4%!! WASFORMEDIN ITTOOKUSSOMETIMETOADJUSTANDWORK
OUTACOLLABORATIONPLANWITH)4%7HENWEREALISEDTHATWECOULDDOVETAILOURPLANSWITH)4%mSÚVE YEAR
Strategic Plans, we started having clear directions on how to add value to ITE and to the students who have
come after us.
We organise many talks and seminars for the newer ITE students, to share our trials and tribulations in
becoming who we are today. We want to let students know that there is a big pool of entrepreneurs and
HIGH LEVELEXECUTIVESWHOBEGANTHEIRJOURNEYSAT)4%7EHOPETOBETHEROLEMODELSFORTHEM!NDTOTHE
public, our illustrious alumni members are real-life testimonials of ITE’s success and value.
7EHAVEALSOEMBARKEDONCREATING/VERSEAS#HAPTERSOFTHE)4%!! ASWEHAVEFOUNDTHATMANYOFOUR
members have moved overseas. We now have four —3UZHOU #HINA3HANGHAI #HINA0ENANG -ALAYSIA
and Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. Through these Chapters, we are happy that we can bring overseas
attachment and internship opportunities for ITE students.

ROGER LEE
PRESIDENT, ITE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
INNOTECH ELECTRONICS
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SEMINARS
/NE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS IN THE 'LOBAL %DUCATION 0ROGRAMME IS THE )NTERNATIONAL
3TUDENT 3EMINAR )33  4HE ÚRST )33 WAS HELD IN  IN (ONG +ONG 4HE SEMINAR
SAWSOME)4%STUDENTSEXCHANGINGVIEWSANDINTERACTINGWITHTHEIRCOUNTERPARTS
from Institutes under the Hong Kong Vocational Training Council (HKVTC). Based
on the theme 'Global City, Inclusive Society', the 600 students from both countries
deliberated on issues pertaining to the sub-themes: Global City —.EW/PPORTUNITIES
for All and Inclusive Society — #ARINGFOR/THERS
4HE3EMINARALSOMARKEDANEWMILESTONEINTHESERIESOF)33)TWASTHEÚRSTJOINT
3EMINAR BETWEEN )4% AND (+64# ! -/5 PARTNER SINCE   THIS WAS THE ÚRST
STUDENT SEMINAR OF SUCH MAGNITUDE BETWEEN THE TWO PARTNERS )T WAS ALSO THE ÚRST
TIME AN )4% STUDENT SEMINAR WAS HELD COMPLETELY IN AN OVERSEAS LOCATION AND ALL
STUDENTPARTICIPANTSWEREINVOLVEDINACTION BASEDPROJECTSBASEDONTHETHEMEOF
the Seminar.
Through holding the Seminar in Hong Kong, and through interaction with Hong
+ONGSTUDENTSANDSPEAKERSWITHRICHINTERNATIONALEXPERIENCE STUDENTSHAVEHADAN
OPPORTUNITYTOEXAMINETHEISSUESOFGLOBALISATIONFROMAWIDERPERSPECTIVE ANDBE
CHALLENGEDTOREÛECTONTHEROLESTHEYCANPLAYINCARINGFORSOCIETY
The ITE-VTC ISS, alternating between Hong Kong and Singapore, is now a regular
biennial event that students look forward to.
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Below: The HKVTC and ITE International Student Seminar is
an event much anticipated by students. Organised biennially to
rotate between the two countries, about 300 students from each
of the institutions are joined by students from partner institutions
from Australia, Canada, Federal Republic of Germany, France
and the United States of America.

CeMTA: NURTURING ARTISTIC TALENTS
)N A-USICAL%XTRAVAGANZAWASORGANISEDBY)4%FORTHEÚRSTTIME TOBRINGTOGETHERARTISTICALLY INCLINED
students to showcase their talents. The concert, held over two nights at the then Kallang Theatre, was very
WELL RECEIVEDBYSTUDENTS STAFFANDEXTERNALGUESTS%NCOURAGEDBYPOSITIVEFEEDBACKANDREVIEWSFROMTHOSE
who saw the students in action, ITE established a Centre for Music and the Arts (CeMTA) in 2000.
The establishment of CeMTA has given students opportunities to learn and further develop their artistic talents
and potential. Since its formation, the Centre has attracted strong interest from students and alumni. Besides
STAGING BIENNIAL -USICAL %XTRAVAGANZA SHOWS IN ITS EARLIER DAYS AND SUBSEQUENTLY FULL MUSICALS  #E-4!
MEMBERSAREHIGHLYSOUGHTAFTERFOR)4%ANDEXTERNALFUNCTIONS
)N   #E-4! PRESENTED ITS ÚRST PUBLIC MUSICAL CALLED My Fair Singaporean Lady involving some 120
students. This light-hearted production was a modern-day Singaporean version of George Bernard Shaw’s
CLASSIC0YGMALION&ORMANYOFTHESTUDENTS THATWASTHEÚRSTTIMETHEYWERETAKINGPARTINAMUSICALFORTHE
PUBLIC3AID3UKUMARANSO'OVINDARAJOO AN%LECTRONICSSTUDENTFROMTHEFORMER)4%7ESTBukit Batok), who
WASYEARSOLDTHENn4HEÚRSTTIME)PERFORMEDINFRONTOFANAUDIENCEWASWHEN)TOOKPARTINA4ALENTIME
contest at Fuhua Secondary School. I won the second prize and was very encouraged to take to the stage. So
when I heard about this musical, I promptly auditioned for a role. Playing one of the lead roles is like a dream
come true for me. I’m so glad ITE has given me the chance to develop my acting talents.”

GREASE
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Two years later, CeMTA presented an inspiring story of love,
forgiveness and redemption called Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat. 4HISMUSICALSHOWCASEDADIVERSIÚEDRANGE
of vocal talents. The cast comprised some 80 students from all three
Colleges who were involved in the acting, dancing and production
of the show.
)N   FOR THE ÚRST TIME AMONG ALL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN
Singapore, GREASE was staged as a full-version musical by CeMTA.
The musical was directed by Mr Tony Quek, who has also directed
PAST #E-4! PRODUCTIONS /N HIS EXPERIENCE ON WORKING WITH )4%
STUDENTS  -R 1UEK SAID n) AM VERY EXCITED TO SEE THE STANDARD OF
each batch (of students) improving over the years, especially when
they move on to get recognised for their work in the arts industry. I
ÚND)4%STUDENTSOPENTOLEARNING AND)4%HASGIVENTHEMWONDERFUL
OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPLORE THEIR CREATIVITYo -R 1UEK WAS SO INSPIRED
BY)4%STUDENTSANDTHEIRTALENTSTHATHEDECIDEDTOJOIN)4%TOCOACH
students in the performing arts full-time in 2010. He also directed
the most recent musical, West Side Story, in 2011. Students from the
various relevant courses professionally handled sound and lighting,
make-up, hair and action.

Joseph and the Amazing Techicolor Dreamcoat

My Fair Singaporean Lady

GREASE
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West Side Story

HE WHO 'BUILT' ME
7HEN)WASAKID )WASINAWEOF!RNOLD3CHWARZENEGGERANDHISMUSCULARPHYSIQUEØ!SASKINNYKID )
was always being pushed around in crowds. Not long after, I decided to start lifting weights. Pretty soon, the
gym bug hit me and I was hooked. But it was not until I went to ITE that bodybuilding became more than a
SPORT)TBECAMEAPARTOFMYLIFE)TISNOWMYPRIDEANDMYJOY)TISHARDWORK BUTITISALSOSATISFACTIONAND
FULÚLLMENT)HAVEWONSEVENBODYBUILDINGCONTESTSANDHAVEBEENPLACEDINTHETOPTHREEINMANYOTHERS)
HAVEALSOREPRESENTED3INGAPOREINANDÚNISHEDÚFTHINTHE7ORLD!THLETIC0HYSIQUECM#ATEGORY 
For all these, I have two mentors from ITE to thank. They 'built' me into who I am today. Mr Lim Wee
Lip was a Physical Education teacher in the former ITE Dover back in 2004. As I frequented the school
gym, I met him there often. That was how I was 'talent-spotted'. He asked me to represent ITE for a
tertiary bodybuilding contest called NUS Muscle War, in 2004. That was the beginning of my 'career' in
competitive bodybuilding. Mr Lim also groomed me to be the Chairman of the Fitness Club. I took charge
of the gym and was given a set of keys to the gym. I ran the facility during breaks and after classes. This
GAVEMEALOTOFEXTRATIMETOWORKOUTTHERE)ALSOHELPEDOTHERSTUDENTSWHOWEREINTERESTEDINIMPROVING
THEIRPHYSIQUE-R,IMHIMSELFWASANEXEMPLARYTEACHER"ESIDESHISEXCELLENTPHYSIQUE HEWASALSOAN
EXCELLENTROLEMODEL
!NOTHERPERSON)WOULDLIKETOGIVEASPECIALMENTIONTOISTHELATE-R!LBERT4AN WHOM)ÚRSTMETOUTSIDE
school. We happened to be training at the same gym and started to chat. It was then that I realised that he
WASACTUALLYATEACHERAT)4%INCHARGEOFTHEBODYBUILDINGTEAM7EEXCHANGEDOURNUMBERSTHATDAYAND
HESUBSEQUENTLYINVITEDMETOJOINTHERESTOF4EAM)4%FORTRAINING(EOFFEREDMEALOTOFVALUABLEADVICE
I am so grateful that a chance meeting developed into a strong student-mentor relationship.
Mr Tan was a bodybuilder himself who had won many competitions. He organised many of ITE’s
BODYBUILDINGCONTESTSANDWASFERVENTABOUTRAISINGAWARENESSINÚTNESS HEALTHYDIETINGANDBODYBUILDING
He was instrumental in discovering bodybuilding talents and training and nurturing them, inspiring passion
INTHEM-OSTIMPORTANTLY HEHELPEDMEDISCOVERTHEBODYANDMIND)NEVERTHOUGHT)HADINME/NTOP
of being a great teacher, mentor and an inspiration to all around him, he will forever be remembered for his
contributions to the ITE Bodybuilding Team.

DANIE DHARMU S/O JOSEPH SEGARAN
ITE GRADUATE
HIGHER NITEC IN ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
(CLASS OF 2005)
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He thought ITE was for students with no hope. Then, he realises...

We get so many opportunities
Industrial joint venture
Chance to study some
modules in the polytechnics
Exchange
programme with
Melbourne school
Tan May Ping
mayping@sph.com.sg

N

O-HOPE place.
That was the
stereotypical image
Mr Jonathan Mark
Manogaran, 26, had of the
Institute of Technical
Education (ITE).
So, having fared poorly
in his O-level exams, he
decided to venture into the
working world after
completing his NS.
He never even gave the
ITE a second glance because
he was conditioned to think

Above:
The New Paper
22 February 2008
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쏆 Mr Jonathan

Mark
Manogaran and
Mr Benjamin
Loke presented
their project to
MM Lee Kuan
Yew who visited
the ITE campus
yesterday. They
said MM Lee
was friendly
and joked with
them.

Picture:
JONATHAN CHOO

PEDAGOGY AND CURRICULUM
ITE adopts a pragmatic approach in the design of our VTE curriculum,
one that is heavily slanted towards practical training and, to a much lesser
EXTENT ONTHEORETICALKNOWLEDGE(ITHERTO THEPROPORTIONOFPRACTICAL
skills training within a typical ITE curriculum has not changed much,
although we have moved to a knowledge-based economy. However,
there is now more emphasis on the latter as well.
It is of utmost importance to ensure that at the forefront of course planning,
business trends and inputs are gathered in a timely manner from relevant
stakeholders, such as employer associations, Human Resource planners
of Multi-National Corporations and Small and Medium Enterprises, key
industry players, government agencies, etc. We have an established and
PROVENMETHODOLOGY SUCHAS$!#5- INDEVELOPINGOURCOURSES/UR
curriculum specialists are trained to regularly elicit, analyse, evaluate
AND AGGREGATE THE ÚNDINGS TO DRAW UP A COMPETENCY PROÚLE THAT WILL
then be translated into the initial blueprint of a new training programme.
4HERESULTINGCURRICULUMDOCUMENTSARETHENSUBJECTTOVALIDATIONBYA
wider group of employers, to ensure that each and every curriculum we
develop is relevant and responsive to the manpower requirements of
particular industries.
ITE’s training approach, like many other institutions elsewhere, began very
much with the conventional instructor-led approach where, besides the
usual classroom, ample drills and routine practices were demonstrated and
carried out in labs and workshops. Increasingly, however, as our economy
matures and evolves moving from the industrialisation phase to a more
KNOWLEDGE BASED DIGITAL MILIEU  TRAINING STUDENTS IN SPECIÚC PROCESSES
ANDTECHNICALCOMPETENCIESISSTILLNECESSARY BUTINSUFÚCIENT(ENCE WE
started shifting to a more student-centric approach in curriculum delivery,
PROPAGATING A MORE INQUIRY BASED PEDAGOGY CALLED THE 0LAN  %XPLORE 
Practice and Perform (PEPP) Model to nurture essential life skills, such
as planning and organising, teamwork, problem-solving, interpersonal,
and communication skills. All this was done to better prepare our youths
TO COPE WITH UNCERTAINTIES AND OFTEN ILL DEÚNED PROBLEMS THEY WILL
encounter in the real working world. Today, we have moved even closer
to fostering an authentic curriculum and learning environment by actively
COLLABORATINGWITHCOMPANIESFORlREALWORKmPROJECTSANDINTERNSHIPSFOR
our students and staff.

IRIS SEET
DIVISIONAL DIRECTOR, CURRICULUM AND
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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ENHANCED INDUSTRY-BASED TRAINING
ITE 2000 strengthened industry-based training infrastructure for both school leavers and adult learners. To do
THAT )4%WORKEDDIRECTLYWITHCOMPANIESANDINDUSTRY/URNEW!PPRENTICESHIP3YSTEM LAUNCHEDIN WAS
MODELLEDAFTER'ERMANYmS$UAL3YSTEMOF6OCATIONAL4RAINING4HISSYSTEMWASEXPANDEDFORSCHOOLLEAVERS
WHOPREFERREDANEARN AS YOU LEARNAPPROACHINACQUIRINGACAREERQUALIÚCATION)NCONTRASTTO6)4"STUDENTS 
who comprised mainly those who had completed only primary or lower secondary education and were therefore
too young to capitalise on the apprenticeship option, the new Normal (Technical) school leavers targeted by ITE
would be at least 16 years old, making apprenticeship a viable option.
To make apprenticeship programmes more attractive and ensure that they remained relevant to the economy,
ITE reviewed and restructured its Apprenticeship System and rebranded it as a 'Traineeship Scheme' in 2000,
under ITE Breakthrough TOREÛECTTHEENHANCEDQUALITYOFPOST SECONDARYTRAINING4HEFEATURESINCLUDEDA
NEWSANDWICHMODEOFTRAINING CONSISTINGBLOCKSOFFULL TIMETRAININGALTERNATINGWITHON THE JOBTRAINING4HE
training structure was competency-based rather than time-based, which means that the trainee who did well
could complete his training in a shorter time. There was also an enriched curriculum that offered Employability
Skills and the opportunity to take elective modules to encourage multi- and cross-disciplinary learning.

Tan Chong Motors Pte Ltd

Singapore Technologies Aerospace Ltd

Above: Some of ITE's many partners offering Traineeship opportunities
are Tan Chong Motors Pte Ltd, which takes in trainees for Nitec in
Automotive Technology (Light Vehicles); Singapore Technologies
Aerospace Ltd, for Nitec in Aircraft Maintenance (Mechanical); and the
National Dental Centre of Singapore, for Nitec in Dental Technology.
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National Dental Centre of Singapore

INDUSTRY-BASED TRAINING
ITE has a very comprehensive system of engaging the industry, be it in
training partnership, curriculum development or transfer of technology.
The intent is for ITE to stay relevant in order that the Singapore technicianlevel workforce is primed to face the challenges ahead.
The skills spectrum in the industry is wide-ranging and specialised.
It is not possible for ITE alone to train graduates for all sectors of the
economy. Wherever possible, in-house company training capabilities
should be developed and encouraged. Besides conducting full-time
institutional training and part-time continuing education and training
programmes for fresh school-leavers and adult learners, ITE also
facilitates the training and assessment of working adults conducted by
companie
companies at the workplace through various Industry-based Training
(IBT) sche
schemes. These schemes are dynamic and versatile, as they are
conducted through structured curricula and methodology designed
with the n
needs of both employers and the workforce in mind.
"Y INVOLV
INVOLVING INDUSTRY DIRECTLY IN DELIVERING TRAINING  SIGNIÚCANT
advantage
advantages can be achieved. This includes creating more upgrading
PATHWAYS
PATHWAYS FOR WORKERS  TAILORING TRAINING TO COMPANY SPECIÚC NEEDS 
HAVINGTHE
HAVINGTHEÛEXIBILITYTOSCHEDULETRAININGAROUNDPRODUCTIONNEEDS AND
leveraging on technological capabilities in industry. Training can either
BEPROVIDE
BEPROVIDEDFULLYBYTHEEMPLOYERINHISCOMPANYORJOINTLYCONDUCTED 
WITH THE ON
O THE JOB TRAINING COMPONENT CONDUCTED BY THE EMPLOYER 
AND )4% DELIVERING
D
THE OFF THE JOB TRAINING COMPONENT AT ITS #OLLEGES
The industry
indus
collaboration is also particularly useful in some areas
requiring highly-specialised and capital-intensive equipment, where
training is most effectively delivered in-company.
Industry-b
Industry-based Training Schemes have received strong support from
industry through
t
the years, with some 70,000 annual training places
OFFEREDBY
OFFEREDBYSOME!PPROVED4RAINING#ENTRES #ERTIÚED/N THE
Job Traini
Training Centres and four Skills Assessment Centres.

AW Y
YORK BIN
DEPUT CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
DEPUTY
(INDUSTRY)
(INDU
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CHANCE TO CHANGE
People make mistakes. Mine made me realise that success does not come knocking on one’s door without
HARDWORK!FTERMY0RIMARY3CHOOL,EAVING%XAMINATIONRESULTSWEREOUT )THOUGHTMYFATEWASSOMEHOW
SEALEDSINCE)WOULDBEINA.ORMAL4ECHNICAL STREAM4HUS )DIDNOTTAKEMYSTUDIESSERIOUSLY)JOINED)4%
after secondary school, but the courses then did not appeal to me. I chose Electronics because it was one of
THEMOSTPOPULARCOURSESATTHATTIME/NTHEÚRSTDAYOFMYNitec course, I told myself that I would focus.
However, my determination paled and I did not put in the effort to learn. I was inattentive in class and showed
little interest. My lecturers tried to motivate me, but to no avail. At the end of the semester, I accumulated a
Grade Point Average (GPA) of 1.7, which was the lowest in my class, as everyone else had GPAs of 2.0 and
above. I felt so devastated and ashamed of myself.
The lecturers kept on reminding us that there were stringent requirements in order to pursue a Higher Nitec
COURSEIN)4% BUTTHEIRWORDSFELLONDEAFEARS)NTHEEND MYAPPLICATIONWASREJECTED)REGRETTEDTHISDEEPLY
and kept on telling myself that things could have been so different if only I had worked hard.
My initial intention was to sign on in the military as a full-time career. My lecturers then reminded me that
WITHOUTHIGHERQUALIÚCATIONS MYPROSPECTSTHEREWOULDBELIMITED4HISGOTMETHINKING)NEEDEDTOPUT
my life back together again. So I mustered enough courage and appealed personally to ITE and prayed for
a miracle to happen. My prayers were answered when I received a call from ITE informing me that my
application was successful. I was given a second chance to redeem what was lost and to change myself.
This was the turning point in my life. I promised myself that I was going to double my efforts and be diligent.
I set personal goals. I cut back on spending time outside with my friends and hit the books immediately when
I went home. I wanted straight ‘A’s for all my modules and to be independent in my studies. Although I had
to retake some modules again, I was undaunted. My determination spurred me on. My classmates would
seek my help, as I was more familiar with the modules. I had a great sense of satisfaction in helping them.
That soon grew into a passion that translated to sheer hard work and tenacity. At the end of my Higher Nitec
COURSE )WASAWARDEDA#ERTIÚCATEOF-ERITFORMYOUTSTANDINGPERFORMANCE)EVENSCOREDAPERFECT'0!OF
Ø7ITHTHAT )WASGRANTEDDIRECTENTRYTOTHESECONDYEAROFPOLYTECHNICSTUDIES#URRENTLY )AMPURSUING
my Engineering degree at a local university.
)NRETROSPECT ITHASBEENANARDUOUSJOURNEYFORME"UTTHEPASSIONIGNITEDBY)4%HASKEPTMYWILLTOLEARN
alive. This passion, too, has ignited a spark that, one day, I would want to come back to teach in ITE. And
indeed I did.

MUHAMMAD KHARIL B ABDUL MANAN
TECHNICAL SUPPORT OFFICER/MOBILE SYSTEMS AND SERVICES
ITE COLLEGE WEST
ITE GRADUATE (CLASS OF 2005)
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MANY REALISED DREAMS
4OBEHONEST )WASNOTHAPPYTOBEPOSTEDTO)4%BACKTHEN"UTNOW)AMEXTREMELYTHANKFUL FORIN)4%ANDBEYOND MANYDREAMSWEREFOUND
and realised.
)N)4% )ATTENDEDPUBLICSPEAKINGWORKSHOPSTHATGAVEMEAMPLEOPPORTUNITIESTOSPEAKANDBUILDUPMYCONÚDENCE)HADTHECHANCETOBETHE
MASTEROFCEREMONYFORANAWARDCEREMONYANDTOBESPEAKINGTOTHOUSANDSOFPEOPLEONTHESTAGEWASANAWESOMEEXPERIENCE)TWASLIKEA
dream come true for someone as under appreciated or neglected (back in secondary school) as I was.
"EINGTHE6ICE 0RESIDENTOFTHE#ONCERT"ANDALSOGAVEMETHECHANCETOÛYTO!USTRALIAWITHMY)4%MATESFORABANDPERFORMANCE4HATWASYET
ANOTHERDREAMCOMETRUE/NEOFMYLECTURERS -R!ARON4ANG HELPEDMEREALISETHAT)ACTUALLYHADLEADERSHIPQUALITIES-R4ANGIS INTHEEYES
of many, a very tough nut — feisty and ready to take on a battle any time. He showed us how dreams could come true when he went all out to
raise funds to make our Australian trip happen. He did it by getting sponsorships creatively through the publication of magazines and networking.
Mr Tang also inspired and taught us well. He showed us what determination was, and that nothing was impossible to a willing mind. His endless
energy and passion in giving the best to us was unconditional. All these gave me hope and allowed me to rise to the occasion.
Like many of my classmates, we had a busy Co-curricular Activity schedule, but yet we did remarkably well in our studies. We learned how to
JUGGLEDIFFERENTCOMMITMENTSTHROUGHGOODTIMEMANAGEMENT WITHTHEHELPOFOURPASSIONATELECTURERSWHOWEREALWAYSTHEREFORUS7EMIGHT
have been less academically-inclined or less attentive or more playful students in our younger days, but these lecturers who saw our potential
UNDERSTOODJUSTWHATWENEEDEDTOBLOSSOMANDGROW
)N)4% ITISREALLYTHELECTURERSWHOMADETHEDIFFERENCEINOURMORALE CONÚDENCEANDABILITYTOTHRIVE/NEOFTHEMOSTIMPORTANTTHINGS-R4ANG
taught me was that it was important not to be fearful. When needed, we should speak up, challenge the status quo and do things differently. We
should not be afraid to change and should lead in change. I have lived by this idea and shared it with my colleagues and seen its fruitful results.
Today, I am a business coach and speaker with a vision to help more people to succeed, empower themselves, and realise their own dreams.
Because I did, with ITE.

BRENDA TAN SOCK HUA
ITE GRADUATE
CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS STUDIES (ACCOUNTING) (CLASS OF 1998)

Left: Brenda Tan (middle row, 4th from left), during
a tour of Perth with the ITE Clementi Band.
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)4%mSBRANDOFEDUCATIONREDEÚNED64%COMPLETELYrWHATSHOULDBETAUGHT HOWITSHOULDBETAUGHT WHO
it should be taught by and, most importantly, the enormous potential a quality education can unlock in a
student’s life and in a nation.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
BUILDING PLACES
TO LEARN,
LAUGH AND LIVE
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COLLEGES OF THE FUTURE
A key enabler for ITE’s success is a strong government committed
to providing world-class education and with the political will to
invest heavily in education infrastructure. The quality of the physical
environment in which students learn is a critical factor that contributes
TOTHEIRSUCCESSANDWELL BEING)4%ÚRSTUNDERTOOKA YEARPhysical
Development Plan, from 1992, to build seven new campuses and
UPGRADETHEFACILITIESINTHREEEXISTINGCAMPUSESBUILTINTHEMID mS
Infrastructure, facilities and equipment in each of the campuses were
all state-of-the-art.
With bigger cohorts and greater needs for interdisciplinary training, ITE
BEGANITSPHYSICALREJUVENATIONWITHTHECONSOLIDATIONOFITSSATELLITE
campuses into three world-class comprehensive Colleges under the
ITE College Master Plan, from 2003 to 2013. The new Colleges in
Choa Chu Kang, Simei and Ang Mo Kio are not mere buildings. They
are learning environments that ITE’s hands, minds and hearts are
relentlessly and passionately reconstructing every day.
Right: The Atrium at ITE College East — a central venue for students’
gatherings, concerts and performances.
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ITE 2000 paved the way for an upgraded physical environment compatible with the image and standing of a post-secondary education institution, by
developing and upgrading ITE’s teaching and learning environment to support the needs of students and the public. The ITE Physical Development
0LANWASLAUNCHEDTOBUILD REBUILDOREXTENSIVELYUPGRADETECHNICALINSTITUTESFORAMODERN NEW GENERATIONCAMPUSENVIRONMENTPROVIDINGHIGH
quality training facilities and a campus environment conducive to the total development of each student.
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ITE Breakthrough carried the ITE Physical Development Plan through to its completion. In addition, it
unfolded the blueprint to a variety of e-learning and e-services with the IT Master Plan to provide connectivity,
ÛEXIBILITYANDACCESSIBILITY4HISALSOALLOWEDTHECREATIONOFACOMMUNITYOFCONNECTEDONLINELEARNING
campuses and learners.
In 2001, the 10 ITE technical institutes were consolidated into two Networks. With the new Network
structure, they were redesigned as campuses under 'ITE East' or 'ITE West'. At the helm of each ITE Network
WAS A 0RINCIPAL  WHO WAS ASSISTED BY $IRECTORS OF 3CHOOLS 4HERE WERE MANY BENEÚTS FROM A .ETWORK
structure: it facilitated multi-disciplinary and cross-level learning, and enabled more students from different
ÚELDSANDDIVERSEDISCIPLINESTOCOMBINETALENTSINPROJECTWORK
3TAFF TOO FROMTHESAME.ETWORK WEREABLETOPOOLTHEIRRESOURCESANDIDEASTOEXPERIMENTWITHINNOVATIVE
ideas in teaching. The Network structure also fostered better relations among students and staff in the
VARIOUS)4%CAMPUSES3UCHAPPARENTBENEÚTSPAVEDTHEWAYFORTHEEVOLUTIONOFTHECORPORATEGOVERNANCE
MODELTHATTHENEXTSTRATEGICPLAN ITE Advantage, rolled out.

Clockwise from left: Students at the Visual Communication studio at ITE College Central; students learning how to do
facial treatments at the Beauty & Wellness learning facility at ITE College East; and a lecture theatre at ITE College West.
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AUTHENTIC LEARNING
3TUDENTS JOINING )4% ARE MORE
KINAESTHETIC AND BENEÚT MORE
from a practice-based education.
In short, they’re really good when
it comes to getting things done,
rather than reading about how to
get things done. ITE has embraced
an Authentic Learning pedagogic
APPROACH AS A BEST ÚT TO OUR
Hands-on, Minds-on, Hearts-on
educational philosophy.

2001

/UR PRACTICE BASED LESSONS ARE
conducted in settings which
simulate, as closely as possible,
actual work conditions in industry.
So our Nursing students learn in
a Healthcare Simulation Training
Centre, which replicates actual
hospital conditions, even down to
HIGH ÚDELITY MANNEQUINS WHICH
RESPOND TO TREATMENT STUDENTS
undergoing Hospitality courses
learn in fully-equipped training
kitchens and restaurants, and a
 ROOM TRAINING HOTEL WHILE
Aerospace students train on actual Above: Practice-based ‘classrooms’
of various courses: (top) Visual
Aircraft in a dedicated hangar.
Authentic Learning helps our
students bridge the theory-practice
gap better. When they graduate, it
allows them to seamlessly transition
TOJOBSININDUSTRYWITHOUTTHENEED
for further training.

ITE PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Merchandising, (middle) Western
Culinary Arts, (bottom) Nursing.

2000
1998

1997
1996

1995
1993
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1992: Following the establishment
of ITE as a post-secondary institution,
the 10 Vocational Institutes were
renamed as Training Institutes with
a new ITE logo and brand name.
1993: ITE Bishan was completed. It
WASÚRSTESTABLISHEDINASTHE
National Institute of Commerce,
located at Prince Edward Road,
to train secondary school leavers
FOR JOBS IN ACCOUNTING  SECRETARIAL
PRACTICE AND OFÚCE SKILLS 0RIOR TO
the completion of the new Bishan
campus, which was built at a cost
of $34 million, the Institute was
operating from two temporary
campuses, at Cuppage Centre and
Dakota Crescent.

ITE Bishan

1995: 4HEVARIOUSCORPORATEOFÚCES
of ITE, which operated from three
different places at PSA Building,
Dover Drive and Nassim Hill, were
relocated to a new Headquarters
(HQ) at Dover Drive, together with a
NEW)4%$OVER!/NE 3TOP3ERVICE
Centre was established at the new
HQ to provide career counselling
services and information on all
ITE courses and registration for
full-time courses, apprenticeship
programmes and public trade tests.

ITE Dover, built at $58 million, had
up-to-date training facilities and
equipment, including a Learning
Resource Centre. ITE Dover offered
)NDUSTRIAL 4ECHNICIAN #ERTIÚCATE
(now Higher Nitec) courses.
1996: ITE Ang Mo Kio, ITE
Clementi and ITE Bedok, built in
1984, 1985 and 1986 respectively,
were all upgraded.

ITE Ang Mo Kio

1998:)4%9ISHUNBEGANOPERATIONS
in June, taking over the functions
of ITE Bukit Merah, and offered
NTC-2 courses. ITE Tampines,
built at a cost of $31 million, was
operational. Its predecessor was
the former Singapore Technical
Institute, which offered Industrial
4ECHNICIAN#ERTIÚCATENOWHigher
Nitec  COURSES )T WAS THE ÚRST )4%
INSTITUTETOINSTALLA#AMPUS/NLINE
system through which its students
could learn and review lessons,
hold discussions and submit
assignments electronically. With
#AMPUS /NLINE  STUDENTS COULD
access ITE-developed courseware
and software learning packages.
These packages use simulations,
animation and multi-media features
to encourage and motivate students
to learn independently and at their
own pace.

ITE Bedok

ITE Yishun

ITE Clementi

1997: ITE Balestier was opened.
Redeveloped at $37 million, it
was formerly called Government
Trade School in the 1930s and then
renamed as Singapore Vocational
Institute in 1963. ITE Balestier housed
the specialised Precision Engineering
Industry (PEI) Centre.

2000: ITE Bukit Batok, the ninth
new-generation technical institute
to be built, was developed at $63
million and had special simulated
facilities to conduct Chemical
Process Technology courses. It was
poised as a 'community college' for
the neighbourhood, as closer ties
with grassroot organisations, other
schools, as well as residents were
forged. The institute’s wide range
of facilities were made available to
residents in the vicinity.

ITE Bukit Batok

2001: The commencement of ITE
MacPherson also meant the closure
OF)4%0ASIR0ANJANG ANOLDINSTITUTE
which was refurbished from ‘Nissen
Huts’ built by the British Army. Built
at $40 million, ITE MacPherson
was high-tech and high-touch, with
the latest Information Technology
infrastructure and facilities, thus
enabling a connected learning
community. The completion of ITE
MacPherson marked the end of the
ITE Physical Development Plan,
which cost a total of $360 million.

ITE Balestier

ITE MacPherson

ITE Headquarters and ITE Dover

ITE Tampines
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ITE Advantage saw the implementation of the revised Governance Model, the One ITE System, Three
Colleges Governance and Education Model, which aimed at devolving higher autonomy to the Colleges,
WHILEENSURINGALIGNMENTTOCOMMONORGANISATIONALPOLICIES GOALSANDSTANDARDS4HISMEANTMAJORCHANGES
to the way ITE was governed and managed. The 10 satellite campuses were regrouped and consolidated
into three larger entities, known as ITE Colleges — ITE College Central, ITE College East and ITE College
West — in order to facilitate better interdisciplinary learning, provide a more vibrant campus environment
and to consolidate resources.

ITE Colleges are spread across Singapore.
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4HEPLANTODEVELOPTHETHREE)4%COMPREHENSIVE#OLLEGESOVERAPERIODOFYEARSÚRSTWENTPUBLICWHEN
then Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong announced the initiative in his 2001 National Day Rally Speech. But
why the need for bigger campuses?
.ATIONALPROJECTIONSSHOWEDTHAT)4%mSANNUALENROLMENTWOULDBEINCREASEDIN— from 16,000 to
21,000, based on birth rate trends in the 1990s. Instead of building more satellite campuses to cater to
THEBIGGERENROLMENT THEN-INISTERFOR%DUCATION -R4EO#HEE(EAN MOOTEDTHEIDEAOFREDEÚNINGTHE
learning space for VTE by building mega-campuses, which would allow ITE to better meet the needs and
aspirations of more post-secondary students with its new Regional Campuses.

ITE College East was the first mega-campus providing students with a wider range of facilities for teaching and learning, as well as broader areas of interaction
for work and leisure.
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(AVINGLARGERANDMORECOMPREHENSIVECAMPUSESWOULDALSORAISE)4%mSPROÚLEASAPROVIDEROFWORLD
class technical education, while better supporting ITE students’ learning and development, and raising
their esteem. They would be able to attend a wider number of courses under one roof and this would help
FACILITATEINTERDISCIPLINARYANDCROSS LEVELLEARNING3TUDENTSWITHBETTERABILITIES ESPECIALLY WOULDBENEÚT
from studying higher-level modules.

Each of the comprehensive campuses was planned with the students in mind. They were not merely buildings, but
learning spaces that construct positive, enduring and meaningful learning experiences every day.
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ONE ITE SYSTEM, THREE COLLEGES
GOVERNANCE AND EDUCATION MODEL
Since 2005, ITE’s corporate governance structure has complemented the ITE Brand of College Education perfectly
to develop Hands-on, Minds-on, Hearts-on ITE graduates. The concept of One ITE System, Three Colleges arose
as part of the regular reviews to ensure better alignment, responsiveness and synergy among ITE Headquarters
and its institutions to changes in our operating environment.
A review in 2000 regrouped ITE’s 10 campuses into two Networks —)4%%ASTAND)4%7ESTEACHWITHÚVE
campuses then) to facilitate greater multi-disciplinary and cross-level learning for students within each Network.
)NCOMINGUPWITHTHENEWSTRUCTURE )4%TOOKINTOACCOUNTVARIOUSFACTORS INCLUDINGTHESIGNIÚCANTCHANGES
which the organisation had undergone, in terms of its physical infrastructure and learning environment, education
focus, training philosophy, staff capability and corporate image over the years. The review was also in tandem
with ITE’s plan of regrouping and resizing its campuses into three mega-campuses over a 15-year period, with
THEÚRST)4%NEWCOMPREHENSIVE#OLLEGETOOPENIN
The aim of the new Governance and Education Model was to build a stronger ITE identity, while devolving
GREATERAUTONOMYANDACCOUNTABILITYTOTHETHREE)4%#OLLEGESFORTHEMTOACHIEVEGREATER#OLLEGEEXCELLENCE
ANDDISTINCTIVENESS4HENEWMODELISFULLYALIGNEDWITH ANDSUPPORTSTHEDRIVEFORAMOREDIVERSIÚED ÛEXIBLE
and vibrant education landscape.
Under this model, ITE retained its current mandate of administering the National System of Vocational and
Technical Education with ITE Headquarters handling key policy issues, academic standards and quality assurance
under One ITE System. At the same time, the new structure would devolve greater autonomy to the Colleges
—TOENCOURAGETHEMTOINNOVATEANDDIVERSIFY ANDTOCARVEOUTNICHESOFEXCELLENCEANDCORECOMPETENCIES 
based on their individual strengths and distinctiveness, and to instil a greater sense of ownership in them.

»

STUDENT’S FILE

Then I couldn’t,
now I can
Tan Yee Ling, 22, Integrated
Logistics Management
“I FAILED O-level English and retook
English as a private candidate in 2004.
When I got another E8, I thought I’d
just go to the ITE and give it a try.
I asked my mum if she would be
angry. She told me If I went in, I must
work hard.
I signed up for a certificate course in
Service Skills (Retail) and went on to a
higher certificate in Integrated Logistics
Management.
When I first started, I used to hide
the ITE logo on my books when I
travelled to ITE College East. Now I
don’t do that.
The teachers at the ITE are like our
friends. They ask us to go out with
them for coffee. They try to give us
more confidence.
At the ITE, I have received many
awards, like the Lee Kuan Yew
Co-curricular Activity Award. As a
Bridge Leader, I help motivate new
students.
In the past, I didn’t dare motivate
others, because I couldn’t make it. But
now I can.”
ST PHOTO: LIM WUI LIANG

It’s not the end, rather
it’s a new beginning
Is the new ITE just
the old ITE with
more bells and
whistles? Senior
Writer Yap Koon
Hong reports

GERMAN vocational education director
Hartmut Mattes recalls how Singapore
was one of 13 developing countries his
state of Baden-Wurttemburg decided to
help 16 years ago.
The project coincided with the launch
of the Institute of Technical Education
(ITE) to spearhead a government drive to
equip the poorest-performing quarter of
secondary school leavers with skills to
help them find jobs.
“After just four or five years, Singapore raced ahead of the pack which included Indonesia, Vietnam, Chile, Brazil,
Algeria, Morocco and several other African countries,” he told The Straits Times
in a telephone interview.
Today, says Mr Mattes, who runs the
state’s technical education, Singapore is
first-world in vocational education.

He says it is even ahead of Germany
in some areas, especially in new fields of
technical training like infocommunications technology (animation, mobile
games, new media) and hospitality and
tourism.
Baden-Wurttemburg is a key reason
Germany leads the world in vocational
and technical skills. The state is home to
Germany’s automotive and high-tech engineering industry.
Mr Mattes isn’t alone in his admiration. Last month, Harvard University’s
John F. Kennedy School of Government
validated the ITE’s achievement in making vocational and technical education a
thriving option for students.
It picked the ITE over more than 100
competitors worldwide, including the Singapore Treasury, to receive an IBM-spon-

sored award that recognises innovations
in government programmes. The award,
introduced 20 years ago, was limited to
American entries until this year’s contest.
By picking the ITE as the first global
champion, the awards panel confirmed
that the institute had reinvented itself
from a school of last resort into a campus
for students to find another route towards better jobs and higher education.
Wags used to say that ITE stood for
the unfortunate phrase “It’s The End”.
Not any more.
Nine in 10 ITE graduates have found
jobs within the last 10 years.
Four in 10 of its graduates go on to tertiary education at the polytechnics and
university.
The number of students and graduation rates have swelled from 11,900 and
60 per cent respectively in 1995 to
24,600 and 81 per cent today.
But the school’s real achievement, according to staff and students, is the tangible makeover of its charges, from viewing themselves as academic rejects to becoming confident, purposeful youths.
Almost half the graduates go on to obtain a diploma or a degree. “This is the real value-add that ITE offers,” says Mr
Bruce Poh, its chief executive officer.
“That’s why we describe our system of
education as ‘ITE Care’.”
Motivating students by showing them

that they are in a school that cares for
them is the first, constant theme during
their two-year course.
“Students who come to us are not high
in confidence and self-esteem,” says Mr
Poh. “What the public misses is that the
ITE infuses the kind of value-adding that
transforms students this way.’’
New students usually start with the
baggage of a double whammy: They
were not only backward scholastically,
but also lost out to the academically
stronger ones for personal development
in leadership and co-curricular activities.
So the first task is to win their trust
and motivate them. “It is a long process
and can take up the first six months, even
as lessons get under way,” says Dr Yek
Tiew Ming, principal of College West,
one of the ITE’s three colleges.
Even the physical change the ITE has
embarked upon plays a role in communicating the message of care.
Its current infrastructure can be confusing because the colleges are in transition
from several small campuses into three
massive grounds.
The first of the three, the $240-million
ITE College East, in Simei Avenue, was
launched two years ago and has more
than 8,000 students.
The other two, ITE College Central
and ITE College West, each has five
mini-campuses of under 2,000 students.
CONTINUED ON FACING PAGE

Left:
The Straits Times
27 October 2007
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Got an engineering
diploma, but she’d
rather be in sports
Wany Rafie, 21,
Business Studies
(Sports Management)
student
“I WAS at Ngee Ann Poly
where I did engineering. I
graduated, but didn’t want to
work as an engineer.
Sports is my passion, so in
2005, I joined ITE College
East to do sports management.
My mother asked, ‘You
already have a diploma but
now you want to go to the
ITE. What’s the point?’
But I wanted to be happy
and do something that I like.”

ST PHOTO: LIM WUI LIANG

Training in top-notch facilities
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

In the next five years, College Central
and College West will move into tertiary-size campuses in Ang Mo Kio and
Choa Chu Kang respectively, each with
about 8,000 students.
The change is partly aimed at sending
a signal to the public and students that
the ITE isn’t a refuge for secondary
school non-achievers but a stepping stone
to tertiary education.
“Visitors from other countries ask us
why we build such a big campus with the
most modern equipment,’’ says Mr Tan
Seng Hua, principal of current flagship,
College East.
He explains that the physical environment works in tandem with other efforts
to convince students that they deserve
the best – and are getting it.
It is part of the institute’s entire effort
to nurture not only latent talent, but
hope and ambition as well.
Apart from a structured orientation
programme, each fresh student has a senior buddy.

Home visits by teachers to acquaint Shiqah Samad, 20. She transferred from
themselves better with their students’ junior college to ITE and described the
background are not uncommon although switch as a journey from misery to joy.
staff are not required to do so, says Dr
She dreaded junior college because
Yek.
she was afraid of seeking help from her
Mega or minor, the atmosphere in the teachers. “At my junior college, teachers
campuses is vibrant and oozes enthusi- expected students to keep up and even if
asm.
you couldn’t, you had to give the impresDuring breaks at the Simei campus, sion that you did.
students relax in an amphitheatre located
“Here, when you don’t know, it
in the centre of the campus, watching vid- means you don’t know and the teachers
eos on a large, sleek LCD monitor of know that and exactly how you feel.
their peers campaigning for student elec- They are cheery and want us to undertions.
stand what’s being taught.’’
The seated stands, track and field are
College Central’s principal Ricky Tam
an athlete’s dream. National football and describes a happy problem at his School
track teams train there.
of Infocomm Technology on the MacPherNine-gold-medal Olympian Carl son campus. It offers the only collaborative digital animation course in Singapore
Lewis visited the school and held a clinic.
“We build first-class sports grounds involving a cutting-edge company, Toon
and facilities like the amphitheatre be- Boom of Canada.
“We have to remind our digital animaorts
cause our students are strong in sports
and performing arts,” says principal Tan. tion students to go home,’’ he says.
The rapport between students and » VIEWPOINT
“They love what they do so much,
The they’ll camp overnight here to work on
teachers is relaxed and informal. “The
teachers are the best of all,” says fi- their projects if they can,’’ adds the
dent school’s director, Ms Yeo Sock Tin.
nal-year biochemical technology student

Above & Right:
The Straits Times
27 October 2007

There’s a lot
going right
at the ITE
For many on the outside,
the ITE is no plum place to
be. But the sky’s the limit
for students who dare to
dream and grab the
opportunities available

By Ho Ai Li
I HEAR a lot about the Institute of Technical Education (ITE) and much of it is not
pretty.
Some call it the point of no return, others imagine it is full of monster students
from the wrong side of the education
tracks.
It seems some people do not know
how to react when they meet an ITE student.
One girl revealed how a relative
snubbed her when told she was in the
ITE. A boy described relatives who gave
him pitying looks.
One mother admitted that she did not
even dare step into the ITE.
I visited two ITE campuses last week
to see for myself.
At one, I saw a huge sports complex,
with a running track, football field and
swimming pool – facilities better than
those at many secondary schools and junior colleges I have been to.
At the other, a smaller and older campus, I saw groups of teenage boys having
a laugh in the canteen, enjoying a
kick-about in one corner.
I checked the pillars for graffiti,
scanned the grounds for cigarette butts
and tried to spot the bad hats in uniform.
I gave up after five minutes, feeling silly.
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Employers see the transformation as
well. Mr James Foo, Singapore president
of Swiss-based high-tech engineering multinational ABB, says that his company
was wary of hiring ITE graduates in the
past.
Now, the graduates are better-trained
and confident because of superior facilities and resources.
One key reason is that the ITE listens
to and works closely with industrial and
commercial leaders like ABB, Microsoft
and IBM and lesser-known but influential
ones like Toon Boom.
It invests in training centres for each
of these on its premises and the companies reciprocate by sharing their resources and training ITE staff and students.
Singapore’s international street-fashion industry icon Elim Chew of 77th
Street allowed the ITE to replicate her
store in College East to train students in
running a retail outlet. “An ITE education is superb for hands-on practical education,’’ she says.
Yet, the ITE’s image as the forced refuge of the academic underclass is hard to
shake. Public perception in general, and
parents in particular, remain sceptical.
More than half still view the ITE negatively.
“It’s a difficult question for Singapore,’’ says Germany’s Mr Mattes.

Yes I came across a tattooed student,
and another looking all Gothic in black.
But you might well see the same at a polytechnic or university. What’s wrong with
a little youthful self-expression anyway?
What made more of an impression
was meeting some very earnest educators, who seemed fired with a mission to
bring out the best in their students.
It is no mean feat, considering ITE students arrive with little reason to feel
good. They are Singapore’s weakest, academically, and have endured school life
knowing so for years.
Yet, some of the teachers I met are passionate about giving these youngsters
hope, helping them to discover a talent or
skill to be proud of, and to spark in them
a desire to look beyond the ITE to further
their education or land a decent job.
Among them is Mr Tan Seng Hua,
who has been in technical education since
the 1960s and is now principal of ITE College East. He is known to volley back a
hearty “Yo!” when students greet him
that way.
The students I met were the furthest
you could imagine from being
down-and-out or hopeless.
There was Wany, 21, a footballer who
led a group of 12 sports management students to help out at the Special Olympics
in Shanghai.
And Mohammad Dzamir, 23, who
went to Hong Kong in July for a student
seminar and is looking forward to an attachment in Guangzhou in December.
How can I forget Alphonsus, 18, who
drifted through school until the ITE
WRONG NOTIONS

I checked the pillars for
graffiti, scanned the
grounds for cigarette butts
and tried to spot the bad
hats in uniform.
I gave up after five
minutes, feeling silly.

The difference between Singapore and
Germany is that vocational training is still
seen in Singapore as the least preferred
educational route, he says.
“In Germany, it has never been the attitude of the less able going into vocational education.’’
Germany’s vocational training has a
300-year history, its graduates command
wages that match academic professionals
like teachers.
“Germany has incorporated a sense of
social acceptability that Singapore has
not,’’ he says.
He believes that changing mindsets
cannot be achieved overnight but incrementally, over time.
ITE chief Bruce Poh agrees that its image as the last-chance route will be hard
to crack.
“The public still has this reservation,’’
he says. “The initial response to an ITE
education is still, ‘well, not my son, not
my daughter’.”
For now, that is a price the ITE seems
prepared to pay.
Its primary mission, says Mr Poh, is
not to attract the best and the brightest,
but to unlock the undiscovered talents of
a quarter of Singapore’s post-secondary
» STUDENT’S FILE
youth.
koonhong@sph.com.sg

Vocational training dropout who
went back and topped the school
Samuel Kitehpar,
22,
Mechanical
Technology student
“I WAS at Qihua Primary
in Woodlands. I was very
naughty then, never did
my Tamil and English
homework. I was just not
interested.
I failed my PSLE twice
and went to Assumption
Vocational Institute (AVI).
I was there for two
years, but I left to work as
an operator at National
Panasonic when I was 15.
The money was very
attractive. I could earn
$1,500 a month.
My mum also works as
a factory operator and my
father is a port worker.
One of my sisters is
studying business at ITE
Clementi, the other is in
Woodlands Secondary.
I didn’t know how

important education was
until I went for national
service. My friends rose up
very quickly. After a few
months, they became
sergeants. It was very hard
for me. It was hard when I
communicated too. Theirs
was super English, mine
was broken English.
My youth leader at
church told me to go back
to school. I went back to
AVI again. I topped the
school and was accepted
into ITE College East.
After this, I want to go
to the poly and then to
Nanyang Technological
University to study
mechanical engineering.
I may join the police, or
the Singapore Civil
Defence Force, be a vessel
manager at ST Marine, or
an assistant manager at
Seagate.
My only thought before
was which company could
pay me $60 a day. Now I
can think beyond that.”

ST PHOTO: DOMINIC WONG

brought out the leader in him. As a
Bridge Leader, he plans activities for new
students. Earlier this year, he and 29 other ITE students went to Laos to build a library for villagers.
These students were enjoying school,
had a sense of purpose and adventure,
and made me wish I had the same opportunities when I was in school.
Was it all too good to be true? Suspecting I might be missing the truth, I decided
to go undercover for a day, donning the
ITE uniform and passing myself off as a
student.
My guide was the bubbly and helpful
Yee Ling, a Logistics student who plays
big sister to many. She holds a part-time
job, and dreams of ways to keep improving herself.
“I’ve always wanted to study retail
management at the poly,” she shares.
Her O-level grades led her to the ITE instead.
Aside from giving the youth a few
laughs at my not very convincing attempt
to pass off as a student, I was no wiser
about what makes the ITE so scary to
those on the outside.

Maybe the truth is that it is fearsome
only to those who do not know it.
But consider this – most ITE students
get jobs when they graduate, or move on
to polytechnic, and some go all the way
to university too.
The time they spend at the ITE brings
out the best in many. They are a loyal
bunch, returning to visit their teachers,
and some even come back to teach.
My visits made me think about my
own, more comfortable journey on what
most would regard as the right side of the
education tracks.
I started out like many an ITE student,
attending a humble primary school two
minutes away from my Housing Board
block.
But I took a different route through
secondary school, junior college and university, because I could sit for hours and
pay attention when teachers spoke, I was
great at remembering dates (very useful
for a History major), and I still like nothing better than to read.
The students I met at the ITE this
week were not like me. They are great at

learning a task by watching someone
demonstrate how to do it.
They dive in and do, using their hands,
and they learn. They take things apart
and put them together again.
They just learn differently.
It’s not hard to understand why few
parents would wish for their children to
land in the ITE when conventional wisdom equates success with sparkling
grades and a smooth ride to a degree.
But many of us book-smart types who
take the conventional route to university
end up seeking comfortable white-collar
respectability.
What I saw this week, and the people I
met, told me the sky is the limit for ITE
students who dare to dream and seize the
opportunities available to them.
Having come up the harder way, they
have street smarts, resilience and a streak
of derring-do, to reach for jobs that suit
them best, or aim to be the next generation of Singapore towkays.
There’s nothing wrong with going to
the ITE. In fact, there’s a lot that’s right
about being there.
hoaili@sph.com.sg

A MOMENT IN HISTORY
EXCERPT OF ADDRESS BY DR NG ENG HEN, MINISTER OF STATE FOR EDUCATION AND
MANPOWER, AT THE GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONY FOR THE FIRST ITE REGIONAL
CAMPUS ON SATURDAY 7 SEPTEMBER 2002
Each new Regional Campus, which will have a full-time student enrolment of 7,200 and a part-time enrolment of 8,000, would be able to
provide a more comprehensive and integrated learning environment for students and adult learners. A wider range of courses in Engineering,
Applied Sciences, Info-communications, Business Studies and Services would be available in the new Regional Campus. This would not only
widen the choice of courses for students, but will also help to facilitate inter-disciplinary learning. With greater collaboration among students
and staff in a bigger campus setting, there will be more opportunities for synergy and cross-fertilisation of ideas for innovative learning and
curriculum delivery, leading to a more vibrant campus environment.
The economies of scale of a bigger campus would enable ITE to provide a wider range of co-curricular facilities and student amenities for its
students. Such an environment can better support ITE’s focus on the total development of its students and its educational outcome of moulding
KNOWLEDGEABLE WELL TRAINED ACTIVEANDCONÚDENTGRADUATES WHOAREREADYTOCONTRIBUTETOSOCIETYANDSERVETHECOMMUNITY
By consolidating the training resources in a bigger campus, ITE could better optimise the utilisation of its specialised facilities and the core
EXPERTISEANDCOMPETENCIESOFITSSTAFF4HEREWILLBEGREATEROPPORTUNITIESTOESTABLISHSTRONGERLINKAGESWITHINDUSTRYANDPROMOTETHESPIRITOF
ENTREPRENEURSHIPAMONGSTUDENTSBYESTABLISHING#ENTRESOF%XCELLENCEANDA4ECHNOPRENEURSHIP)NCUBATION#ENTRE
The concept of a Regional Campus goes beyond the physical and infrastructural aspects. It embodies opportunities for breakthrough changes
in educational approaches, systems, processes and practices. All these possibilities and changes will further reinforce the standing of ITE as an
established post-secondary education institution.
)NCONCLUSION THEDEVELOPMENTOFTHEÚRST)4%2EGIONAL#AMPUSISASIGNIÚCANTMILESTONEINTHEFURTHERTRANSFORMATIONOF)4%mSSYSTEMOFTRAINING
The concept of a Regional Campus is another important breakthrough in repositioning ITE for the challenges of the new economy. With this
repositioning, the ITE graduate will have more reasons to be proud of his training, his alma mater and his contribution to our society.

Left: Tan Seng Hua, Dr Law Song Seng and Dr Ng Eng Hen contemplating
the future of ITE as they examined a model of ITE College East during the
Groundbreaking Ceremony.
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BUILDING ITE COLLEGE EAST
4HEPLANNINGFOR)4%#OLLEGE%AST OURVERYÚRSTCOMPREHENSIVECAMPUS WASAHUGECHALLENGE&RANKLY WE
could have done it simplistically. But what was on the team’s mind was: “How could we capitalise on the
OPPORTUNITYTOTRYTODOSOMETHINGDIFFERENT SOMETHINGEXTRAORDINARYo/URSTARTINGPOINTWASTOPUTOURSELVES
in the shoes of students. We asked ourselves, “If I were a student, what do I want to see? How would I like my
school to be?” We decided that we will build an 'environment' rather than a building. We wanted to build
ANEXCELLENTLEARNINGENVIRONMENT ANDTHEARCHITECTmSJOBWASTOPROVIDETHEHARDWARETOFULÚLTHATVISION
/URSTUDENTSNOTONLYNEEDEDPLACESTOLEARNIN LIKETECHNOLOGYWORKSHOPSANDLABORATORIES BUTTHEYALSO
DESERVEDÚRST CLASSSPORTFACILITIESANDSTUDENTAMENITIESASWELL!LOTOFDETAILEDPLANNINGWENTINTOCREATING
more opportunities for students to play a bigger part in their school environment.
7HENTHE#OLLEGEÚRSTOPENEDITSDOORSIN THEREWASATREMENDOUSSENSEOFSATISFACTIONFELTBYALL7E
HITTHEBULLmSEYEINMANYASPECTSFORBOTHSTAFFANDSTUDENTS4HEPUBLICWASALSOINAWE)NTHEÚRSTTWOYEARS
of operation, we adopted a 'free-for-all' approach for visits to the College. We received hundreds of visitors,
but we regarded this as a worthy investment. The time and effort paid off and it helped people understand
what we were offering. Community outreach is important to us, and you cannot do that without a proper
environment to convince people with.
When we started ITE College East, we started with a dream, a concept. We then built the environment and
HARDWARE.OW WEHAVETHEBENEÚTOFKNOWINGTHEBEHAVIOURANDEXPECTATIONSOFSTUDENTSANDSTAFF7E
know what works and what does not. What are some things we still need, but are lacking? What are some
THINGSWECANDOMOREEFÚCIENTLY(AVINGLEARNTFROMTHEEXPERIENCE WEAPPLIEDOURLEARNINGTOTHEBUILDING
OFOURNEXTTWOCOMPREHENSIVE#OLLEGES

TAN SENG HUA
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (ACADEMIC)

Left: Tan Seng Hua (centre) with
ITE students at the Groundbreaking
Ceremony of ITE Headquarters and ITE
College Central, 1 December 2010.
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ONE ITE SYSTEM,
THREE COLLEGES
To me, the One ITE System, Three Colleges Governance Model
IS EXTREMELY INNOVATIVE )T ALLOWS A BALANCE BETWEEN PROMOTING
collaboration and healthy competition among the three Colleges. The
One ITE System allows us to ensure that we produce consistent standards
and quality in delivering our courses and services at the Colleges. We
AREALSOABLETOACHIEVEHIGHEREFÚCIENCY WITHCENTRALISEDFUNCTIONAL
and services support systems like Estates, Finance, Human Resource
AND0UBLIC2ELATIONS/VERALL THEMODELHASBEENVERYEFFECTIVEAND
EFÚCIENTFOR)4%

DR YEK TIEW MING
PRINCIPAL
ITE COLLEGE WEST
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ITE — A SECOND HOME
While we have built these beautiful Colleges, we also need to create the environment in our Colleges to
engage students more outside the classroom in meaningful activities. We provide easy access to sports
FACILITIES LIKETABLETENNIS BADMINTONANDBOXING TOENCOURAGEPHYSICALACTIVITY7EHAVEMADEAVAILABLE
PIANOS  GUITARS AND ELECTRONIC DRUMS  AND ARE EXPANDING DANCE AREAS WHEREVER WE CAN ÚND SPACE 7E
are also keenly encouraging staff who would like to share their personal interest and talents to start new
Co-curricular Activities — some have come forward in diverse areas like Angklong, sports car racing, discJOCKEYINGANDGRAFÚTIART
We have created many opportunities for students to perform, participate in competitions or demonstrate
their skills so that they feel that the College is their second home. This is important, as many of our students
come from disadvantaged homes. We need to create this inspiring and appreciative environment for our
STUDENTS SO THAT THEY ARE MOTIVATED TO ATTEND CLASS 4HIS IS AN IMPORTANT ÚRST STEP BEFORE WE TALK ABOUT
developing their skills.

EDEN LIEW
PRINCIPAL
ITE COLLEGE EAST
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From left: Bruce Poh, Director and CEO/ITE; then Minister for Manpower, Gan Kim Yong; Deputy Prime Minister, Teo
Chee Hean; Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong; then Minister for Education, Dr Ng Eng Hen; Bob Tan, Chairman/ITE; and
Dr Yek Tew Ming, Principal, ITE College West, at the Official Opening of ITE College West in 2011.
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ITE COLLEGE EAST — COLLEGE OF
ENTERPRISE AND INNOVATION
A spanking new state-of-the-art ITE campus on a sprawling 11.2-hectare site at Simei Avenue. Hailed as the
64%#OLLEGEOFTHE&UTURE ITREDEÚNEDTHE)4%LEARNINGENVIRONMENTCOMPLETELYANDCHANGEDTHECOURSE
OF64%DELIVERY4HECAMPUSWASTHEÚRSTAMONGTHREEMEGACAMPUSESTOBEBUILTUNDERTHE YEAR ITE
College Master Plan.
This campus is special in many ways. A two-tier central forum structure forms a focal point of meeting and
interaction for students from four Schools — Applied & Health Sciences, Business & Services, Electronics & Infocomm Technology, and Engineering. The School of Applied & Health Sciences is unique to ITE College East.
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ITE COLLEGE WEST
— COLLEGE OF SERVICE AND INNOVATION
The architectural design of ITE College West — ITE’s second comprehensive College — is inspired by ITE’s
TRANSFORMATIONJOURNEYANDISAMETAPHORICALDEPICTIONOF)4%mS7AVESOF%XCELLENCE4HEDESIGNISAN
integration of education with urban architecture, landscape design and green engineering. It is also built
on the pedagogical principle of a borderless campus, where learning is boundless and goes beyond the
CONÚNESOFTHECLASSROOM
4HE #OLLEGE COVERS A LAND AREA OF  HECTARES AND OPENED ITS DOORS TO ITS ÚRST COHORT OF STUDENTS IN
July 2010. The College has four Schools — Business & Services, Electronics & Info-comm Technology,
Engineering, and Hospitality. The School of Hospitality is unique to ITE College West.
The borderless and green campus of ITE College West, with many commercial outlets, a 22-room training
hotel (Hotel@College West) and four training restaurants, is a business town by itself.
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ITE
ITECOLLEGE
COLLEGECENTRAL
CENTRAL —
—COLLEGE
COLLEGE
OFOF
CREATIVITY
CREATIVITY
AND INNOVATION
AND
INNOVATION
ITE College Central at Ang Mo Kio will be home to more than
What the new ITE will have
SCHOOLS

» School of

Business &
Services
» School of
Engineering
» School of
Electronics &
Infocomm
Technology
SOME COURSES

» Hospitality
operations

» Pastry and

baking

» Fitness training
» Banking services
» Automotive

technology

ST PHOTO: ALAN LIM

NEW MEGA-CAMPUS: Chairman of the ITE
development committee Lee Yuen Hee (above from
left), DP Architects director Tai Lee Siang and Mr Gan
Kim Yong looking at a model of the new mega-campus.
Artist’s impression (right) of the Events Plaza.

» Security

technology

» Digital media

design

NICHE AREAS

» Hospitality
» Culinary
» Automotive
Technology

FACILITIES

» A convention

centre with a 680seat auditorium, and
a blackbox theatre
with 170 seats

» A sheltered plaza
area and roof-top
garden

» About 130

training workshops
and labs, including
demo kitchens, a
tourism resource
centre and a
banking centre
» An automotive
technology
showroom and
service centre

PHOTO: ITE

ITE mega-campus
or five-star hotel?

By Ho Ai Li
WHEN the Institute of Technical
Education’s (ITE) second
mega-campus comes up in the
west by 2010, visitors will probably do a double take in its reception area and take it for a hotel.
It will, indeed, look like the
lobby of a five-star hotel, complete with soft lighting and plush
carpeting.
More than that, this 9.54ha
ITE College West campus in
Chua Chu Kang will also house
22 functioning hotel rooms, restaurants, shops, a convention
centre and even a tourist information centre – all open to the
public, so students will have
hands-on training for future careers in the tourism sector.
“The new college is purpose-built to support the growth
of the hospitality and tourism
sector,” said principal Yew Tiek
Ming at the unveiling of its features yesterday.
This second mega-campus,
coming after ITE College East

ITE College West to have hotel rooms, restaurants and even a tourist centre
opened its doors in Simei in
2005, is the first educational institution to be built under a public-private partnership.
Under a $323.7 million contract awarded to the Gammon
Capital consortium, it will build
and run the campus, leaving the
ITE free to focus on academic areas.
A third mega-campus, ITE
College Central, is slated to
open in Ang Mo Kio by 2012.
The Government plans to replace the ITE’s 10 existing cam-

puses with world-class regional
campuses.
The new college “reaffirms
the Government’s strong commitment in providing international quality and standards for technical education and training”,
said Minister of State for Education Gan Kim Yong.
The ITE has come away from
being an institution of last resort
for low-achieving students to
one whose graduates are becoming more employable: A survey
last year found that 93 per cent

of its graduates landed jobs in six
months, 4 percentage points
higher than in the previous year.
Its posters in public areas
show its students getting
hands-on training in cutting-edge trades like game design, and its winning of the IBM
Innovations In Transforming
Government Award from Harvard University last year put it
in the global spotlight.
The ITE also aims to upgrade
its “software”, by planning partnerships with a French culinary

school and a Swiss school known
for hospitality management to offer courses. Details will be released later.
Visitors to the campus will be
able to peer through a glass facade into the college’s restaurants and shops as the students
get their training in running
these facilities, said Mr Tai Lee
Siang, a director of DP Architects, which is a member of the
Gammon consortium.
Besides having a functioning
“business town”, the college will

also have a sports village with
swimming pool, gymnasium and
a running track; and a centre for
music and the arts with DJ room,
broadcasting and dance studios.
Building will start next month
and be done in time for the semester beginning in July 2010.
ITE director and chief executive officer Bruce Poh noted that
the well-appointed ITE College
East has already boosted its students motivation to study.
He noted that ITE College
East, which homes in on life sciences and nursing, has a graduation rate of 87 per cent, compared to 83 per cent in all ITE
centres.
Business information technology student Siti Haryati Salani,
21, who graduates this year from
ITE College West’s Clementi
campus, said she wished she had
a chance to study at the new College West mega-campus.
She said: “The new campus is
so cool.”
hoaili@sph.com.sg
Post your comments online at
www.straitstimes.com

Real-life work in ITE classrooms
Facilities at ITE College
West include restaurant,
retail outlets and ‘hotel’
BY JANE NG
RESIDENTS in and around Choa Chu
Kang who want to dine at a French restaurant or book an overseas tour can soon
head to the new Institute of Technical Education (ITE) College West nearby.
The campus, which opened its doors
to students in July, has facilities that double as a training ground for students and
a service provider to the community.
They include a fine dining restaurant,
a travel agency, a computer repair shop
and retail outlets which will sell apparel,
lifestyle goods and sports equipment.
Apart from the fine dining restaurant
Amber@West, which is already in operation, other amenities will be ready early
next year.
Such real world experience is the best
training a school can give its students,
said principal Yek Tiew Ming after a media tour of the campus yesterday.
“In the design of the campus, we wanted to make sure we provide students the
opportunity to serve real customers.
“There will be more transfer of knowledge and skills when there is an authentic learning environment. The students
will be work- and world-ready and the
community will benefit as well,” said Dr
Yek.
ITE College West has 7,200 students
in four schools, taking 27 courses in hospitality, business, engineering, and electronics and infocomm technology.
With a niche in hospitality-related
courses, the school offers programmes in
the culinary arts, pastry and baking, food
and beverage and hotel operations.
There is also a barista training centre,
a joint project between the ITE and coffee
supplier Boncafe.
To give students more hands-on oppor-

tunities, there is a 22-room “hotel” occupying two levels within the campus.
Students will learn housekeeping duties along with manning the front desk
and how to best serve customers. The hotel is not open to the public as the school
does not have a licence to do so but there
are plans to offer it to conference events,
again giving the students more opportunities to apply their skills.
Steffen Lee, 19, a first-year hospitality
student, said he is looking forward to
learning the ropes in the “hotel” before
working in a real one.
“It’s better that we have hands-on experience in school where we can learn
everything from scratch, before we enter
the industry,” he said.
The students from the food and beverage operations course have already got a
taste of fussy or unkempt customers at
the restaurant, which is currently open
for lunch on weekdays during term-time.
The food is prepared by students from
the culinary course who specialise in
French cuisine.
Aaron Liew, 19, another first-year student who works as a member of the service staff there as part of his training,
said: “Customers are supposed to wear
covered shoes and trousers but someone
turned up in a singlet. I tried to tell him
there’s a dress code but let him in eventually as it was his first time here.”
With the new facilities, the enrolment
of hospitality students has increased
from 140 three years ago to 800 students
now. There are plans to introduce an
Asian cuisine course next year and eventually ramp up enrolment until it reaches
1,500 students.
With the opening of ITE College West
in Choa Chu Kang, four of its other smaller campuses, such as those in Bukit Batok
and Clementi, closed in July. This is the
second regional campus after ITE College
East in Simei.
Its third campus, ITE College Central
in Ang Mo Kio, is expected to be ready in
2012.
janeng@sph.com.sg

From the top:
The Straits Times (Review & Forum), 22 April 2011
The Straits Times, 19 February 2008
The Straits Times, 21 September 2010
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ITE students with
their lecturer in
the training
kitchens (above).
The campus will
have retail outlets
selling apparel,
lifestyle goods and
sports equipment
(far left).
Meanwhile, a
22-room “hotel”
will give students
some hands-on
experience,
first-year student
Divya Sambathu
(left), 17, explains.
ST PHOTOS:
JOYCE FANG

10, 000 students when it opens in January 2013. Students will
learn in four schools — Business & Services, Design & Media,
Electronics & Info-comm Technology and Engineering. Aligned
with its niche focus on programmes for the creative and design
industry, this College will also offer new courses in performing
arts production. To support the Aerospace Engineering course, ITE
College Central will house a dedicated aircraft hangar with real
AIRCRAFT INCLUDINGA"OEINGPASSENGERJET FORSTUDENTSTOTAKE
ITE College Central at Ang Mo Kio will be home to more than
part in hands-on learning.
10,000 students when it is ready in 2013. Students will learn in four
schools — Business & Services, Electronics & Info-Communications
Technology, Engineering, and Design & Media. Aligned with its niche
focus on programmes for the creative and design industry, this College
will also offer new courses in performing arts production. To support
the Aerospace Engineering course, ITE College Central will house a
dedicated aircraft hangar with real aircraft, including a Boeing 737
PASSENGERJET FORSTUDENTSTOTAKEPARTINHANDS ONLEARNING

NEW ITE
HEADQUARTERS
The new ITE Headquaters will be co-located with ITE College
Central to capitalise from having a greater synergy between the
#OLLEGE AND (EADQUARTERS 4HIS NEW EDUCATION COMPLEX WILL
renew ITE’s involvement in Ang Mo Kio7ITHASIGNIÚCANTLYLARGER
STUDENTANDSTAFFBASE )4%HOPESTOBECOMEAMAJORCOMMUNITY
partner in Ang Mo Kio.

Artist impressions of the new ITE Headquarters and ITE College Central
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CHAPTER SIX:
SHAPING IMAGE
AND PERCEPTION
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REDIRECTING PERSPECTIVES
)4%mSIMAGETRANSFORMATIONWASTHRUSTWITHMANYCHALLENGESTHEKEYONESBEINGSOCIETALPREJUDICEAGAINSTLESS
academically-inclined students, misconception of the value of VTE offered by ITE and information gaps about
THENEW)4%64%DOESNOTENJOYTHESAMEPRESTIGEORPUBLICRECOGNITIONASACADEMICEDUCATION7HILE)4%
could strengthen its infrastructure, systems and programmes, the negative perception and information gaps
would take a long time, as well as relentless branding and communication to change. In 1997, ITE undertook
AMAJORBENCHMARK0UBLIC0ERCEPTION3TUDYTOUNDERSTANDHOWKEYSTAKEHOLDERS OPINIONLEADERSANDTHE
public perceived ITE and VTE, as well as the key imageries that affected ITE’s image. The independent study
covered nine stakeholders groups and eight post-secondary education options. The benchmark study and
subsequent triennial studies provided rich insights, learning points and information gaps to help ITE reposition
VTE and rebrand itself.
)4%THUSBEGANTHEEXCITINGANDPERSEVERINGJOURNEYOFREBRANDINGAND
repositioning via a slew of communications strategies, including public
branding campaigns, proactive media and public relations strategies,
and direct engagement with key stakeholders. The series of branding
campaigns were useful to reposition both ITE and VTE in terms of public
mindset and perception. Each campaign was aligned to the strategic
blueprints — 'ITE – Make Things Happen' for the ITE 2000 Plan, 'ITE –
A Force Behind the Knowledge-based Economy' for ITE Breakthrough,
and 'Thinking Hands Create Success' and 'We Make You Shine' for ITE
Advantage and most recently, 'I Believe' for ITE Innovate, ITE’s latest
5-year strategic plan rolled out in 2010.

PUBLIC CAMPAIGNS
!T THE STRATEGIC LEVEL  )4% ÚRST SOUGHT TO UNDERSTAND THE INFORMATION GAPS AND MISCONCEPTIONS AMONG
stakeholders and the public through independent focus group discussions with stakeholders, followed by
A0UBLIC0ERCEPTION3TUDYBYANINDEPENDENTCONSULTANT5SINGTHEÚNDINGS )4%COMMISSIONEDAMAIDEN
branding campaign in 1998 targeted mainly at the general public and opinion leaders like teachers, parents
and employers. The aim was to address the information gaps while repositioning technical education as a
viable and market-relevant education option. The campaign lasted three years.
Since then, ITE has been conducting three-year public campaigns with Public Perception Studies conducted
after each campaign, to measure the perception shifts and identify new areas to address. While using public
campaigns is not a new idea in itself, the effective rebranding messages and integrated communications efforts
REQUIRE THE USE OF MARKETING RESEARCH TO ÚRST UNDERSTAND MARKET PERCEPTIONS AND THEN DEVISE APPROPRIATE
strategies and messages to address the gaps in information or misconceptions. The triennial Public Perception
Tracking Studies have allowed ITE to pinpoint these communications gaps and needs, and modify strategies
and messaging to have a much stronger impact on key stakeholders.
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Above: ITE conducted special
roadshows in heartland shopping
malls up to the mid 2000’s to showcase
the creative abilities of our students
and bring ITE to the doorsteps of the
general public.

ITE 2000 aimed to strengthen promotional efforts for technical and skills training and increase visibility
of ITE to members of the public. ITE’s maiden ‘ITE - Make Things Happen’ campaign sought to create an
appreciation for technical skills and how important they were to our everyday lives. Moving ahead, ITE
focused on its relevance to the key growth industries with its ‘ITE – A Force Behind the Knowledge-based
Economy’ campaign.
4HENEXTCAMPAIGN lThinking Hands Create Success’, focused on the talents and aspirations of ITE students,
positioning them as promising young talents. The series of campaigns sought to tackle the deep bias against
ITE and technical education. With 'thinking hands', ITE students are positioned as thinking-doers who can
EXCELINEXPERIENTIALHANDS ONLEARNING HAVINGNEWANDADDEDDIMENSIONS)TALSOSERVEDTOENGAGETHE
minds of the public in viewing ITE from a completely different perspective.
4HENEXTCAMPAIGN lITE – We Make You Shine,’ aimed to position ITE as an 'alternative pathway to success',
WHEREPARENTSAREPROUDTOSENDTHEIRCHILDRENANDFORSTUDENTS PROUDTOMAKE)4%THEIRCHOICEFORFURTHER
education. The visuals centred on the aspirations of ITE graduates and their desire to achieve inspirational
goals. The images highlighted the outcomes and successes of an ITE education — like chefs, designers
and entrepreneurs — that have emerged from a unique brand of education. The ultimate message is that
)4% GRADUATES ARE CONÚDENT  PASSIONATE AND ABLE TO HOLD THEIR OWN IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY 4HE BRANDING
campaigns effectively engaged the public and key stakeholders. ITE is no longer seen as 'a place of last
resort'. It is now very much an institution of choice.
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IMAGE OF ITE AND THE RATIONALE FOR
CREATIVE BRANDING
In order to have a breakthrough, we asked ourselves what we should do. How could we change the
PERCEPTIONOFOTHERS7HOAREOURKEYTARGETGROUPS(OWDOWEREACHTHEM4HEMOSTDIFÚCULTTHINGIS
REACHINGOUTTOPEOPLEWHODONOTKNOWUSANDWHATWESTANDFOR/NEOFTHESEGROUPSISPARENTSWHO
can affect their children’s choices, and the second is the general public. Why is the latter group important?
)FTHEYARETHEOPINIONLEADERS BUTDONOTHAVEAGOODPERCEPTIONOF)4% THEYMAYINÛUENCEMOREPEOPLE
negatively. We went ahead to develop a creative branding campaign, which was something not done by
other public education institutions at that time. The message was very important in order to reach out to the
public at large. It had to be clear, easily understood and something that everyone could remember. That
was why we came up with simple and direct messages.
I am very glad that, after all our campaigns, it has proven that we have done the right thing to try to change
public perception about ITE. Through our perseverance and conscientiousness to reach out to various
stakeholders, we have fundamentally changed public perception of ITE and the value of our education
ANDSTUDENTS&ROMANIMAGEEQUITYSCOREOFJUSTPERCENTINBASEDONIMAGEATTRIBUTES WE
HAVEDOUBLEDTHISTOPERCENTIN WHICHISATREMENDOUSACHIEVEMENTANDSHIFT/URBOLDAND
UNPRECEDENTEDREBRANDINGSTRATEGYHASRAISEDTHEPROÚLEANDSTANDINGOFOURSTUDENTS STAFFAND)4%

SABRINA LOI
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (CORPORATE)
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An article in Education Week — a premier publication in the USA aimed at raising the level of understanding
and discourse on critical issues in American education — dated 15 July 2009, that exemplifies an increasing
international recognition for Vocational and Technical Education in Singapore.
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DIRECTLY ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS
ITE’s success in engaging stakeholders can also be attributed to the wide
variety of engagement activities designed for each stakeholder group.
Prospective students were involved in counselling sessions in their
own schools and could participate in a unique two-day attachment
programme, called the Experience ITE Programme%)0 4HISEXPERIENTIAL
programme allowed these students to have fun with hands-on learning
PROJECTS  WHILE EXPERIENCING THE MODERN AND EXCITING LEARNING
environment at ITE. Parents of prospective students and educators, too,
had dedicated sharing and learning programmes to help them appreciate
the developments and transformation at ITE.

Above: Interactive projects and activities to orientate prospective
students to ITE education.
Prospective students in a fun activity during ITE Fiesta 2011.
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NETWORKING WITH SCHOOLS
)N ITS EFFORTS TO REACH THE STAKEHOLDERS AND ÚLL THE INFORMATION GAPS
among school principals, teachers and students about career and
technical education, ITE 2000 started to create a Networking System
with secondary schools to enable ITE, through informal contacts,
talks, open houses and specially-packaged publicity materials, to
gradually increase the acceptance of technical education among
STUDENTSANDTHOSEWHOWERELIKELYTOINÛUENCETHEIRCHOICEOFFURTHER
education and training. This was essential because misperceptions
and lack of information could discourage school leavers from taking
up ITE education as an attractive educational option before entering
employment. The ITE Training Institute-School networking framework
WAS ÚRST IMPLEMENTED IN  %ACH INSTITUTE THEN HAD  ON AVERAGE 
established contacts with about 12-15 secondary schools.
ITE Breakthrough, with its goal of making ITE an institution of choice
for technical education, established a Career Services Centre and
introduced an ITE Discovery Programme for teachers in secondary
schools and potential teachers undergoing teacher training. The latter
IS A JOINT EFFORT BETWEEN THE .ATIONAL )NSTITUTE OF %DUCATION .)%  AND
ITE. Since the inception of the ITE Discovery Programme in 1998,
APPROXIMATELY TRAINEETEACHERSHAVEVISITEDANDDISCOVERED)4%
to be a dynamic organisation that champions technical education for
the real world. Using a learning and sharing approach, this programme
ENABLESTEACHERSTOEXPERIENCETHE)4%LEARNINGENVIRONMENT DISCOVER
the latest developments in technical education, interact with ITE lecturers
and students, and learn the strengths and behavioural characteristics
of kinaesthetic learners, and motivate and guide prospective students
better through deeper understanding of what ITE can do for them.
ITE also focused on parents of prospective students by inviting them
for seminars to increase their awareness of the ITE brand of education
and to view the learning environment for themselves. The invitations are
sent directly to the parents and they are given the option of choosing an
engagement session in English, Chinese or Malay.

Prospective students touring the vibrant campus at ITE College East.

A project at the Experience ITE Programme Centre being
explained to Trainee Teachers during a visit in 2005.
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MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
— IT’S ALL ABOUT THE STUDENTS
0RIORTOJOINING)4% )HADTHEPERCEPTIONTHATSTUDENTSWHOHADAN)4%
education may not be able to make it very far in life. I never realised
THEEXTENTOFTHEROLE)4%PLAYSTOHELPTECHNICALLY INCLINEDSTUDENTSTO
FURTHERTHEIREDUCATIONTHEN"UTAFTERJOINING)4% )FOUNDOUTHOW)4%
played such a crucial role for this group of students. It is far more than
JUST GETTING A CERTIÚCATE ) REALISED HOW AN )4% EDUCATION COULD MAKE
a difference to students because of the hands-on learning approach
WHICHTHEYAREABLETOENJOYANDEXCELIN ANDALSO THEIMPORTANCEOF
equipping them with a relevant and marketable skill. I also realised that
)4%STUDENTSAREJUSTASCAPABLEASANYOTHER4HEYJUSTHAVEADIFFERENT
set of talents and learning style.
/NEASPECTOFMYJOBWHEN)WASWITHTHE-ARKETING#OMMUNICATIONS
team was counselling and advising secondary school teachers, students
and parents about ITE and what it has to offer. Students, being students,
sometimes ask the most irrelevant questions like which of the Colleges
HAS THE PRETTIEST GIRLSØ "UT SOMETIMES  ) GET QUESTIONS THAT WOULD STOP
MEINMYTRACKSANDMAKEMEREALISETHEIMPORTANCEOFMYJOB)WAS
once asked how ITE intended to change the image of our students. My
response was to ask them if it was indeed their own perception that
needed changing, or was it the yardstick that was used to measure them
that had to change? Being able to educate people about ITE and what it
does makes me feel that I can actually make a positive difference to our
students' future.

SHALINI VEIJAYARATNAM
HEAD, PUBLICITY
ITE HEADQUARTERS
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PROMOTING VTE THROUGH SKILLS
COMPETITIONS
Another means of promoting VTE was through skills competitions.
Raising the image and status of skilled workers through skills competitions
was suggested by then Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong during the
inauguration of ITE in 1992. He felt that the valuable contributions
of skilled workers to Singapore’s economic development should be
highlighted and accorded recognition so that more students would be
encouraged to take up technical training and play an important role in
THENEXTLAPOFNATIONBUILDING)N )4%BECAME3INGAPOREmS/FÚCIAL
2EPRESENTATIVE TO THE )NTERNATIONAL 6OCATIONAL 4RAINING /RGANISATION 
which was later renamed WorldSkills International.
The National Skills Competition (NSC) was conceived to enable our
youths who were good in technical skills to display their talents and
gain public recognition for their role and contributions.
/RGANISEDBY)4% INCONJUNCTIONWITHTHELOCALPOLYTECHNICSANDTHE
Singapore Hotel Association Training & Educational Centre (SHATEC),
THE INAUGURAL .3# TOOK PLACE IN *UNE  !T THE EVENT   ÚNALISTS
pit their skills against one another in eight skills competition areas.
4HE WINNERS REPRESENTED 3INGAPORE AT THE RD )NTERNATIONAL 9OUTH
3KILLS/LYMPICS)93/ HELDIN,YON &RANCE IN4HEREWERENINE
Gold medallists who were selected to represent the nation, and Team
Singapore eventually won a Gold Medal in Industrial Electronics, a Then Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong with Dr Law Song Seng and winners at
"RONZEFOR-ECHATRONICS ANDTWOl$IPLOMASOF%XCELLENCEmFOR-ILLING the 1st NSC in 1994.
AND#OOKERYATTHE3KILLS/LYMPICS&ORAÚRSTEFFORTATTHEINTERNATIONAL
arena, it was an outstanding performance. Encouraged by the successes
OFTHISÚRST.3#ANDTHEACHIEVEMENTSIN,YON THESECOND.3#IN
went on to be a bigger national event with even more competition areas.

The first-ever Team Singapore contingent heading to the IYSO in Lyon, France, 1995.
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3INCETHEN )4%ANDITSCO ORGANISERSHAVEORGANISEDMORE.3#S WHICHWERELATERRENAMEDAS7ORLD3KILLS3INGAPOREWHEN)93/BECAMEKNOWN
as the WorldSkills Competition. Singapore sent teams of representatives to future competitions and had greater achievements year after year.
International Skills Benchmark
RD,YON &RANCE'OLD "RONZE -EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE
TH3T'ALLEN 3WITZERLAND'OLD 3ILVER -EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE 
TH-ONTREAL #ANADA'OLDS -EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE
TH3EOUL 3OUTH+OREA'OLDS 3ILVERS "RONZE -EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE
TH3T'ALLEN 3WITZERLAND'OLDS 3ILVER "RONZE -EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE
TH(ELSINKI &INLAND'OLDS "RONZE -EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE
TH3HIZUOKA *APAN'OLDS "RONZE -EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE
TH#ALGARY #ANADA'OLDS "RONZE -EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE
ST ,ONDON 5NITED+INGDOM'OLDS 3ILVER "RONZES -EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE
By now, such competitions receive their much-deserved attention and are often reported in the media.
The status of the competition, the students who compete and the skills and trades have been elevated. Such a shift would not have been possible
without our consistent and persevering efforts to promote the importance of technical and skills education for the Singapore economy and to
validate the different talents and abilities of our youths.

A triumphant Team Singapore at the 40th WorldSkills Competition in Calgary, Canada, 2009.
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WORLDSKILLS LONDON 2011
Team Singapore, comprising a record number of 22 competitors participating in an unprecedented 19 skills
CATEGORIES ROSEABOVECOUNTRIESATTHEST7ORLD3KILLS#OMPETITIONHELDIN,ONDONINBYÚNISHING
INSIXTHPLACE7ITHSOME COMPETITORSALLOVERTHEWORLDCOMPETINGINSKILLSAREAS 4EAM3INGAPORE
punched well above its weight and delivered its most outstanding results to date — four Golds, one Silver,
TWO"RONZESANDSEVEN-EDALLIONSFOR%XCELLENCE

ITE students representing Singapore in Cooking, Restaurant Service, Ladies’/Men’s Hairdressing, and Beauty Therapy.

Shunner Villanueva Leong , a Nitec in Beauty Therapy graduate, put
Singapore and ITE on the world map, as she emerged champion in the
Beauty Therapy skills category. Since Singapore’s maiden participation
in the biennial WorldSkills Competition (WSC) in 1995, this was the
ÚRSTTIMEAN)4%COMPETITORHADWONAMEDALATTHISPRESTIGIOUSBIENNIAL
global skills competition.
/NHOWSHEDISCOVEREDHERTALENTS 3HUNNERSAID n)NMYSECONDARY
school days, I always get to see my mum doing up her nails. It made
me want to know how to do it, and so I end up learning a bit from my
mum. When it came time for me to choose my ITE course, I knew that
"EAUTY4HERAPYWASDEÚNITELYTHECOURSEFORME!FTERMYAPPLICATION
INTERVIEW  ) BECAME AWARE THAT "EAUTY 4HERAPY WAS NOT JUST ABOUT
nails, but about everything in the aesthetics and spa industry. I know
that this is what I want to do in life. There is satisfaction in helping
people look beautiful and feel good after a spa treatment.”
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The strategic and tactical engagement of key stakeholders have resulted in a more informed and supportive public, especially among students,
PARENTS AND EDUCATORS 4HIS HAS  IN TURN  LED TO IMPROVED PERCEPTIONS AND ACCEPTANCE OF )4% /VER THE YEARS  )4% HAS BEEN MEASURING THE
impact of its repositioning. The very positive results have been worth the huge effort put into the rebranding. Independent studies have shown
a remarkable change in public perception: ITE’s Triennial Public Perceptions Studies also show that ITE students are now better regarded, and
seen as ‘creative’ and ‘innovative’ — a big plus in a country where education authorities constantly wonder how to get students to dream big. As
)4%mSIMAGEANDPUBLICPERCEPTIONIMPROVE SODOTHESELF ESTEEMANDCONÚDENCEOF)4%STUDENTS3TUDENTSAREPROUDTOBEPARTOFANINSTITUTION
THATTHEWORLDRECOGNISESASEXEMPLARYANDCOMMENDABLE-OREIMPORTANTLY STUDENTSRECOGNISETHATTHEIMPACTMADEONTHEMGOESBEYONDA
quality education or a successful career — ITE builds their self-esteem, gives them hope and changes their lives.
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A SUCCESSFUL NURSING
ENTREPRENEUR
)WASNOTANACADEMICALLY INCLINEDSTUDENT)JOINEDTHEARMYAFTERMY
'#%/,EVELSANDWASADAMANTABOUTNOTGOINGTO)4%3OONAFTER )
became an ambulance driver with Comfort Ambulance. It was then that
reality hit me and I realised the value of an ITE education. I was keen to
enroll for the NitecIN.URSINGCOURSE(OWEVER )WASREJECTEDTWICE)
persisted, and was third-time lucky.
Throughout my years at ITE, my lecturers remained a source of strength
and gave me the opportunity to turn my life around.
5PONGRADUATION WITHJUSTANDAN)4%#ERTIÚCATEINHAND )STARTED
my own ambulance service company. ITE has given me hands-on
skills and an entrepreneurial spirit which have enabled me to grow my
business, and live the dream I have always imagined.
5NLIKEWHAT)BELIEVEDEARLIER AN)4%#ERTIÚCATEISVERYWELL RECOGNISED 
and has enabled me to pursue my dream. I am thankful for the
opportunities and the care the ITE lecturers have given me that have
enabled me to become what I am today.

SIVACHANDRAN
ITE GRADUATE
NITEC IN NURSING (CLASS OF 2008)

HOW DIFFERENT LIFE
MAY BE, IF NOT FOR ITE
It was not because of a particular person that I changed.
)T WAS NOT BECAUSE OF THE PASSION FOR THE SUBJECT THAT )
CHANGED)TWASNOTEVENBECAUSEOFASIGNIÚCANTEVENT
IN MY LIFE THAT ) CHANGED 9ET ) CHANGED  RADICALLY AND
enormously, while in ITE.
If I must pinpoint a reason for that change, it has to be
'self-esteem'. ITE gave me the self-esteem that I was
UNJUSTIÚABLY DENIED FOR TOO LONG )4% CHANGED HOW )
PERCEIVEDMYSELFASAPERSON)TGAVEMESELF CONÚDENCE
that I thought I did not deserve. After all, I was never
a good student in school. My secondary school days
were not about studying. Since I was not good at it, I
had no reason to do it. Even my father believed that I
was not cut out for studying, and discouraged me from
continuing my education, as it could be a waste of time
and money. Thankfully, the fees at ITE were reasonable
and I supported myself throughout my studies by working
part-time as a delivery man at night.
!T )4%  ) STARTED SCORING !S IN MY SUBJECTS ) STARTED
realising my true potential. I could not even do simple
Mathematics back in secondary school, but I could do so
at ITE. I attribute this to having supportive and encouraging
lecturers who believed in me and taught me so well that
I could begin to believe in myself. The self-esteem slowly
built up to the point that I attained a perfect 4.0 Grade
Point Average (GPA). I also held leadership positions in
both my co-curricular activities and was able to give a lot
more back to the community.
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Today, I am a Business Development Engineer in a plastic
INJECTION MOULDING COMPANY AND ) GET TO TRAVEL ABROAD
OFTEN  WHICH ) THOUGHT ) COULD NEVER DO PRIOR TO JOINING
ITE. As I write this piece, I am in Shanghai for a business
TRIP)USEDTOADMIREPEOPLEWHOHADDECENTJOBS CARS 
HOUSESANDTHECHANCETOÛYAROUNDTHEWORLD)AMNOW
living this dream and have everything I need, with bright
prospects still awaiting me. ITE has literally changed the
course of my entire life.
/NEDAY )HOPETOPAYITFORWARDBYBECOMINGALECTURER
in ITE, to inspire young people, build self-esteem
AND HOPEFULLY CHANGE SOME LIVES  JUST LIKE WHAT HAD
happened to me.

MELVIN MAH JIANMING
ITE GRADUATE
NITEC IN MECHATRONICS
(CLASS OF 2005)
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Many pioneers and staff of ITE regard image transformation as the toughest nut to crack since it is hugely
DEPENDENTONTHEWAYTHEPUBLICTHINKANDVIEW)4%/LDSTEREOTYPESANDENTRENCHEDBELIEFSYSTEMSCANNOT
be changed overnight. What one can do, at most, is to redirect perspectives, turn eyes to the light and shift
MINDSTOTHERIGHT4OREMINDEVERYONETHATITISNOTJUSTABOUTTHEKINDSOFSTUDENTS)4%RECEIVESITISALSO
about the kinds of students we eventually produce — bright, savvy and as ready for the world as any other.

An important part of repositioning ITE is helping the public recognise the new and hightech courses available to students, like the Nitec in Semiconductor Tooling Technology.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
CELEBRATING OUR
TRANSFORMATION
JOURNEY
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The successful implementation of ITE 2000, ITE Breakthrough and ITE Advantage, as well as the still on-going ITE Innovate, have built ITE into
an institution that is well-received and recognised locally and globally. Two decades of transformation have enhanced our organisational and staff
capabilities, developed state-of-the-art infrastructure and provided our students with a high-quality and market-relevant technical education. Today,
)4%CONTINUESWITHTHERELENTLESSRE CREATIONOFITSSUCCESSES EVERYSINGLEDAY INEVERYSINGLECLASSROOMANDWORKSPACE)TSPURSUITOFEXCELLENCE
ANDTRANSFORMATIONHASCHANGEDTHE64%OFTODAYSIGNIÚCANTLY
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HIGH GRADUATE
EMPLOYABILITY
ITE graduates remain highly demanded by employers with an
AVERAGEOFPERCENTHAVINGFOUNDJOBSWITHINSIXMONTHSOF
graduation over the last decade. Employability remained at a
HIGHPERCENTEVENDURINGTHE GLOBALÚNANCIALCRISIS

!N )4% #ERTIÚCATE IS THE QUALIÚCATION THAT WILL GET YOU A JOB WHEN
business is bad. Manufacturing companies say the products of ITE
GRADUATES WHOARETRAINEDINSPECIÚCSKILLS WILLALWAYSBEINDEMAND
'Demand and Pay are Up for ITE Graduates'
The Straits Times, 26 February 2004
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HIGH EMPLOYER SATISFACTION
2EGULARSURVEYSOFEMPLOYERSREÛECTAHIGH3ATISFACTION2ATE OFABOVEPERCENTINTERMS
of ITE graduates’ Technical, Methodological and Social Competencies.

/UR)4%GRADUATESAREPROUDOFTHEIRSKILLSANDAREVALUEDBYEMPLOYERS4HATmSWHYTHEY
have had the highest employment rates of any (tertiary-level) graduates over the last two
YEARS ANDTHEIRWAGESWENTUPLASTYEAR AGAINSTTHEÛOWOFHIGHUNEMPLOYMENTRATE
Then Education Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam
'Break Out of the Mould. Different Talents Welcome'
The Sunday Times, 7 March 2004

I have had the privilege of working with ITE students for many years. I found them
RELIABLE TRUSTWORTHY HUMBLEANDDOERS/NEOFTHEIRSTRENGTHSISPOSITIVEATTITUDE AND
that's all that matters.
James Soh, PBM, MBE
Executive Director, National Youth Achievement Award Council, Singapore
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» MAKING EDUCATED CHOICES

Bright
future
for ITE
students
Institute of Technical Education
students are proving that ITE does
not stand for ‘It’s The End’ - both
in their further education and
career prospects. Sandra Davie sizes
up the prospects for ITE graduates
MOVING UP TO POLYTECHNICS
A record number of 1,643 ITE graduates made
it to polytechnics this year, up from 1,154 last
year.
The increase is due partly to a policy change
that allows ITE students to defer their national
service until they complete their three-year diploma studies.
Another reason is that there were more ITE
graduates this year because of larger intakes in
2004 and 2005, part of whom were the Dragon
Year babies.
But even if those factors are discounted, the
number of ITE students making it to polytechnics has grown over the years. Just five years
ago, a mere 700 made it to the polytechnics.
To qualify for polytechnic studies, an ITE student needs a two-year National Institute of Technical Education Certificate (Nitec) qualification
with a minimum grade point average (GPA) of
3.5, or alternatively a Higher Nitec.
Higher Nitec students with a GPA of 3.5 and
above can obtain direct entry into the second
year of the polytechnic course.
Generally, those with N-level qualifications
take the Nitec course, while those with O levels
opt for Higher Nitec.
Polytechnic lecturers note that ITE students
do well in poly as they are more mature, motivated, and bring with them good technical skills.
The ITE does not track how many of its students who make it to the polytechnics go on to
take up a degree, but officials say the majority
do head to local universities or overseas.
There are a few who have returned with first
class honours.
One of them was highlighted by Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong in his National Day Rally
speech last year.
Mr Eric Chen, 32, went from Ngee Ann Polytechnic to the University of Edinburgh, where
he graduated with first-class honours. He then
completed his master’s at Imperial College in
London but turned down an offer to do his PhD,
opting instead to return in 2002 to teach at the
ITE.
MOVING ON TO JOBS
ITE graduates who entered the job market last
year had no trouble landing well-paid jobs, going by the employment survey findings.
Compared with their counterparts surveyed
in 2004, graduates did marginally better last
year in the job market on several fronts.
More were offered full-time jobs within
three months of job hunting – 91 per cent, compared to 89 per cent the previous year.
More were also working at the time of the
survey: 90 per cent last year, compared with 87
per cent in 2004.
And when it came to the starting pay, there
was a two per cent increase over that of 2004.
Fresh graduates last year earned about $1,250 a
month, while those who had served national
service earned about $1,550.
Most in demand were mechatronics graduates, who commanded the highest average gross
monthly salary of $1,815. Mechatronics students study mechanical, electrical and electronic
engineering. In general, an ITE engineering graduate received $1,666 a month.
MOVING UP IN THEIR CAREERS
ITE tracks its graduates to see if they continue
to do well in the job market in the long term.
Last year, it surveyed its students who graduated from 1993 to 1995 and of the 870 respondents, 98 per cent were gainfully employed.
A quarter held managerial and professional
jobs. On average, they earned $2,500 a month.
Of the respondents, 37, or four per cent, reported they had started their own businesses.
ITE d
l
d b ll th i
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Above:
The Straits Times
22 December 2006
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A MOMENT IN HISTORY
EXCERPT OF SPEECH BY MR PETER CHEN, SENIOR MINISTER OF
STATE FOR EDUCATION AT THE 4TH ITE INSTITUTE DAY STUDENT
AWARDS PRESENTATION CEREMONY ON TUESDAY 25 APRIL 2000
Success Stories
ITE’s annual publication, ‘I Did It My Way’, has featured a number of successful ITE graduates. They include
THOSEWHOHAVEMADEASIGNIÚCANTMARKINTHEIRCHOSENCAREERS ENTREPRENEURSWHOHAVESUCCEEDEDIN
BUSINESSANDTHOSEWHOHAVEPURSUEDANDATTAINEDHIGHEREDUCATIONALQUALIÚCATIONS4HEMAJORITYOFTHEM
HAVEATTRIBUTEDTHEIRSUCCESSTOTHEEXCELLENTFOUNDATIONALTRAININGANDSTRONGLEARNINGSUPPORTRECEIVEDAT
)4%-ANYHAVESPOKENFAVOURABLYOFTHEDEVELOPMENTALOPPORTUNITIESPROVIDEDTHROUGH%XTRA#URRICULAR
!CTIVITIES %#!  AND PROJECTS  WHICH HAVE ENABLED THEM TO TAKE ON LEADERSHIP POSITIONS AND HELPED TO
INCREASETHEIRCONÚDENCEANDSELF ESTEEM
I would like to share with you the success story of Mr. Roger Lee, President of the ITE Alumni Association.
During his early days in Whitley Secondary School, Mr. Lee was very active in his CCA. He was a sergeant
in the Red Cross Society, a Prefect as well as a Class Monitor. He took part in many National Day Parades.
When he enrolled in ITE, he was again appointed as Monitor of his class. Mr Lee chose to participate in
community service in ITE. He was able to apply his knowledge of electrical wiring and installation for a
Home for the Aged, which was located in the neighbourhood of the institute.
Mr Lee is now the Managing Director of two companies. Despite his busy working schedule, he has not
forgotten about his alma mater. In 1997, Mr Lee led a team of enthusiastic ITE graduates to set up the ITE
Alumni Association. He and his team have been working tirelessly over the past three years to promote the
importance of technical skills and ITE. Their hard work has come to fruition and ITE Alumni now has 4,000
MEMBERS-R,EEEXEMPLIÚESTHETYPESOFSTUDENTS)4%WANTSTOPRODUCE"OTH)4%MANAGEMENTANDMYSELF
WILLBEVERYPLEASEDTOSEEMANYMORESTUDENTSCOMINGFORWARDTOFOLLOW-R,EEmSGOODEXAMPLE

ABUNDANT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ITE GRADUATES
7ITH AN )4% QUALIÚCATION  )4% GRADUATES CAN BUILD GOOD CAREERS IN
industry, become successful entrepreneurs and technopreneurs, or
progress to further education.

7OULDYOULIKETOBEAMILLIONAIREMANYTIMESOVER9OUDO
NOTNEEDGOODl/m,EVELSORPLENTYOFMONEYINTHEBANKTO
FORM A COMPANY THAT COULD RAKE IN YOUR ÚRST MILLION WITHIN
a year...the remarkable stories of the gutsy people who rose
from the bottom of the education heap to become successful
entrepreneurs whose companies do up to $140 million worth
of business a year...What they have in common are grit,
determination and a never-say-die attitude that have helped
them to win big in the business world. The other common
factor is that they all picked up technical skills at the ITE,
SKILLS THAT WERE USED TO EXPLOIT MARKET POTENTIAL4HE 
ITE Graduates, who are featured in a book The Making of a
Technopreneur, rose from underdogs to become millionairetechnopreneurs with sheer grit and determination.
An excerpt from 'From Underdog to Top Dog —
Finding Success Despite Not Having Any Degree'
The Straits Times, 10 April 1999
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FROM ITE TO POLY TO UNI

A student’s dream comes true
I REFER to Monday’s article, “Get poly
students into university” by Ms Amelia
Tan. I graduated from the Institute of
Technical Education (ITE), then proceeded on to Ngee Ann Polytechnic with a
scholarship and recently secured a place
in the National University of Singapore.
It was a long and tough uphill climb,
but it helped that I came across many supportive and dedicated lecturers. Also, I
had strong family support throughout my
arduous journey.
To study at one of the local universities is indeed a dream come true for me.
Gone are the days when polytechnic
students were not even eligible to apply
to the local universities, which was what
happened to my uncle.
The fact that an ITE student has the
opportunity to proceed from a diploma to
a degree here shows that Singapore is

indeed a meritocratic state which truly
believes in talent and abilities. I worked
my way up through sheer hard work and
perseverance.
It takes time to assess if more places
are needed for polytechnic students in

the local universities as it means fewer
junior college students will be able to find
a place in the varsities. After all, we
already have a diploma which allows us
to command a decent salary, compared
with an A-level graduate, who needs a

degree to join the workforce.
I believe in the Government’s slow,
measured approach to get the balance
right. If you are hardworking, dedicated
and conscientious, then the world is at
your feet.
Marcus Chia

Polys can help grads through tie-ups with foreign varsities
I REFER to Monday’s article, “Get poly
students into university” by Ms Amelia
Tan, and agree with the writer that our
education system must evolve with the
changing times.
It is good for a polytechnic graduate to
aspire to go to university to acquire
further skills. However, we must remember there is another group of students
who are seeking to be trained at the

universities to be administrators, lawyers, accountants and other professionals
after having spent two years in junior
colleges preparing to do so.
With the increasing competition for
university places between JC students
and polytechnic graduates, we must find
ways to fulfil the wishes of both these
groups of aspiring youth.
I suggest that the polytechnics collabo-

rate with foreign universities to offer
degree courses after their students have
obtained their diploma.
The curriculum for these graduates
can be tailored to strengthen the training
they have already received and can
perhaps include an internship in a related
industry.
Patrick Sio

FROM ZERO TO HERO
From a forced refuge of the academic underclass, ITE is now one of the top choices for post-secondary education,
according to the triennial, independent Public Perception Studies.
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Left:
The Straits Times (ST Forum)
9 June 2010

FINDING MY PASSION AT ITE
I live and breathe the kitchen, spending long hours perfecting every dish
)HAVELEARNT7HATMAKESMYDAYISSEEINGTHEDELIGHTEDEXPRESSION
on people who savour my gastronomic creations. After a long day, I
retire to my bedroom to research the best ways of cooking, the best
combination of ingredients and the different culinary styles.
) STARTED COOKING AT MY MOTHERmS CAFE SIX YEARS AGO  AND ) HAVE NOT
stopped yet. My supportive mum was the one who encouraged me to
pursue my passion and to do a Nitec in Culinary Skills (Western) at ITE,
even though I could have gone to a polytechnic. Never did I imagine
that my two-year training would bring me thus far. At ITE, not only did
I learn the necessary skills which prepared me to be chef, I also had
THEOPPORTUNITYTOEXPERIMENTWITHECLECTICCULINARYÛAVOURSANDBE
challenged at a global level.
I am not quite a typical student. When I am not in school, I would usually
be in a restaurant or hotel somewhere as a part-time chef honing my
skills. When I am not in Singapore, I could be in Shanghai or France
or Canada participating in culinary competitions. WorldSkills Calgary
WASANEXPERIENCE)WOULDNEVERFORGET4HECOMPETITORSAGAINST
me were all top-notch and that only made me want to be better. I have
to admit that this is hard work and I miss going with friends and all,
but taste is something that cannot be compromised. I aspire to serve
nothing but the very best.
I became the top culinary student, valedictorian, and also received
THE ,EE +UAN 9EW 'OLD -EDAL  THE HIGHEST AWARD GIVEN TO AN )4%
graduate. When I graduated in 2008, I was asked if I ever regretted the
SACRIÚCE)MADEINCHOOSINGTHISCAREER BUTREALLY )LOVEWHAT)DO)T
is as simple as that.

TIMOTHY JUNG MING
ITE GRADUATE
NITEC IN CULINARY SKILLS (WESTERN)
(CLASS OF 2008)
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)4% IS AN EXCEPTIONAL ORGANISATION WHICH SETS THE HIGHEST STANDARDS
for its students, faculty and staff. We, at SAIT Polytechnic in Calgary,
Alberta, Canada, are very proud to have ITE as our global partner.
)4%mS REPUTATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL PRACTICES CONTINUE TO BE SURPASSED
year after year, and that other organisations throughout the world
emulate the education and training practices demonstrated by ITE.
If I had to rank ITE and compare this organisation to the more than
30 countries we have been engaged with over several decades, they
WOULD BE MY ÚRST CHOICE IN THE TOP OF ANY RANKING SCALEc(AVING
worked in Alberta’s publicly-funded system for over 30 years, I can
honestly state that few can measure up to the ever high standards set
BY)4%cWHICHSERVESASABENCHMARKFOROTHERSTOATTAIN
ITE serves as a role model for developing strategic plans which focus
ONTHEFUTURENEEDSOFBOTHSTUDENTSANDCOUNTRY WITHTHEOBJECTIVEOF
improving its performance, and hence contributing to the productivity
of Singapore. They understand and deliver on a promise to turn
strategy into action which few organisations worldwide can match,
let alone surpass, with such a dedication to quality.
ITE is internationally-renowned for the quality of its facilities,
PROGRAMMES  PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES AND SERVES AS AN EXAMPLE TO
learn from and to aspire to as a global leader in bringing the world to
its students and its students to the world.

DR IRENE LEWIS
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
SAIT POLYTECHNIC
CANADA
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ITE has become a world leader in the Vocational Education and
Training Sector. Given its challenging mission of catering to
Singapore's least academically-inclined 25 per cent student cohort,
it has developed a model that is 'best-in-class', which is the envy of
many international VTE colleagues.
It is renowned for its ITE Care philosophy and culture that make
a difference to people's lives. ITE adopts a holistic approach to
enhancing students’ contribution to society, by implementing
new innovative teaching methodology, such as iDe’Lite®, and by
TEACHINGSTUDENTSTOPARTICIPATEININDUSTRYPROJECTS)THASBECOME
a benchmark for international partners globally.
4HIS TOGETHERWITHTHEEXTENSIVELEVELOFENGAGEMENTANDLINKAGES
with local and international organisations, enables ITE to provide
students with relevant and up-to-date training, which is of a worldclass nature.
4HE4OTAL/RGANISATION%XCELLENCE&RAMEWORKADOPTEDBY)4%HAS
PROVIDEDCLEARDIRECTIONFOR)4%TOREACHBOTHEXCELLENTNATIONALAND
international standards, which has enabled ITE to become a global
leader in technical education.

JOHN MADDOCK
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
BOX HILL INSTITUTE
AUSTRALIA

/UR WORK WITH )4% HAS BEEN INVALUABLE TO +IRKWOOD IN SEVERAL
ways. Their commitment to the highest standards in educational
delivery has been a model to guide several of our programmes
IN )OWA /UR NEW (EALTHCARE 3IMULATION #ENTRE WAS BUILT WITH
SEVERALWISEANDEFÚCIENTASPECTS THANKSTOINPUTSFROM)4%4HAT
same keen insight can be found in our Hospitality, Arts, Graphic
#OMMUNICATIONSAND0ROJECT-ANAGEMENTPROGRAMMES
For several years, ITE and Kirkwood faculty and students have
EXCHANGED PLACES  TRAVELLING FROM )OWA TO 3INGAPORE AND BACK
4HESEEXCHANGESHAVEPROVENTOHAVELASTING PROFOUNDWORTHIN
both directions.

MICK STARCEVICH
PRESIDENT
KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

As Provost and Vice Chancellor of the
5NIVERSITYOF7ISCONSIN 3TOUT THEÚRSTAND
only university to receive the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award, I have
visited ITE thrice and served as a member
OF )4%S %XTERNAL 2EVIEW 0ANEL )4% HAS
also sent delegations to UW-Stout on two
occasions to share and benchmark best
practices in post-secondary education.
/VER THE YEARS  ) HAVE BEEN EXTREMELY
impressed with ITE's transformation from
a vocational school that was viewed as
a last resort for poor students to a state-of-the-art institution that has
BECOMETHEJEWELOFTHE3INGAPOREmSEDUCATIONSYSTEM)4%HASMANY
accomplishments, including training more than 350,000 members of
the Singapore workforce. Enrolment at ITE has doubled since 1995, and
graduation rates have continued to increase. The current graduation
rate of 83 per cent is among the highest in the world for vocational
technical institutions. ITE graduates are in high demand by employers
from numerous sectors, averaging an employment rate of 90 per cent
over the past decade.
The leaders of ITE have demonstrated skills at visioning, planning and
deploying action plans to achieve their desired state. In becoming
a global leader in vocational technical education, ITE has built
impressive learning facilities, developed new curriculum to meet the
needs of students and employers, hired and developed dedicated
faculty and staff members, and successfully rebranded itself through an
integrated marketing communications approach. This transformation
is sustainable and is transferable to other educational institutions,
AND)4%HASMADEGREATEFFORTSTOSHAREITSEXPERIENCESWITHEDUCATORS
around the globe.
In summary, ITE has changed the lives of thousands of kinaesthetic
students who may be less academically-inclined, and has become
an institution that is known for its outstanding results relative to
student learning and stakeholder satisfaction. ITE plays a key role in
the development of Singapore’s workforce, economic development
and society.

JULIE FURST-BOWE
PROVOST AND VICE CHANCELLOR
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-STOUT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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ITE’s development since its foundation in 1992 is a success story which, as far as I can see, is unparalleled
in the world. Developing an Institution of Vocational and Technical Education, with students from
diverse backgrounds and with the goal of providing a state-of-the-art academic, practical, social, and
moral education primarily for those students of Singapore’s educational system who belong to the 25th
percentile of kinaesthetic school leavers, is a bold and grand endeavour.
Throughout my career as Professor of Higher Education Management and University President, and as
Auditor in Institutional Assessments, I have seen more than 200 higher education institutions worldWIDE!MONGTHEM )4%STANDSOUTAMONGTHETOPLEAGUEINSTITUTIONSFORORGANISATIONALEXCELLENCEAND
quality education globally.

DR RAINER KÜENZEL
PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION MANAGEMENT AND POLICY
FACULTY OF ECONOMICS
UNIVERSITY OF OSNABRÜECK
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

ITE more renowned
internationally than locally
Its achievements
have been lauded
by The Economist
magazine and OECD
By LEE U-WEN
ALMOST every other day,
the top brass at the Institute of Technical Education
(ITE) have to play host to a
foreign visitor – in many
cases, groups of them – eager to find out what makes
this post-secondary institution tick.
Last year alone, more
than 1,000 guests dropped
by at one or the other of
ITE’s two mega-campuses
in Simei and Chua Chu
Kang. One group from Australia even brought their
own architects and videographers to take footage of
h
d
i d
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Coming soon: An artist’s impression of ITE College Central in Ang Mo Kio, which is due to enrol its first intake in
January 2013 and will have the largest cohort of 10,400 students

Left:
The Business Times
25 July 2011

ITE EDUCATION SERVICES AND HOW ITE CAN BE
TRULY WORLD-CLASS
In ITE, we recognise the importance of VTE in the economy. More companies are emphasising training and education training and they began
TOSEEPEOPLEWITHTECHNICALSKILLSASAVERYCRITICALPARTOFTHEIRWORKFORCE4HISISNOTJUSTEXPERIENCEDHERE IN3INGAPORE BUTAROUNDTHEWORLD 
as you can see the high employment rates among the youth. It is not merely about getting a university degree. In Singapore, it has become more
PRESSINGBECAUSEMOSTOFTHECOMPANIESAREÚGHTINGONINTERNATIONALPLATFORMS(AVINGCOMPETENCYSTANDARDSTHATARELOCALISEDISNOTSUFÚCIENT
#OMPETINGINTHEGLOBALARENA YOUNEEDAWIDERARRAYOFSKILLSANDDEEPERANDHIGHERLEVELOFEXPERTISE)TISABOUTUPGRADINGFORAREALÚGHT
overseas, in terms of cost, and ability to deliver quality work on time.
)4%mSENTRANCEINTOTHEGLOBALARENAISABOUTEXPOSUREFOROURLECTURERSANDSTUDENTS SOTHATTHEYCANKEEPABREASTOFTHELATESTDEVELOPMENTS
ANDBEMOTIVATEDTODEVELOPANDTOEXPANDINTHEAREATHATISNEEDED)TWILLENABLEOURSTAFFTOPREPAREOURSTUDENTSTOBEWORK READYAND
WORLD READY4OSAYWEARETHEBESTMAYMAKEUSLOSEOURMOTIVATIONTOSTRIVEON4HEJOURNEYISMOREIMPORTANTTOUS)FWECANHELP NOTJUST
emerging economies, but also developed countries, to replicate the ITE system, we will be truly world-class.

DR BENJAMIN TAN
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
(DEVELOPMENT), ITE
AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
ITE EDUCATION SERVICES PTE LTD
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THE BACKBONE OF THE ECONOMY
/VERTHEYEARS )4%ANDITSPREDECESSORINSTITUTIONSHAVETRAINEDMORETHAN GRADUATES WHOFORMTHE
backbone of the Singapore workforce, particularly in manufacturing and services, Singapore’s twin engines
of growth. ITE’s achievements contributed to a world-class technical workforce in Singapore, achieving a
100 per cent score in the BERI (Business Environment Risk Intelligence) Labour Force Evaluation Assessment
consistently since 2001.
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)NITSOWNQUIET EFÚCIENTWAY THE)4%CONTRIBUTIONSTO3INGAPOREmSMANPOWERNEEDSHAVEBEENNOLESS
PRAISEWORTHY BUTUNDERSTATEDc"ESIDESITSECONOMICMISSION ITOUGHTTOBEREMEMBEREDTHATTHE)4% AND
especially its predecessor the Vocational and Industrial Training Board (VITB) had an unspoken social role.
)4%HASTRAINEDMORETHAN YOUTHSWITHl.mORm/m,EVELSQUALIÚCATIONSFORCAREERS ASOPPOSEDTO
MEREJOBSANDMANY)4%GRADUATESHAVEBECOMEMANAGERS TECHNOPRENEURSANDPROFESSIONALS
'Hats Off to ITE'
The Straits Times Editorial, 23 August 2001

)4%mSNAMEISNOWUPINTHELIGHTS)TSCERTIÚCATEGRADUATESAREHAVINGSUCHAGOODRUNINTHEJOBMARKET 
ANDSOMANYHAVEGONEONTOSTUDYFORDIPLOMASINPOLYTECHNICS THAT)4%SHOULDJUSTBETAKENTOMEAN 
)TmS4HE%NTRÁEc4HEACKNOWLEDGEMENTTHAT)4%HASPLAYEDABIGROLEIN3INGAPOREmSMODERNISATIONAS
AN ECONOMY  IS WELL EARNED AND THE MARKETPLACE IS THE BEST JUDGE OF THE WORTH OF ITS )4%  GRADUATES
The government has now rightly moved to elevate ITE’s status with its campus centralisation plan. It is no
EXAGGERATIONTHAT)4%#OLLEGE%ASTAT3IMEI WHICHCOSTMILLIONTOBUILD SURPASSESMANYCOLLEGES
and even some smaller universities in other Commonwealth countries for its design and range of facilities
and equipment.
'Entrée It Is for ITE'
The Straits Times Editorial, 18 October 2004
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CHANGING LIVES
4HEREALSUCCESSOF)4%HASBEENTHEFACTTHATITHASSUCCESSFULLYRAISEDTHEPROSPECTSANDMAXIMISEDTHE
potential of young Singaporeans who, in other education systems all over the world, would have been left
behind. The fact that youth unemployment in Singapore is not a problem, even in the middle of a recession,
is evident of the success of ITE.

TEO CHEE HEAN
THEN MINISTER FOR EDUCATION
PARLIAMENT BUDGET DEBATE 2002

ITE EDUCATION

Lessons from school of life
ENOUGH of the negative cliches
hurled at the Institute of Technical
Education (ITE), the most common
one aimed at its acronym – “It’s The
End”.
The latest salvo was in a letter last
Saturday, “Schools should encourage
Sec 5 students”, in which Ms Liza Ho
criticised a school’s senior staff member for trying to persuade her child and
his schoolmates to opt for the ITE
route.
I felt that way once because of such
negative perceptions. My O-level
results were poor and I was offered a
secretarial course at the ITE. Because I
was fed with a poor image of an ITE
education, I turned the offer down.
Instead, I worked in a restaurant for
a year before starting national service

(NS) in 2004. Being in NS and society
opened my eyes to the importance of a
good and effective education. I vowed
to get one.
In 2006, I enrolled for the National
Institute of Technical Education Certificate (Nitec) in Service Skills (Retail) at

ITE College East. During my studies, I
was awarded a Young Retailers Scholarship Programme, sponsored by the
Workforce Development Agency in
conjunction with Tangs.
By the end of my course, I was given an Outstanding Graduate Award.

WRITEIN
LETTERS should be sent only to The Straits Times. They should be no
longer than 400 words and must include the writer’s full name, address
and phone numbers. The Forum editor reserves the right to edit a letter.
For women, please indicate Miss, Ms, Mrs or Madam. Please e-mail your
letter to stforum@sph.com.sg.

An ITE education was my redemption. I realised that the ITE was serious
in its mission statement – to create
opportunities for school leavers and
adult learners to acquire skills, knowledge and values for lifelong learning in
a global economy.
After fulfilling my scholarship bond
with Tangs last year, I returned to ITE
to enrol for the Higher Nitec in Business Studies (Administration) - at age
24. I chose to return because the ITE
develops aptitude alongside fortitude.
It encourages lifelong learning.
To all who are reluctant to enrol in
the ITE, do not hesitate. ITE does not
stand for “It’s The End”. On the contrary, it is the beginning, of a wonderful
journey in education and, above all, life.
Aloysius Teo

Left:
The Straits Times
29 January 2010

Good, dedicated leadership key to success
>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
suit Singapore’s unique needs.”
In the end, they built their own model: more applied modules run by polytechnics in secondary
school; more applied subjects that can replace existing O-level subjects; direct admission to polytechnics from secondary schools.

Good governance is key
PRIVATE-SECTOR industry captain Eric Gwee, 58,
has seen up close public servants’ commitment to
educating the less academically inclined. The
former ExxonMobil senior executive chaired the
ITE Board from 1994 until last month.
“In all my 13 years, every minister, minister of
state, permanent secretary and deputy secretary
has been supportive of ITE,” he says.
One of the early advocates was the late Dr Tay.
Mr Er Kwong Wah, 60, permanent secretary for education then, recalled the day Dr Tay called him
from his home to discuss some aspects of technical
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education before he was warded.
A few days later, Dr Tay died of heart failure.
“I thought we had an unfinished conversation,”
says Mr Er.
Not long after the funeral, he received a call
from Mrs Rosalyn Tay. She had found a note in her
husband’s briefcase addressed to him. It contained
a few points that Dr Tay had jotted down after their
last discussion.
This personal factor, say policymakers, is hard
to institute and reproduce.
Says Mr Gan: “So many other countries have
looked at our ITE, looked at our polytechnic and
said, ‘Wow, this is a good system. We would like to
duplicate it in our countries.’
“We always share with them that the system, we
can replicate, we can help you, but it’s the people
that will make the difference.”
Finding the right leaders for the educational institutions is critical, he notes: “Without the right person, we cannot have autonomy, and we cannot run
the Singapore system without autonomy because

the education sector is so diverse.”
Also unique to Singapore, Mr Gan believes, is
that the ministry, the ITE and the five polytechnics
work closely as a team and in collaboration with industry players. At least once every quarter, he
chairs a coordinating meeting followed by tea with
eight to 10 industrialists, to hear first-hand how the
ITE and polytechnics are meeting the needs of employers.
Mr Tharman says Malaysian Education Minister
Hishammuddin Hussein is among those following
developments in Singapore. “The Malaysians, Indonesians, Thais, Vietnamese take great interest in
our system,” he says. “They read what we are doing, come here to study our system, and my counterpart in KL, Hishammuddin, tells me squarely, ‘We
are following what you are doing.’
“Why are we able to do it? Because we have this
whole team that works seamlessly together – listening to the ground, coming up with ideas, and implementing them where they make sense.”
chinlian@sph.com.sg

Left:
The Sunday Times
8 April 2007

Ms Angela Li Jiao, 21, and Mr Muhammad Fadzuli Mohamad
Said, 25 (right), graduated this year from Nanyang
Polytechnic and gained direct admission to a two-year
master’s programme in entertainment technology at
Carnegie Mellon University, a leading US university.
Ms Li completed high school in China before attending
the polytechnic here. Mr Muhammad Fadzuli is Singaporean.
Both have applied for government scholarships.

“In China, everything is from the textbook,
but I had a good foundation. Over here, you
do research and individual study. I also learnt
teamwork. It’s not a one-man effort to create
a game. You have to communicate with
others.”
– MS LI

“I’d rather spend two years to get a master’s
overseas than six years to get one here. I’m
already 25 – I have to rush.”
– MR MUHAMMAD FADZULI

Mr Shawn Tan
(below), 37, went
from the pre-ITE
Singapore Technical
Institute, to Singapore
Polytechnic, and then
to the National
University of
Singapore. He set up
software firm In Touch
Systems in 2000.
PHOTO: NG SOR LUAN

“The lecturers at
the institute gave
hands-on work
which triggered
my interest.”

Ms Teo Qi (above), 15, moved from
Normal (Technical) to the Express
stream in three years, thanks to
flexibility in the system.
She topped the Secondary 2 Normal
(Technical) stream at Zhenghua
Secondary School in 2005, switched
to Secondary 2 Normal (Academic) last
year and did well enough to move up
to Secondary 3 Express this year.
She loves biology and hopes to be a
doctor some day.

– MR TAN

“You’ve to manage your time
and be consistent in your
work. You can’t look down on
yourself.”
– MS TEO
PHOTO: JOYCE FANG
PHOTO: NG SOR LUAN

씰 Goh Chin Lian
YOU must be asleep to miss it when you take the
MRT from Tanah Merah to Simei.
It is a campus with an 823-seater sports stadium,
an Olympic-size swimming pool, and a huge banner,
six-storeys high, of a smiling girl with a microscope
and the tagline “With my heart and mind in the right
place, my hands are my cutting edge”.
“The view along the MRT track is like a 365-day
open house,” principal Tan Seng Hua says proudly
of ITE College East, the first of three regional
mega-campuses for technical education.
You would expect Mr Tan, 54, to be a fan of ITE.
After all, he has spent more than three decades in
this line of work. Similarly, you may remain unmoved when Education Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam calls the ITE the “jewel” of Singapore’s tertiary education system.
Then, take it from a 2005 report by the World
Bank: “ITE has achieved a significant breakthrough
by establishing itself as an established post-secondary institution. It has effectively rebuilt and transformed its former ‘vocational’ institutes into top-line
educational colleges.”
Many Singaporeans hold the stereotype that the
country has an elitist education system that punishes students who cannot get past the academically
oriented O levels and A levels.
That’s history. The current reality is a system that
provides opportunities for all kinds of learners, including the many who are more attuned to practice-based courses and jobs.
“ITE has given skilled occupations a new social
and economic importance, creating viable careers
for its graduates,” the World Bank report said.
As Mr Tan takes Insight on a tour of his sprawling
campus, the first stop is the top floor, where student
nurses practise on a dummy patient.
The high-tech humanoid blinks, breathes and behaves according to the medicine administered. Cameras capture the trainee nurses’ every move, allowing a dozen-plus others to follow the action from behind a glass panel.
Two floors down are two infocomm technology
centres set up with Microsoft and Sun Microsystems. These IT giants supply the latest technology,
train the lecturers to use it and provide certification
for the students.
The final stop is a spa with its own hydrotherapy
tub, facial steamers and piped-in music. Some 120
students a year learn the finer points of nail care,
and facial and body therapy, in preparation for a projected boom in the services industry when the integrated resorts open their doors.
While many university degree holders may be unaware of the strides that the ITE has made, its own
graduates know better.
Like Ms Li Lizhen, 23, who was in the bottom-rung EM3 class in primary school and Normal
(Technical) in secondary school, but blossomed in
the ITE.
“The lecturers paid attention to individual students and made sure we understood the lectures,”
she says.
She made quick progress, graduating in 2003 with
a sterling Grade Point Average of 3.8 out of 4. She
then secured a diploma in accounting at Ngee Ann
Polytechnic and is now a freshman at the Singapore
Management University.

The end is just
the beginning
The old joke about ITE being short for ‘It’s The End’ no longer holds true. These
days, ITE is more like the jewel in the Education Ministry’s crown
The polytechnics are also scoring new successes.
One example is Mr Muhammad Fadzuli Mohamad
Said, 25. This year, he graduated from Nanyang Polytechnic with a diploma in digital entertainment technology.
Carnegie Mellon University officials offered him
direct admission to its two-year master’s programme in entertainment technology – a vote of confidence for the polytechnic’s programme from a leading American university reputed for its expertise in
that field.
Mr Tharman says: “Our polytechnics and ITEs, to
my mind, are the unique strength in our tertiary system, with the ITEs being the jewel.”
In the next two months, Thai and Vietnamese education ministers will be visiting to find out more
about Singapore’s practice-based learning.
This approach at the ITE and polytechnics – and
increasingly in secondary schools – differs from
most other countries, which insist that everyone
takes the academic route until they finish high
school.
Such rigidity tends to make a whole lot of teenagers lose interest in their studies and drop out, says
Mr Tharman. In Singapore, about two-thirds of students go on from secondary school to polytechnics
and the ITE.
“We recognise that a substantial proportion of students take more easily to this way of learning, a less
academic way and closer to real application, and it
is what will spark off a real interest in the subject,”
he says.
When foreign officials visit, they will hear a success story that involved decisive leadership and a
commitment to keep in step with the manpower requirements of the economy as well as the public demand for higher education.
The first leap forward for the ITE was made in

1992. Its predecessor, the Vocational and Industrial
Training Board, had been catering to primary school
leavers.
But it had become clear that employers needed
vocational graduates with at least secondary education, said former ITE chief executive Law Song Seng
in a paper for African officials here on a World Bank
visit last year.
Thus, ITE was fashioned as a post-secondary institution.
“It was an example of the forces driving change
in the schools and the rising expectations of industry and society,” said Mr Law.

Mega-campuses
“JUST go and look at the facilities, it’s like a university in many other countries,” says Mr Tharman of the
ITE College East campus.
Things will only get better. The ongoing plan is to
cluster 10 small campuses with some 1,800 students
each into three mega-campuses by 2011, each able
to take some 7,000 students.
Soon after Mr Teo Chee Hean took over as Education Minister in 1997, it occurred to him that the vocational centres had been planned, like secondary
schools, to be close to students’ homes.
“But once the ITE became post-secondary, there
was no difference from a polytechnic. Travel was
not much of an issue,” says Mr Teo, who is now the
Defence Minister.
The larger campuses would also bring together a
range of disciplines and provide for the total development of the student, from sports to the arts.

Polys: Against the tide
SINGAPORE’s big polytechnic push went against international fashion. Other countries phased out poly-

‘ITE has given skilled occupations a new social and economic importance, creating
viable careers for its graduates.’
– A 2005 WORLD BANK REPORT

‘Without the right person, we cannot have autonomy, and we cannot run the
Singapore system without autonomy because the education sector is so diverse.’
– MR GAN KIM YONG, Minister of State for Education, on the need to find the right leaders for educational institutions

technics and upgraded them into universities –
sometimes by just a name change.
But Singapore expanded the polytechnic system,
with the latest, Republic Polytechnic, set up just five
years ago.
Mr Tharman says time has proven Singapore policymakers right.
“Most countries decided to convert their polytechnics to universities and they now are regretting it because they have a diluted form of university education that the market doesn’t want,” he says.
Singapore stuck with a “pragmatic” approach
that suited the range of individual talents in the population, he adds.
Temasek Polytechnic’s first principal, Dr N. Varaprasad, 58, recalls a trivial but telling exchange that
showed how firmly the Ministry of Education
(MOE) believed in the polytechnics’ distinct role.
The school had designed a graduation gown for
its first batch of graduands. The idea was vetoed by
Dr Tay Eng Soon, MOE’s late senior minister of
state.
“We were told not to try to imitate a university,”
says Dr Varaprasad, who is now chief executive of
the National Library Board. Dr Tay told him the graduands should dress smartly in work clothes to show
they were industry-ready.
The 100 gowns were stashed away and eventually
sold to a college in Johor.
With fewer doubts now about the place of polytechnics, this year’s graduates of Republic Polytechnic wore gowns, Dr Varaprasad notes, adding wryly:
“Things move with the times, and sometimes we are
ahead of our time.”
Today, the emphasis is on “many routes up, many
ways to succeed”, as Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong put it in his 2005 National Day Rally speech.
He encouraged polytechnics to link up with foreign
universities to run degree programmes in niche areas.
Ngee Ann Polytechnic responded first, announcing last October a tie-up with Wheelock College in
the United States to offer a degree in early childhood education.
This thrust resulted from a 2004 study by ministry
officials and polytechnic principals. They wanted to
respond to the rising aspirations of polytechnic students for a degree, says Ms Chang Hwee Nee, 44,
MOE’s deputy secretary for policy.
The committee picked foreign university tie-ups
over the slower and costlier options of expanding
university places in Singapore. The tie-ups would also be more flexible, market-driven and allow for
courses not offered at the three main universities
here.
“Education is a very complex system,” notes Minister of State for Education and Manpower Gan Kim
Yong. “When you change something, the tendency is
it will affect many other pieces of the jigsaw.”
And while policymakers used to be able to import
ideas from overseas, they now tend to require indigenous solutions to Singapore’s increasingly complex
conditions.
Mr Gan found this out when he led a committee
in 2005 to look into infusing secondary school classes with poly-style hands-on training. Officials visited
the US and Europe, he says, adding: “Our conclusion is that there is really no single model that can

>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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THANKFUL, WE ARE BACK FOR GOOD
Going to ITE was one of the best decisions of my life. I had a group of
very caring lecturers in the Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Design
(MEED) course, who treated us like young adults and constantly motivated
us to do well in our studies. I did well in my studies from then onwards,
eventually getting a First Class Honours in Mechanical Engineering and
a Master of Science. I told myself I would pay it forward and go back to
teach in ITE. Thus, I became a lecturer at ITE in 1999.
There are little things we can do that may not cost us much, but can have
incredible impact on our students’ lives. Just like ITE has impacted me, I
hope to be of impact in my students’ lives. This motivates me even more
to stay on in ITE.

I dropped out of school when I was in Primary 5. Shortly after, my father
managed to enrol me in another school which offered me a place in
the Monolingual stream in Primary School. When I found out later that
)WOULDNEVERBEABLETOTAKETHE0RIMARY3CHOOL,EAVING%XAMINATION
and progress to secondary school due to the stream I was in, I was
DEVASTATED ) LOST ALL CONÚDENCE AND STARTED FEELING REMORSEFUL 4HAT
was a turning point in my life and I have not looked back. My life is a
testimony to lifelong learning and though there were many obstacles
ALONGTHEWAY )AMJUSTGLAD)DIDNOTGIVEUP
ITE has been with me all along the way, as I took up various learning
OPPORTUNITIESHERE"UTTHEMOSTSIGNIÚCANTMOMENTHADTOBEWHEN)
was invited to be a motivational speaker to some 200 students, in the
year 2000. I knew then that teaching at ITE was what I wanted to do
for the rest of my life.
I am proud to be a staff at ITE. I am even prouder to be an ITE graduate.
I always introduce myself to my friends and public members as an ITE
graduate who was transformed as a student and am now, as an ITE
staff, transforming the lives of many other students. These are my roots,
my purpose, the calling of my life and my home.
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CHRISTOPHER LEOW
COURSE MANAGER, FACILITY
TECHNOLOGY
ITE COLLEGE WEST
ITE GRADUATE (CLASS OF 1993)

ELSON KOH
SECTION HEAD, MECHATRONICS
ITE COLLEGE WEST
ITE GRADUATE (CLASS OF 1996)

From left: Christopher Leow, Elson Koh, Steven Low, Edmund Tan

)AMPROUDTOBEAN)4%GRADUATE!FTERGRADUATINGIN )JOINEDTHE
2EPUBLICOF3INGAPORE.AVYASA.AVAL-ECHANIC4HEREAFTER )JOINED
ITE as a Training Instructor in 1986. I have upgraded myself over the
years with strong support from ITE. For every opportunity given, I am
ETERNALLYGRATEFUL/FCOURSE )AMREPAYING)4%INTHEBESTWAY)CANBY
DOINGMYBESTASASTAFFØ

It has been 14 years since I started life as a student in ITE. ITE is
now totally different from what it was then in terms of physical
infrastructure, teaching pedagogy and the array of courses
available. Like many others, I used to see ITE as a place for those
WITHOUTACHOICE"UTNOW HAVINGEXPERIENCED)4%ASASTUDENT
and an employee, I see it as a place of limitless options and
opportunities instead.

In my 24 years of service here, I have been given many opportunities
TO TRY DIFFERENT PORTFOLIOS -Y CURRENT JOB ASSIGNMENT IS MY TH
deployment. Staying here until retirement is certainly on the cards, as
I believe I can still continue to contribute positively to ITE. I am very
proud to be an ITE staff because we have achieved what many nations
failed to do well in terms of vocational and technical education. We
have changed and shaped the lives of so many students who may
otherwise have strayed and not found some meaning in their lives. ITE
offers hope and serves as a 'beacon of light' to steer students towards
the path of success, as it did for me.

I am proud to say I am an ITE graduate. I was given a chance to
view things from a different perspective. Not only was I able to
GAINKNOWLEDGE THEHANDS ONWAY )ALSOENJOYEDTHECHALLENGE
of proving to people who looked down on ITE students wrong.
ITE opened many doors for me in terms of further education
choices. I initially felt that the options for further studies would
not be as wide as I would have liked them to be, but over time,
I came to realise that I have travelled a more targeted path
towards my goals.

STEVEN LOW

EDMUND TAN

MANAGER, STUDENT AFFAIRS DIVISION
ITE HEADQUARTERS
ITE GRADUATE (CLASS OF 1980)

PROJECT OFFICER, CAMPUS
DEVELOPMENT & ESTATES DIVISION
ITE HEADQUARTERS
ITE GRADUATE (CLASS OF 2003)
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ITE INNOVATE: THE FUTURE
The successful implementation of past strategic plans has built ITE into an institution that is well-received
ANDRECOGNISED4HEÚVE YEARSTRATEGICROADMAPSHAVEENHANCEDOURORGANISATIONALANDSTAFFCAPABILITIES 
developed state-of-the-art infrastructure and provided our students with a high-quality and market-relevant
technical education. ITE spearheads the future with a new strategic direction — Innovation. ITE innovates
the future.
/URNEWVISIONr!'LOBAL,EADERFOR)NNOVATIONSIN4ECHNICAL%DUCATIONrPLACESADISTINCTIVEEMPHASIS
on creating new value for our customers and stakeholders by doing new things or doing things differently.
It challenges us to take a new look at everything we do, and how we do them, while forging ahead in the
international realm of VTE.
To stay relevant and ahead of competition, ITE graduates need to be well-rounded in terms of skills,
knowledge and values. In addition, they need to have a global mindset and be open to changes. With a
youth audience that is growing increasingly individualistic, better informed and technologically-savvy, ITE
InnovateREDEÚNESANDREINVENTSOUREDUCATIONALAPPROACH ANDMODESOFSTUDENTENGAGEMENT5LTIMATELY 
ITE InnovateENCOURAGESAMIND SHIFTINTHEGENERALPUBLICTOVIEW)4%ASANEXTRAORDINARYINSTITUTION WITH
EXTRAORDINARYPEOPLE PROMOTINGPROGRESSIONANDINNOVATION

One of the courses for the future,
Aerospace Technology, has proven to
be very popular with students.
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HIS VISION AND HOPE FOR ITE
My earnest hope is that there will be no more stigma about ITE education and its students so that students
can choose their education paths wisely. If a student is mediocre academically and chooses to study in a
polytechnic, he or she is likely to remain so among his or her peers. However, if the student goes to ITE and
THENPROGRESSESTOAPOLYTECHNIC HEORSHECANDOBETTERTHANTHE'#%l/m,EVELANDPOLYTECHNICSTUDENTS 
GIVENHISORHERFOUNDATIONIN)4%ANDTHECONÚDENCEGAINED
I want our graduates to be readily assimilated and accepted by employers. I hope employers will value them
ANDGIVETHEMEVERYOPPORTUNITYTOUPGRADE%MPLOYERSSHOULDNOTJUSTVALUETHESKILLSOFOURGRADUATES 
BUT ALSO THEIR VALUES AND TRAITS )4% STUDENTS WORK VERY HARD  AGAINST ALL ODDS  JUST TO CONTINUE THEIR )4%
EDUCATION-ANYJUGGLESEVERALJOBSWHILESTUDYINGAT)4%+UDOSTOALLOFTHEMØ
I would like ITE to continue to attract passionate people who want to make a difference to the lives of students,
ANDNOTJUSTSEETEACHINGASAJOB7EDONOTBRINGINPEOPLEBASEDONTHEIRACADEMICQUALIÚCATIONS7E
look at the attitudes and values of the applicants. After all, it is the people in ITE that make ITE.

BOB TAN
CHAIRMAN (FROM 2007)
ITE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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HALLMARKS OF EXCELLENCE
(INTERNATIONAL AWARDS)
Name of Award

Year of
Award

Conferring /
Organising Body

1

Harvard-IBM Innovations Award in Transforming Government
(Top Award among 30 countries)
— Trail-blazing Transformation in Singapore’s Vocational and Technical Education
&OR)4%mS)NNOVATIVE 9EAR4RANSFORMATION0ROGRAMME

2007

Ash Institute, JF Kennedy
School of Government,
Harvard University, USA

2

United Nations Public Service Award 2011 (Finalist)
(For Improving the Delivery of Public Services)

2011

United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs

3

Innovations of the Year Awards

League for Innovation in the
Community Colleges, USA

A !LTERNATIVE%NERGY&UEL %FÚCIENT%CO &RIENDLY#ARS
b) Aircraft Fuel System Simulator
c) iDe’Lite® (Interactive Diagnostic Evaluation for Learning@ITE) for service training
using video-based pedagogic approach

2011
2010
2009

4

0UBLIC 0RIVATE 0ARTNERSHIP000 $EALOFTHE9EAR!WARD!SIA0ACIÚC 
(For development of new ITE College West Campus)

2009

0ROJECT&INANCE)NTERNATIONAL
(London), UK

5

Order of Friendship Award
&OR)4%mSROLEINSETTINGUPTHEÚRST6IETNAM 3INGAPORE4ECHNICAL3CHOOLIN6IETNAM

2006

Vietnamese Government

Singapore’s Institute of Technical Education has not only improved the lives of its students, it has
created a highly sustainable model for transforming poorly-performing educational institutions
worldwide. We are pleased to honour the Institute’s achievements and commend the outstanding
dedication of multiple administrations of ITE leadership in collaboration with an international portfolio
OFTECHNOLOGYANDBUSINESSPARTNERS)4%mSCONTRIBUTIONSEXTENDFARPASTTHESCHOOLROOMANDHAVEA
direct impact on youth employment rates, community safety and the Singapore economy.

STEPHEN GOLDSMITH
DANIEL PAUL PROFESSOR OF THE PRACTICE OF GOVERNMENT
AND DIRECTOR OF THE INNOVATIONS IN AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMME
ASH CENTER FOR DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE AND INNOVATION
HARVARD'S KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
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ITE WINS GLOBAL IBM INNOVATIONS AWARD
/N  3EPTEMBER   THE !SH #ENTER FOR $EMOCRATIC 'OVERNANCE AND )NNOVATION AT (ARVARD 5NIVERSITYmS *OHN & +ENNEDY 3CHOOL OF
Government announced Singapore’s Institute of Technical Education (ITE) as the winner of the IBM Innovations Award in Transforming
'OVERNMENT3ELECTEDBYANINTERNATIONALPANELOFEXPERTS )4%mSTRANSFORMATIONWASRECOGNISEDASAMODELPROGRAMMEINIMPROVING6OCATIONAL
and Technical Education (VTE). With its bold and innovative ways of addressing complicated and delicate issues in VTE, the panel found that
ITE had not only transformed many young lives, it had also created profound impact on the social progress and economic growth of Singapore.
Representing ITE at the Award Ceremony were: Bob Tan, Chairman/ITE (holding Award, left); Bruce Poh, Director & CEO/ITE (holding Award, right); and Sabrina
Loi, Deputy CEO (Corporate) (far left); while IBM is represented by Todd Ramsey, General Manager, IBM Public Sector, USA (behind Award), and Harvard
University, by David Ellwood, Dean, John F. Kennedy School of Government (2nd from left) and Gowher Rizi, Director, Ash Institute (far right).
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We are all very proud of ITE. ITE has developed a unique brand of education, to train
STUDENTSWITHlTHINKINGHANDSmWHOEXCELINTECHNICALVOCATIONS!ÚRST CLASS)4%SYSTEMIS
CRITICALTOENABLINGEVERY3INGAPOREANTOMAXIMISEHISPOTENTIAL ANDPARTICIPATEFULLYIN
Singapore’s growth and progress. The ITE staff and students have worked long and hard
to make this vision a reality. This award shows that they are succeeding, and winning
INTERNATIONALRECOGNITION#ONGRATULATIONSØ

PRIME MINISTER LEE HSIEN LOONG, SINGAPORE,
CONGRATULATING ITE ON THE WIN OF THE
GLOBAL HARVARD-IBM INNOVATIONS AWARD IN
TRANSFORMING GOVERNMENT, 2007
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)4%ISTHEJEWELIN3INGAPOREmSEDUCATIONSYSTEM4HISGLOBALAWARDISEXTERNALRECOGNITIONOF)4%mSEFFORTSTOADVANCETHEOPPORTUNITIESOFITSSTUDENTSWITH
its unique and successful Hands-on, Minds-on, Hearts-on learning. It is also recognition of our educational approach that builds on Singaporeans’ diverse
aptitudes and talents.

THEN EDUCATION MINISTER THARMAN SHANMUGARATNAM, SINGAPORE,
CONGRATULATING ITE ON THE WIN OF THE GLOBAL HARVARD-IBM INNOVATIONS AWARD
IN TRANSFORMING GOVERNMENT, 2007
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HALLMARKS OF EXCELLENCE
(LOCAL AWARDS)
Name of Award

Year of
Award

Conferring /
Organising Body

1

Singapore Quality Award with Special Commendation
(First Education Institution to win pinnacle SQA SC Award)

2011

SPRING Singapore

2

Public Service Premier Award4OP/RGANISATIONAL%XCELLENCE!WARDIN0UBLIC3ECTOR
&IRSTAND/NLY%DUCATION)NSTITUTIONTOACHIEVETHIS

2011

0RIME-INISTERmS/FÚCE

3

Singapore Quality Award
(First Education Institution to win SQA)

2005

SPRING Singapore

4

Public Service Distinguished Award

2010

0RIME-INISTERmS/FÚCE

5

Distinguished Public Service Award for Organisational Excellence

2005

0RIME-INISTERmS/FÚCE

6

Public Service Award for Organisational Excellence

2003

0RIME-INISTERmS/FÚCE

7

Singapore Innovation Class
&OR)NNOVATION%XCELLENCE

2011

SPRING Singapore

8

Singapore Service Class
&OR3ERVICE%XCELLENCE

2011

SPRING Singapore

9

)3/#ERTIÚCATIONFOR)4%mS1UALITY-ANAGEMENT3YSTEMFOR
Academic Programmes

2011
2008
2005
2002

)NTERNATIONAL /RGANISATION
for Standardisation

10

People Developer
&OR0EOPLE%XCELLENCE

2011
2007
2003
2000

SPRING Singapore

11

Best Practice Award (Stakeholder Engagement)
(For innovative customer engagement strategies and turning around public perception)

2010

0RIME-INISTERmS/FÚCE
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Name of Award

Year of
Award

Conferring /
Organising Body

12

Aon Hewitt Best Employers in Singapore 2011

2011

Aon Hewitt International

13

Human Capital Corporate Champion Award
(For building People Capabilities)

2010

Human Capital Singapore

14

Singapore HR Awards 20103IX!WARDS 

2010

Singapore Human Resources
Institute

a) Corporate HR Award
B ,EADING#%/!WARD
c) Leading HR Practices in Strategic HR Award
d) Leading HR Practices in Learning and Human Capital Development Award
e) Leading HR Practices in HR Communications & Branding Award
f ) Leading HR Practices (Special Mention) in Corporate Social Responsibility Award
15

16

Public Relations In the Service of Mankind (PRISM) Excellence Awards

Institute of Public Relations,
Singapore

A /UTSTANDING0UBLIC2ELATIONS#HAMPION#%/)4%
B /UTSTANDING/VERALL#ORPORATE2EPUTATION%NHANCEMENT0ROGRAMME
C %XCELLENCE!WARDFOR"EST0UBLIC3ERVICE#AMPAIGN'OVERNMENT

2010
2008
2006
2000

Outstanding Innovation & Quality Circle (IQC) Organisation National Award

2005
2000
1996

SPRING Singapore
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BUSINESS EXCELLENCE TODAY, GLOBAL
EXCELLENCE TOMORROW
In 2005, ITE won the nation’s most prestigious Singapore Quality Award (SQA) for attaining world-class
STANDARDSOFEXCELLENCEINTECHNICALEDUCATION"EINGTHE&IRST%DUCATION)NSTITUTIONTOWINTHE31!WASA
SIGNIÚCANTMILESTONEIN)4%mSJOURNEYOFEXCELLENCE)TMEANTANATIONALRECOGNITIONOFOURTRANSFORMATION
into a world-class post-secondary institution, focusing on vocational technical education and skills. It also
REAFÚRMED)4%mSBELIEFANDSUCCESSINCREATINGAUNIQUE)4%"RANDOF#OLLEGE%DUCATIONTHATISATTRACTIVETO
a quarter of Singapore’s school cohort.
In 2011, ITE won the pinnacle Singapore Quality Award with Special Commendation and it was the most
REWARDINGENDORSEMENTOF)4%mS/RGANISATIONAL%XCELLENCEJOURNEY4HE31!WITH3PECIAL#OMMENDATION
ISTHEHIGHESTBUSINESSEXCELLENCEACCOLADE DISTINGUISHING)4%ASTHEBEST OF THE BESTIN3INGAPORE AND
RECOGNISING)4%mSGLOBALEXCELLENCEANDLEADERSHIPIN6OCATIONALAND4ECHNICAL%DUCATION

From left: Heng Guan Teck, Former Deputy CEO (Academic); Dr Yek Tew Ming, Principal, ITE College West; Tan Seng Hua,
Deputy CEO (Academic) & Principal, ITE College Central; Sabrina Loi, Deputy CEO (Corporate); Bruce Poh, Director & CEO/ITE;
Eden Liew, Principal, ITE College East; Dr Benjamin Tan, Deputy CEO (Development); and Aw York Bin, Deputy CEO (Industry).
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Since its establishment in 1992, ITE has transformed the Vocational and
Technical Education System in Singapore. ITE is today a unique oneOF ITS KINDINSTITUTIONINTHEWORLD BEÚTTINGITSSTATUSASAWORLD CLASS
technical education institution. ITE’s unique full-time programmes,
stemming from its Education Philosophy of Hands-on, Minds-on,
Hearts-on learning, nurture all-rounded students. This philosophy has
enabled ITE to be recognised both locally and internationally for the
quality of its programmes, facilities, learning resources, graduates, and
organisational practices.

PROFESSOR CHAM TAO SOON
CHAIRMAN OF THE SQA GOVERNING COUNCIL

ITE is well known for its world-class curriculum, innovation teaching
and facilities, and ABB is happy to support ITE in its progress. My
colleagues at ABB have shared with me that when they work with ITE
students and graduates, they notice a spirit of innovation, enterprise
and desire to succeed. These are values that resonate with ABB.

JAMES FOO
PRESIDENT AND COUNTRY MANAGER
ABB, SINGAPORE
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TODAY  Tuesday  September 25, 2007

In the end, it’s
a top educator
Global award from
Harvard institute is
icing on cake for ITE
DERRICK A PAULO
derrick@mediacorp.com.sg

IT ONCE used to be the bottom
feeder of the educational system
in the eyes of parents. Now, the
Institute of Technical Education
(ITE) stands on top of the world.
It has won a global award
for improving vocational and
technical training in Singapore.
At a ceremony in the United States last night (this morning, Singapore time), a Harvard
University institute held up the
ITE as a government programme to be noted for its reforms, and it wants the postsecondary education provider to
share its story with the world.
ITE is getting US$100,000
($150,000), sponsored by IBM,
to do just that. One of the key
criteria for the IBM Innovations
Award in Transforming Government, which saw more than
100 entries from 30 countries,
is whether the programme can
be replicated successfully in
other countries.
In its citation of ITE, the
Ash Institute at Harvard described how it was “formerly a
last resort for low-achieving students” but underwent a 10-year
reform plan, “revamping irrelevant curriculum, upgrading
learning environments and instating new academic requirements for current teachers”.
As a result, ITE reported a
33-per-cent increase in graduation rates and a 50-per-cent
rise in students enrolled between 1995 and last year.
The award also represents
a culmination of ITE’s go-global plan, a bid to increase its influence worldwide. This includes licensing its courses
overseas, working on consultancy projects and offering
short-term training.
The most important aspect
of its efforts has been the alliances it has forged with other
vocational and technical education institutes, ITE chief executive Bruce Poh told TODAY.
It recently joined the Global Education Network, comprising institutions from Australia, Canada and the US.
“These MoUs open doors
for ITE to not only increase
our global presence, but also

expand the global education programme with new opportunities
for students,” said Mr Poh.
ITE has already exceeded
its target last year to offer overseas opportunities to 8 per cent
of its student cohort. Some 1,380,
or 11.5 per cent, went to 13 countries under its global education
programme. Mr Poh now thinks
ITE can aim for 20 per cent over
the medium term.
Until now, the most significant development for ITE on
the global stage had been an
agreement signed in June to
offer its first international niche
diploma to students here.
The technical engineer
diploma in machine technology,
targeted for launch next April
with an initial annual intake of
50 students, will provide them
the opportunity to progress to
Universities of Applied Sciences
in Baden-Württemberg, Germany, whose Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports will
validate the diploma.
While go-global efforts like
these have benefited ITE
through “mutual learning” and
“benchmarking” of courseware
development, curricula standards
and faculty development, when
it comes to international recognition, its latest award is the icing
on the cake, said Mr Poh.
ITE already has plans to
share its knowledge with developing countries. Having provided consultancy work in the
last two years to Indonesia, Jordan and Thailand, it will be helping leaders of technical education in three African countries
— Madagascar, Mozambique
and Ghana — when they visit
Singapore in January.
ITE graduate Mohamed
Suhayil, 30, now a country account manager for a multinational smart card company, told
TODAY that his alma mater deserves the plaudits for its
achievements, especially for
transforming its image. “Without
all the bits and bytes I picked up
from ITE, I wouldn’t have developed this far in my career.”
Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong also congratulated ITE:
“It has developed a unique brand
of education, to train students
with “thinking hands” who excel
in technical vocations. A first
class ITE system is critical to enabling every Singaporean to
maximise his potential, and participate fully in Singapore’s
growth and progress.”
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ATTACHMENT IN SHANGHAI: ITE students on an industrial attachment at
Flextronics Technology (Shanghai), which is located in Malu, Jiading, Shanghai.
Chatting with them are (from right) ITE chairman Bob Tan, ITE director and CEO
Bruce Poh, and ITE Alumni Association President Roger Lee, during a visit in July.

씰 Ho Ai Li

ITE: From ‘school
of last resort’ to ‘jewel
in S’pore’s crown’

FROM April last year to March
this year, the Institute of Technical Education (ITE) hosted
616 visitors from countries
ranging from Rwanda to China.
The post-secondary institution can expect more international visitors after receiving
the prestigious IBM Innovations In Transforming Government Award from Harvard University on Monday.
It beat four finalists shortlisted from more than 100 applicants from 30 countries to win
the award. Winners were chosen based on criteria such as
the impact of the programme
and how replicable it is.
As the Harvard citation noted, the ITE has gone from being “an institution of last resort
for low-achieving students” to
being internationally recognised.
Its results speak for themselves:
씰 The ITE doubled its
full-time student numbers from
about 12,000 in 1995 to almost
25,000 last year.
씰 Its graduation rate rose
from 60 to 80 per cent during
the same period.
씰 Last year, almost 96 per cent
of its graduates received job offers within half a year.
씰 About one in four ITE graduates goes on to obtain a diploma.
In 2005, the ITE also be-

came the first educational institution here to win the Singapore Quality Award, a leading
business award, for its overall
excellence. The same year, it
won praise from the World
Bank.
Dubbed the “jewel in Singapore’s education system” by
Education Minister Tharman
Shanmugaratnam, the ITE has
come a long way since it rose
from the ashes of the former
Vocational and Industrial Training Board (VITB) 15 years ago.
It was formed after a
shake-up of the primary and
secondary school systems, to
get students to have at least 10
years of general education.
Instead of taking in primary
and secondary school leavers,
the ITE was re-positioned as a
post-secondary institution for
the least academically able 25
per cent in each cohort.
There were high hopes the
ITE could shed the negative image of vocational institute students as dropouts and low
achievers.
Speaking in 1992, then ITE
director and chief executive officer Law Song Seng declared:
“We want parents and schoolleavers to realise we have a
new image and direction.”
Dr Law, an engineer by training who retired as ITE director
and CEO in February this year,

Above:
The Sunday Times
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mapped out ITE’s transformation in five-year plans.
Its first five-year plan saw
the ITE build 10 modern campuses and upgrade its courses
and the qualifications of its lecturers. In 1992, only 4.8 per
cent of its lecturers had at least
a degree. Fifteen years on, the
figure has risen to about 45 per
cent.
In its latest One ITE System,
Three Colleges model, it plans
to have three regional campuses by 2011. The first to be
ready, ITE College East in Simei, has earned rave reviews
from visitors since it opened
two years ago.
In its second five-year plan,
the ITE focused on improving
curriculum and teaching. On
top of rolling out a compulsory
module which teaches life
skills such as communication
and team work, the ITE also introduced online learning in
about 20 per cent of its lessons.
The ITE may have greatly
improved but this matters little
if it is not communicated to the
public.
To that end, it embarked on
branding campaigns from
1998, with taglines such as
“ITE Makes Things Happen” or
“Thinking Hands Create Success” in posters and advertisements. It also reached out to

about 50,000 students, teachers and parents through open
houses and road shows.
In its latest five-year plan, it
aims to become a global leader
in technical education.
It has already formed alliances with institutions in Canada,
Germany, the United States,
Hong Kong and South Korea.
Next year, it is introducing the
ITE Technical Engineer Diploma in Machine Technology, in
partnership with the German
Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sports, Baden-Wurttemberg.
Graduates from the twoyear course will receive a German diploma and be recognised for entry into German
universities such as the University of Esslingen, which offers
degrees in English.
The ITE is also offering consultancy services to countries
in the Middle East and Africa,
and aims to send 20 per cent of
its students overseas.
At home, it has helped thousands of students demoralised
by poor results in their earlier
school career to further their
studies, and hopes more will
do so.
Former EM3 pupil Tan Kai
Soon, 25, credits his ITE teachers for motivating him in his
studies. Today, he is an engineering graduate from Nanyang Technological University.
Now, about 80 per cent of
Normal (Technical) students
join the ITE after graduation.
But that is not enough. Having achieved recognition
abroad, the ITE has to work on
one of its key goals: to reach
out to the 1,000 Normal (Technical) students who miss out
on an ITE education each year.
hoaili@sph.com.sg

For both:
The Straits Times
19 April 2011
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“I think it (ITE) is one of the success stories of Singapore that we are able to uplift
the academically less-advantaged 25 per cent and use their other skills, hands-on
skills and ability to improvise, to give them that added value so that they can make a
contribution to life, to society and to make a good living.”

MINISTER MENTOR LEE KUAN YEW, SPEAKING TO THE MEDIA
DURING A VISIT TO ITE COLLEGE EAST, 21 FEBRUARY 2008
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)4%WILLCONTINUETOCONTRIBUTEEXCITINGANDENDURINGCHAPTERSTOTHE3INGAPORE3TORY7HILETHE%DUCATION
3YSTEMHASBEENENHANCEDOVERTHEYEARSTOPROVIDEGREATERÛEXIBILITYANDDIFFERENTPATHWAYSTOCATERTO
different aptitudes and abilities of students, the lower prestige of VTE is likely to remain with some skeptics.
However, undaunted by challenges to come and empowered by its standing as a Global Leader in VTE,
ITE will continue to ensure that its graduates will be highly esteemed and demanded by industry, as well
ASENJOYGOODOPPORTUNITIESFORSOCIALPROGRESSION4HE#INDERELLAOFTHE3INGAPORE%DUCATION3YSTEMHAS
EMERGEDTHEJEWELOFTHE3INGAPORE%DUCATION3YSTEMmSCROWN ANDTHEPRIDEOFOURNATIONASTHE3INGAPORE
Success Story'. Even so, the transformation will not cease. ITE is poised to continually innovate and create
new opportunities and value for its students, staff and stakeholders.
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THE ITE CARE FAMILY WHO LIVE THE ITE HEARTBEAT
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Names of staff and Friends of ITE as at 29 February 2012
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